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 Referencia: 1

 ANEC11Code: Year: 2017

Region:  ANEC - Etudes et Chantiers

Name:  The old fortification of Batterie de la Pointe

Address:  16 Chemin de la Batterie de la Pointe, C.P. 91120, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.etudesetchantiers.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI - Restoration-Environmental

Initial Date:  15/07/2017 Final Date: 30/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Meeting Point and Time: in the front of PALAISEAU station at 3:00 pm.

REQUIREMENTS:
English:  Places  for  17  years  old  are  really  limited  (maximum  2,  an  international  and  a  French  volunteer).  Not  recommanded  for
wheelchair  because  the  work  site  and  life  site  are  not  accessible.  Français:  Les  places  pour  les  mineurs
sont  très  limités  (maximum  2,  un  international  et  un  français).  Malheureusement  les  sites  d′hébergement  et  de  travaux  ne  sont  pas
accessibles  aux  fauteuils  roulants.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
English: Palaiseau fortification was built from 1874 to 1879 to defend Paris against the Prussian army during the war, it is part of the 18
fortifications built all around Paris in that period. Batterie de la Pointe is one of the two branches of this Fort, volunteers will participate in
its  restoration.  Français:  Le  fort  de  Palaiseau  à  été  construit  de  1874  à  1879  pour  défendre  Paris  contre  les  armées  Prussiennes
pendant la guerre, il fait parti des 18 forts construits tout autour de Paris à cette période. La batterie de la pointe est un des bâtiments de
ce Fort, les volontaires participeront à sa restauration.

English: Volunteers will participate to restore part of the building, they will learn the technique of old buildings and restoration. It is the
beginning  of  this  restoration,  restoring  the  entire  fortification  will  take  several  years  of  work.  Français:  Les  volontaires  participeront  à
restaurer une partie du bâtiment, ils apprendront les technique de bâti ancien et de restauration. Attention la restauration n’en est qu’à
ses débuts, il ne s’agira pas de refaire la totalité du fort qui demande plusieurs années de travaux.

English:  A  team is  working  all  the  year  in  this  place.  Works  and  some leisure  activities  are  planed  with  them.  Français:  Une  équipe
travaille  à  l'année  sur  le  site,  les  travaux  ainsi  que  des  activités  de  loisirs  seront  organisés  avec  eux.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
English: At the heart of a plateau, volunteers will be halfway between the city and countryside , bicycles will be provided to discover the
area. Near Paris and Versailles you will participate in an original and
alternative tour of the capital. You plan your spare-time and leisure activities with the facilitators and the group of volunteers. Français:
Au c?ur du plateau les volontaires seront à mis chemin entre la ville et la campagne, des vélos seront à
dispositions  pour  découvrir  les  lieux.  La  visite  de  Paris  sera  au  programme avec  un  parcours  insolite  pour  découvrir  la  ville  et  la  vie
Parisienne de manière  insolite  et  différente.  Les  loisirs  et  activités  seront  choisis  en  coopération  par  les
volontaires et les animateurs.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
English:  Volunteers will  be host  in  tents in  an hold farm, with a big garden,  barnum and a place where you can cook and eat  will  be
available.  During the camp you′ll  have the opportunity  to show off  your culinary skills
by initiating other volunteers with typical  dishes from your region.  Meals,  like all  daily  activities will  be carried out  collectively.  We will
favor local  and seasonal  products that  are at  the heart  of  our eco-citizen approach. Français:  les
volontaires  seront  logés en tentes à  la  ferme des Granges de Palaiseau,  un barnum et  une cuisine seront  à  disposition.  Vous serez
amenés au cours  du séjour  à  montrer  vos talents  culinaires  en initiant  les  autres  volontaires  aux plats  typiques de
votre  région.  Les  repas,  comme toutes  les  activités  du  quotidien  seront  réalisés  collectivement.  Au  maximum nous  privilégierons  les
produits  locaux  et  de  saisons  qui  sont  au  c?ur  de  notre  démarche  éco-citoyenne.  -  THING TO BRING:

LOCATION:
16 Chemin de la Batterie de la Pointe, 91120 Palaiseau. - MEETING POINT:

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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Latitude of the project: 48.7075834
Longitude of the project: 2.23323959999993

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: ORY Paris, France
Train/Bus Station: RER B (from both airports) Station PALAISEAU
Latitude of Station: 0.0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 2

 ANEC14Code: Year: 2017

Region:  ANEC - Etudes et Chantiers

Name:  Become the lord of the Château de Pompey

Address:  Maison forte de l´avant-garde, Pompey, C.P. 54340, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.etudesetchantiers.org

Project:  ARCH-CULT-CONS - Architecture-Culture-Construction

Initial Date:  31/07/2017 Final Date: 20/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Meeting Point and Time: Pompey from 10:00 a.m

REQUIREMENTS:
English:  Not  recommanded  for  wheelchair  because  the  work  site  and  life  site  are  not  accessible.  Places  for  17  years  old  are  really
limited  (maximum  2,  one  international  and  one  French).  Français:  Malheureusement  les  sites
d′hébergement et de travaux ne sont pas accessibles aux fauteuils roulants. Les places pour les mineurs sont très limités (maximum 2,
un international et un français).

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
English: This will be the second and consecutive year that an international workcamp is set up on this site. In the Mid-term the objective
is to work on all the rampart to make it the background of an open-air theatre as the town hall of Pompey wishes. Français: Deuxième
année consécutive de mise en place d'un chantier international sur ce site, venez continuer les travaux commencés et faire le lien avec
la population et les associations. L’objectif du chantier étant à moyen terme de reprendre l’ensemble de ce rempart afin qu’il serve de
fond et de décor au projet de théâtre de verdure ambitionné par la Mairie de Pompey.

English: The workcamp consists in the rehabilitation of a part of the rampart between the towers 8 and 10. It  implies taking off all  the
herbs and plants around, careful listing of the stones and reconstruction and solidification of the chosen part of the rampart. Français: Le
chantier  prévu  consiste  en  la  reprise  d’une  partie  du  rempart  entre  les  tours  8  et  10,  impliquant  un  temps  de  dé-végétalisation,  de
recensement  minutieux  des  pierres  et  de  reconstruction  et  solidification  du  rempart  en  question.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
English: Pompey is 10 minutes away from Nancy, city of the Duc Stanislas and his mythical Place Stanislas, on the top 5 of the most
beautiful square in the world. It is 1h30 away from the capital, Paris, in high-speed
train.  The  workcamp  is  just  next  to  a  tree-climbing  park  and  other  leisure  activities.  Come  and  enjoy  the  contacts  with  the  local
associations  and  people.  Français:  Pompey  se  situe  à  10  min  de  Nancy  cité  du  duc  Stanislas,  avec  sa  mythique  place,
classé  dans  le  top  5  des  plus  belles  places  du  monde.  A  1h30  de  la  capitale,  Paris  en  train  à  grande  vitesse.  Venez  apprécier  les
nombreux  contacts  avec  les  associations  locales  et  la  population,  très  présente.  Le  chantier  se  situant  juste  à  coté
d′un parc d′accrobranche et de nombreuses autres activités de loisirs.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
English: Accomodation will be in tents. Français: hébergement sous tentes. - THING TO BRING:

LOCATION:
Maison forte de l′avant-garde. - MEETING POINT:
Latitude of the project: 48.7664464
Longitude of the project: 6.1147351

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: ETZ in Metz/Nancy
Train/Bus Station: Pompey train station
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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English
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 Referencia: 3

 ANEC15Code: Year: 2017

Region:  ANEC - Etudes et Chantiers

Name:  Discover Colline de Sion and its landscapes.

Address:  Colline de Sion, C.P. 54330, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.etudesetchantiers.org

Project:  CULT-ENVI-CONS - Cultural - Environmental - Construction

Initial Date:  31/07/2017 Final Date: 20/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Meeting Point and Time: Vezelise train station from 10:00 am

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
English: The colline de Sion - or colline de Sion-Vaudémont - is a hill located in the Saintois land in the south of the Meurthe-et-Moselle
department, in the Grand Est region. It is 540m high, making it the highest spot of the Moselle slopes. Thanks to its history, its pilgrims
and its topography it is a major place of tourism in Meurthe-et-Moselle. Français: La colline de Sion, ou colline de Sion-Vaudémont, est
une colline située dans le pays du Saintois, dans le sud du département de Meurthe-et-Moselle, en région Grand Est. Culminant à une
altitude de 540 mètres, ce qui en fait le point le plus élevé du relief des côtes de Moselle, la colline de Sion, de par son histoire, son
pèlerinage et sa topographie, est un lieu majeur du tourisme Meurthe-et-mosellan.

English:  In  the entrance of  the village of  Vaudémont,  we still  find the very present  tracks of  the formerpath of  guard and staves.  Our
construction plan is the maintenance of the path by the clearing, as well as the reassurance of this one. Français: A l’entrée du village de
Vaudémont, on retrouve encore des traces très présentes de l’ancien sentier de garde et des douves. Notre chantier prévoit l’entretien
de ce sentier par le débroussaillage ainsi que la sécurisation de celui-ci par l’ordonnancement des déchets de taille en barrières.

Places for 17 years old are really limited (maximum 2, an international and a French volunteer). Français: Les places pour les mineurs
sont très limités (maximum 2, un international et un français).

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
English: The colline de Sion-Vaudémont is one of the rare Europe sites keeping up to thousands of years of civilisations. Sion must has
been populated for at least 4 thousand years, which way before the creation of the
oldest cities of France. Sion is 25 minutes away from Nancy, city of the Duc Stanislas and his mythical Place Stanislas which is the top 5
of the most beautiful square of the world. It is also 2 hours away from the capital by high-speed train.
Discovering the vineyards will be part of the activities. Français: La colline de Sion-Vaudémont constitue un des rares sites en Europe
qui à une mémoire archéologique correspondant à plusieurs millénaires de peuplement. Sion est occupée depuis au
moins quatre mille ans, bien avant la fondation des villes les plus anciennes de France. Sion se situe à 25 min de Nancy cité du duc
Stanislas et sa mythique place classé dans le top 5 des plus belles places au monde. A 2h de la capital, Paris par le
Train à Grande Vitesse. La decouverte des vignes sera de la partie.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
English: In the hostel of the colline de Sion. Français: en dur, dans l′hotel de la coline de Sion - THING TO BRING:

LOCATION:
Colline de Sion. - MEETING POINT:
Latitude of the project: 48.430833
Longitude of the project: 6.084167

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: ETZ in Metz/Nancy
Train/Bus Station: VEZELISE train station
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 4

 ANEC16Code: Year: 2017

Region:  ANEC - Etudes et Chantiers

Name:  Protect the Castle of Pailly

Address:  Château du Pailly, C.P. 52600, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.etudesetchantiers.org

Project:  ARCH-CULT-CONS - Architecture-Culture-Construction

Initial Date:  31/07/2017 Final Date: 20/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

REQUIREMENTS:
Not  recommended  for  wheelchair  because  the  work  site  and  life  site  are  not  accessible.  Places  for  17  years  old  are  really  limited
(maximum  2,  one  international  and  one  French).  Français:  Malheureusement  les  sites  d′hébergement  et
de travaux ne sont pas accessibles aux fauteuils roulants. Les places pour les mineurs sont très limités (maximum 2, un international et
un français).

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
English: The workcamp is located in the Château du Pailly. Langres is 10min away and Paris 1h30 by high-speed train. You'll have the
opportunity  to  meet  local  people  and associations.  Français:  Le chantier  se situe sur  le  château du Pailly.  Un lien  privilégié  avec les
habitants  et  les  associations.  La ville  de Langres se situe à  10 min et  la  Capitale  Paris  à  1h30 en train  à  grande vitesse.

English: Reconstruction of an outer wall of the Castle. Français: Reconstruction d'un mur d'enceinte du Château.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
English: The castle of Pailly is in the town of Pailly, 13km away from Langres, in the Haute-Marne department. It is seen as the most
prestigeous exemple of the Renaissance architecture of the Champagne-Ardennes region.
During the workcamp there will be the festival du chien à plumes (feathered dog) a few kilometers away and the festival du cheval en
fête (happy horse). Français: Le château du Pailly est situé sur la commune du Pailly, à 13 km de Langres, dans la
Haute-Marne.  Il  est  considéré  comme le  plus  prestigieux  exemple  d?architecture  Renaissance de la  Champagne-Ardenne.  Durant  le
chantier,  il  y  aura  le  festival  du  chien  à  plume à  quelques kilomètres  ainsi  que le  festival  du  cheval  en  fête  qui  se
déroulera sur le château.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
English: Tents near a pond, next to the castle. Restroom will be in buildings. Français: sous tente au bord d′un étang, avec sanitaire et
cuisine en dur juste à coté du Château. - THING TO BRING:

LOCATION:
Château du Pailly. - MEETING POINT: Meeting Point and Time: Langres station from 10:00 am
Latitude of the project: 47.791397
Longitude of the project: 5.414264

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: DLE in Dole
Train/Bus Station: Langres
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 5

 ANEC5Code: Year: 2017

Region:  ANEC - Etudes et Chantiers

Name:  Madaleine´s mountains: renovation of a forest path

Address:  Saint Nicolas des Biefs, C.P. 03250, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.etudesetchantiers.org

Project:  ENVI - Environmental

Initial Date:  05/07/2017 Final Date: 20/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
English: Madaleine's mountains are located in the north of the Central Massif, whose the highest picks's elevation is 1164 meters. At the
heart of the forest, the association "Le syndicat mixte des Monts de la Madeleine" enhances the forest paths to develop tourism, and to
carry out some actions to protect the regional environment which is classified as "sensitive regional heritage". Français: Les monts de la
Madeleine  sont  situés  au  nord  du  Massif  central,  qui  culminent  à  1164  mètres  d'altitude.  Au  cœur  de  la  forêt,  une  association  "Le
syndicat mixte des Monts de la Madeleine" met en valeur des chemins de randonnées pour développer le tourisme et mener des actions
de protection de l'environnement de ce site classé "patrimoine naturel sensible".

English: You will take part to the touristic promotion of the forest path at the heart of the forest. Tasks consist in strimming, cleaning and
rebuilding drystone walls (traditional construction) which delimit the path. Français: Participez à la valorisation touristique d'un chemin de
randonnée  au  cœur  de  la  forêt.  Les  travaux  consistent  à  débroussailler,  nettoyer  et  à  reconstruire  des  murs  en  pierres  sèches
(construction  traditionnelle)  qui  délimitent  le  chemin.

English: Nights can be cold, do not forget to bring a warm sleeping bag. Bring games, music, recipes or typical ingredients from your
region or country to share with the rest of the group ! For the working part,  bring adapted clothes and security shoes. The rest of the
equipment  will  be  provided.  Français:  Les  nuits  peuvent  être  très  fraîches:  n'oubliez  pas  de  ramener  un  sac  de  couchage  et  des
vêtements chauds ! Pensez à ramener des jeux, des musiques, des recettes, des ingrédients de cuisine typique de votre région ou de
votre pays pour les partager avec les volontaires ! Pour le chantier, emmenez des vêtements adaptés et des chaussures de sécurité.
Les autres équipements vous seront prêtés.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
English: It  is a beautiful  hilly area (around 1000m high) with wonderful views over volcanoes and mounts of Auvergne. Its lovely rural
villages are made of stone and wood houses and have a very rich built  heritage (bread
oven, chapels, castles). It is perfect for hikes, by foot or by bike, or for canoe in the rivers or swimming in the lakes, according to what
the campleaders can propose you. Your campleaders will prepare games and activities but you will be invited
to propose and create your own activities. Be creative ! Français: Saint Nicolas est situé dans le département de l′ Allier, dans la région
Auvergne.C′est une très belle région vallonnée (1000 d′altitude) et très boisée, qui offre des points de vue
magnifique sur les monts d′Auvergne. Ses petits villages ruraux sont faits de maison en pierre et en bois et offrent un patrimoine bâti
très riche (four à pain, chapelle, château). Cette région est un terrain de jeux idéal pour les randonnées à pied,
en  vélo  ou  en  canoë,  ou  en  vous  baignant  dans  les  lacs  selon  les  propositions  faites  par  l′équipe  d′animation.  Vos  animateurs  vous
prépareront  des  jeux  et  des  activités  mais  vous  inciteront  également  à  proposer  et  à  construire  vos  propres  animations
en fonction de vos envies. Soyez créatifs !

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
English: Accommodation is in tents (2 volunteers per tent) in a local camping or in a bed and breakfast. Volunteers will manage the tasks
of daily life in teams (shopping, cooking, cleaning). Français: L′hébergement se
fait sous tente (2 personnes par tente) dans un camping municipal ou dans un gîte (bâtiment en dur). La vie quotidienne est assurée par
les volontaires (courses, préparations des repas, ménage). - THING TO BRING:

LOCATION:
Saint Nicolas des Biefs. - MEETING POINT:
Latitude of the project: 46.0561834
Longitude of the project: 3.7855173

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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Airport: CFE in Clermont-Ferrand
Train/Bus Station: Vichy
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 6

 CBF02Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CBF - COMPAGNONS BÂTISSEURS FRANCE

Name:  Bringing local heritage to life

Address:   , C.P. 22530, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.compagnonsbatisseurs.org

Project:  ENVI-RENO - Environmental-Restoration

Initial Date:  10/07/2017 Final Date: 30/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
CBF02 Bringing local  heritage to  life  10/07/2017 -  30/07/2017 CONS 18-30 y.o.  8  internacional  +  3  local  vols  The project  :  It´s  been
many years now that the local authority of this territory is hosIng an interna- conal workcamp every summer on one of its local village
mainly to renovate some local heritage. This year the project will be organized in Saint Gilles Vieux Marché. The idea is to renovate a
wash house and organize some events in the site,  for example on Saturday July 22th, a Fest-Noz, which is a musical  and tradiconal
dance party will be organized. Local people are very much involved in the work and the hosting of the workcamp. They are waiting for
you and ready to give you a warm welcome. Works : You will have the chance to participate in the construcion of a new roof above an
old wash house : carpentry and roofing. Some works will be done on scaffolding, so this project may not be suitable for people who are
scared of heights. Locacion : The village of Saint Gilles Vieux Marché is located in the heart of the Bretagne region which is bordered by
the  Atlantic  Ocean  and  the  English  Channel.  This  region  is  known  for  its  wonderful  natural  richness  and  its  great  cultural  heritage.
Accommodacon  :  in  tents  Nearest  big  town  :  Saint-Brieuc  Nearest  airport  :  Paris  ou  Rennes  Nearest  Train  stacon  Terminal  :  Saint-
Brieuc  For  seekers  of  nice  landscapes

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
in tents Nearest big town

LOCATION:
The village of Saint Gilles Vieux Marché is located in the heart of the Bretagne region which is bordered by the Atlantic Ocean and the
English Channel. This region is known for its wonderful natural richness and its great cultural heritage.
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 7

 CBF03Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CBF - COMPAGNONS BÂTISSEURS FRANCE

Name:  When the whole world meets in our small village

Address:   , C.P. 35000, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.compagnonsbatisseurs.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  10/07/2017 Final Date: 30/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
CBF03 When the whole world meets in our small village. 10/07-30/07/2017 RENO 9 internacional + 9 local vols 18-30 y.o. The project :
Workcamp will  take  place  for  the  fourth  consecutive  year.  The  local  partners  want  to  use  the  workcamp to  encourage  local  youth  to
move and commit themselves to the project. It will be the opportunity for you to meet the local young people : they will happily show you
their region and their culture. Works : You will renovate a local heritage according to tradicional works. Location : the village is located at
around 60km of Rennes, in a green landscape of Britany region. It is situated only 1 hour from the see and its famous Mont Saint Michel:
Wonder  of  the  Western  world  !  Accommodation  :  in  tents  Nearest  big  town  :  VITRE  et  RENNES  Nearest  airport  :  Paris  or  Rennes
Nearest  Train  station  Terminal  :  Vitré

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 8

 CONCF-004Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  SAUBUSSE - Between forests and rivers

Address:  SAUBUSSE, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  ENVI - Environmental

Initial Date:  05/07/2017 Final Date: 26/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Come to discover Saubusse, a charming village surrounded by the Landes forest. Saubusse history is marked by water. It is an ancient
trade harbour, lying on the shores of the Adour River and bordered by several tributary streams. This year the work will mainly be about
cleaning the Jouanin stream from invasive weed, but also about some little renovation works on the reception hall.
The Jouanin stream needs a serious cleaning to avoid invasive weed to destroy the natural habitat of several species. These invasive
weeds  are  stopping  the  natural  flow  of  the  water  and  the  evacuation  of  the  sediments.  This  is  causing  floods  during  which  the
municipality suffers serious damage. The cleaning will be done by hands. You will also participate in the local village life by renovating
the reception hall of Saubusse, mainly doing little works.

Bring  a  warm sleeping  bag,  working  clothes,  gloves  and  shoes,  warm and  rain  clothes  and  a  flashlight.  Foreigners  belonging  to  the
European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their
home country.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Saubusse  (1000  inhabitants)  it′s  a  charming  village  located  in  the  Landes  department,  30  kms  from  Bayonne  and  20  kms  from  the
Atlantic  Ocean  beaches.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be staying on the municipal stadium. Tents for 2 will be provided. Please bring your sleeping bag. There will also be a collective
tent for cooking and collective life. You will share collective tasks and prepare meals as a group. You will also have to manage a budget
pro-vided by the group facilitators and participate in grocery shopping, giving priority to healthy and local foods.

LOCATION:
SAUBUSS
Meeting Point: DAX SNCF TRAIN STATION.
Latitude of the project: 43.656269
Longitude of the project: -1.18716800000004

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BOD
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 7

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 9

 CONCF-005Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  LANGOIRAN - Wash-house restoration

Address:  LANGOIRAN, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  CONS-RENO - Construction-Restoration

Initial Date:  11/07/2017 Final Date: 31/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The Langoiran municipality,  embedded between cliffs and water,  is part  of  the Gironde department.  By participating to this workcamp
youll  contribute to the preservation of its heritage by renovating a wash-house in order to open it  again to the public.
Supervised by a technical leader and a group life leader of Concordia, you will  continue the work started last year. You will  work with
wood to build the framework and will set the roof tiles. You will also be invited to participate in the local traditional celebration, the Saint
Pey, which will take place the last week end of the workcamp, and to run some stands.

Bring a sleeping bag,  working clothes,  hiking shoes,  warm clothes and a raincoat.  Foreigners belonging to the European Union must
bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate.
If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated under tents, you should expect basic collective life conditions. The group will be sharing the cleaning chores
and preparing meals together.

LOCATION:
Langoiran is a municipality located on the Garonne shores around 20 km from Bordeaux.
Meeting Point: Bordeaux train station.
Latitude of the project: 44.707992
Longitude of the project: -0.400761999999986

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BOD
Train/Bus Station: Bordeaux train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 10

 CONCF-007Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  LATRESNE - Renovating the tower

Address:  LATRESNE, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO-CONS - Restoration-Construction

Initial Date:  01/08/2017 Final Date: 22/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Latresne is a nice village close to Bordeaux along the Garonne River, offering nice green areas and several old buildings, testimonies of
a rich heritage. Latresne municipality asked Concordia to help them preserve a part of their heritage. The aim is to renovate the tower of
the "Maison des associations", where several community groups such as music, tennis or even oceanography are organised. A second
aim will be to create links between local youngsters and international volunteers.
The old building hosting the community groups needs several renovation works: you will strip the tower of its coating and then grout it
with  traditional  masonry  techniques.  You  might  also  have  to  cut  some  stones  depending  on  the  condition  of  the  stones  under  the
coating.  Please  note  that  the  work  will  be  done  on  scaffolding.

Please bring a sleeping bag, working clothes, sport shoes, warm and rain clothes, a flashlight, a swimsuit and sun cream. Foreigners
belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any
case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed
once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated under tents. You will have access to a room for cooking and collective life. You will be staying in the building
used by the tennis or music associations. In case of bad weather you will have access to "La maison des associations" premises. The
area will  provide you open air  living rooms to enjoy your  free time out  in  the sun.  The group will  be sharing the cleaning chores and
preparing meals together.  -  THING TO BRING:

LOCATION:
Really close to Bordeaux, Latresne is a town along the Garonne River with several old building, quite lively, just next to the Entre-Deux-
Mers.  For  more  details  please  see:  http://www.mairie-latresne.fr/tourisme/patrimoine.php  This  area  is  well-known  for  its  vineyards
between  Garonne  and  Dordogne.  Not  too  far  south  are  Marmande  and  Langon,  to  the  West  Bordeaux,  Libourne  in  the  North,  and
Bergerac  in  the  East.  You  will  be  charmed  by  the  ancient  cities,  the  mills  and  castles  around.
Meeting point: In Bordeaux, at the Stalingrand tram station a few stop after Bordeaux train station..
Latitude of the project: 44.7864205
Longitude of the project: -0.498324000000025

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BOD
Train/Bus Station: Bordeaux.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 7

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 11

 CONCF-031Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  RIOM - Kids festival

Address:  RIOM, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  FEST-KIDS - Festival - Work with kids

Initial Date:  05/07/2017 Final Date: 22/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Kids Festival.Cycling.French speaking if possible.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
If you have what it takes to be a leader, if you love children and want to find out how a festival is organised, this workcamp is for you!
Each year, the town of Riom organises the festival "My summer in Cerey". The main goal of this event is to offer free activities to those
who aren't able to go on holiday. The organisation is very family-friendly, in a spirit of meeting and sharing where everyone can forget
their differences. For ten days, sports, recreational and cultural activities will be run by the town of Riom and local associations. For the
fourth year in a row, an international work camp will contribute to the organization of this festival. It will be up to you to organize activities
that will take place every afternoon. You will be able to really enjoy this event, see shows in the evening and spend plenty of time with
the local population.

You will arrive a few days before the festival in order to meet the local team and get a first impression of your new environment. During
the event, you will be in charge of welcoming the public, tending a soft drinks stand and helping people with different activities such as a
zip wire, trampoline and inflatable attractions. Finally, you will help taking down the structures at the end of the festival. This work camp
needs a great deal of commitment from the volunteers as the festival takes place during ten days. Your aim is to engage in all  these
activities so that everyone can relax, have a good time together and meet new people! You will be accompanied by two camp leaders
throughout your stay.

Please bring good shoes, working clothes and your swimsuit. As the nights can be quite cold, remember also to bring warm clothes and
a sleeping bag. You can also bring recipes from your home country, musical instruments and games. You will get around Riom on foot,
by bike and by minibus. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance
Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to
pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated in the Pierre Robin stadium, which is a 5 minute walk from the festival and 10 minutes from the town Centre.
You will sleep in two-person tents and group life will take place under a marquee. A
kitchen, changing rooms, showers and indoor toilets are available on the stadium premises. The stadium will be entirely reserved for the
workcamp and closed to the public. You will participate in the preparation of meals. You will be able to have
your own barbecues and invite young people from Riom to spend time with you! People from Riom will lend you bikes for getting around
the town.

LOCATION:
Riom, an access point for Auvergne′s volcanoes, is a close-knit community and a nice place to live in. Located only 7 minutes away by
train from the region′s capital, Clermont-Ferrand, Riom is a town that is brought to
life by the many activities that are available during the summer: concerts, street shows, swimming in lakes and swimming pools, high-
ropes challenge, hiking etc. Riom is a lively town that will make you love the Auvergne region! For more information
have a look at: http://www.tourisme-riomlimagne.fr and http://www.ville-riom.fr.
Meeting point: Riom train station..
Latitude of the project: 45.8939949
Longitude of the project: 3.11493199999995

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CFE

Phone Number:

Male Places: 10

Female Places: 10

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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Train/Bus Station: Riom train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Copyright © Instituto de la Juventud Página 16  de 1382017
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 Referencia: 12

 CONCF-032Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  FOYER LES MÉRIS - Life back to a garden

Address:  AUBUSSON, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  MANU-DISA - Manual work-Mentally physically disabled

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 28/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
In a center for person with special needs, behave respectfully

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The aim of  this  work camp is  to  transform a soulless park into a pleasant  area in  which to relax!  Located at  the heart  of  the town of
Aubusson, "Le Méris" social center aims to involve its physically disabled adult residents in social activities. This will be the first time a
group of  international  volunteers stays at  the center.  You will  be there to participate in  improving the residents'  living environment  by
transforming a  park  into  a  pleasure garden,  in  which the residents  will  be able  to  maintain  a  vegetable  garden and create  a  sensory
garden over time. The aim of this workcamp is to encourage you to meet and exchange with the other volunteers, the residents and their
families by working together on a project that is useful to the community! You will meet with other local organisations and young people
living in the town outside of working hours. This will all take place during a pleasant summer month, perfect for living and spending time
in Aubusson!

The center's educational team would like the residents to reinvest their park, in which they will be able to get back in touch with nature.
Your aim will be to transform this area into a welcoming garden. In order to do this, so many small tasks will be awaiting you that it will
be difficult to choose between them! You could put up a permanent wire fence; paint balusters, a bike shed and the outer walls of the
pavilion; cut the hedge and repair the greenhouse and garden shed etc. You will also have to remove the breeze blocks, hutches and
concrete borders that are spoiling the area. Under the instruction of a technical leader, these tasks will help you gain further experience
in using tools and looking after green spaces and small buildings.

During this  workcamp you will  be working with  physically  disabled adults.  We expect  you to behave responsibly  and respectfully  and
adapt to the residents and professionals at the Méris center. Bring work clothes, walking boots and a backpack. Nights can be chilly, so
bring warm clothes and a good sleeping bag. You can also bring recipes from your home country, musical instruments and games. You
will get around Aubusson by foot and car. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European
Health  Insurance  Card),  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  bring  their  insurance  certificate.  If  health  issues  happen  on  the  project,
volunteers  will  have  to  pay  for  them,  and  then  be  reimbursed  once  back  in  their  home  country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will stay in a social center for young disable workers in Aubusson. The living conditions of your stay will be especially comfortable
as each volunteer will have his/her own bedroom, shower and toilet. As well as
having access to a kitchen, you will be able to use a large activities room, weights room, TV/reading area, laundry room, computer room
and a sports room with pool table, ping pong table and table football. WiFi is available throughout the building.
The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals together. The budget will be allocated to the group leader and you
will participate in the preparation of dishes with good products from the market and local producers. During the
week, you will eat lunch with the residents in the canteen at the Méris center. You will get around on foot between the center in which
you are staying, the worksite and Aubusson′s town centre.

LOCATION:
Aubusson is located in the Creuse department, which is one of the wilder French departments in terms of nature and is located within
the "Millevaches" regional nature reserve. Here you will find an area in which nature has
been  protected  and  many  hiking  paths,  lakes  and  outdoor  activities,  all  just  a  stone′s  throw  away  from  the  town.  As  this  is  the
international  capital  of  tapestry,  you  will  be  able  to  meet  people  who  make  tapestries  by  hand  and  discover  the  history  of
this traditional craft. Aubusson is also a lively town and during the summer you will enjoy discovering its historic centre and traditional
alleyways, relaxing on the shady terraces of the town centre′s bars and going to concerts and shows organised
by the Tourist Office. For more information visit: http://www.adapei23.asso.fr and https://www.tourisme-aubusson.com

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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Meeting point: Aubusson train station..
Latitude of the project: 45.95409
Longitude of the project: 2.16893789999995

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LIG
Train/Bus Station: Aubusson train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 13

 CONCF-033Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  PONT-DU-CHÂTEAU - Terraced gardens

Address:  PONT-DU-CHÂTEAU, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 28/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
For seven years now, international volunteers have been restoring Pont-du-Chateau's terraced gardens. The site has already changed a
great deal. You too can participate in this big project! Located near the natural river Allier, Pont du Château is a town that wishes to bring
nature into the city through sustainable management of  natural  areas.  Former terraced gardens are gradually being redeveloped and
managed  as  ecological  gardens  by  international  volunteers.  Your  task  on  this  project  will  be  to  reconstruct  the  walls  that  border  the
terraces. This eighth international workcamp in Pont du Château will let you discover its medieval town and share friendly moments with
its inhabitants. During your stay, you will meet volunteers from other international work camps staying in Pont-du-Château.

This summer we are giving you the chance to restore the outer stone wall.  The coating is falling off and there are large cracks in the
wall. Your work will consist of reinforcing the wall and thus making it look more appealing! Working alongside a technical instructor, you
will learn traditional building techniques using lime mortar, how to rebuild a stone wall and apply a natural coating. All the work will take
place in an area rich in natural resources, not far from Allier River. You will be accompanied by two camp leaders throughout your stay.

Please bring good shoes, working clothes and your swimsuit. As the nights can be quite cold, remember also to bring warm clothes and
a  sleeping  bag.  You  can  also  bring  recipes  from  your  home  country,  musical  instruments  and  games.  You  will  get  around  Pont-du-
Château on foot and by minibus. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health
Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers
will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You  will  sleep  at  the  local  site  in  two-person  tents  (please  bring  your  sleeping  bag).  You  will  have  your  meals  and  showers  in  the
stadium, which offers a large living space in a calm place near the river. The group will  be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing
meals together. The budget will be allocated to the group leader and you will participate in the preparation of dishes using good products
from the market and local producers. The entire stadium will be available to you and closed to the public.

LOCATION:
Pont-du-Château is a lively town which looks over the river Allier. The town is proud of its natural surroundings and the area is great for
walking. The castle is in the heart  of  the town and offers a remarkable view over the agglomeration of Clermont-Ferrand city and the
Auvergne  volcanoes.  This  charming  market  town,  full  of  tiny  alleyways,  timber-framed  houses  and  remarkable  buildings  is  full  of
wonderful surprises for visitors. Clermont-Ferrand, the capital of the region, is located 15km away and can be reached by train. You will
be welcomed by local  organizations who will  offer you a whole load of  activities to do during your leisure time: for example kayaking,
hiking,  swimming,  dancing,  learning  how to  play  boules,  accordion  classes,  badminton,  basketball,  football  etc.  For  more  information
have a look at: http://www.pontduchateau.net and http://www.planetepuydedome.com Meeting point: PONT-DU-CHÂTEAU train station..
Latitude of the project: 45.796936
Longitude of the project: 3.24859089999995

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CFE
Train/Bus Station: Pont-du-Château train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 14

 CONCF-034Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  SAINT-PAL-DE-MONS - A chapel in the valley

Address:  SAINT-PAL-DE-MONS, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 28/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Scaffolding.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Imagine  yourself  restoring  a  little  chapel  from  the  11th  century,  nestled  on  top  of  a  hill  in  a  wild  valley,  far  away  from  any  roads  or
civilisation... Saint-Pal-de-Mons is a charming little town and the gateway to the Velay, a region of extinct volcanoes interspersed with
valleys.  For  several  years,  the town council  has been running a project  to  maintain and showcase local  heritage for  visitors.  You will
follow in the footsteps of  previous international  volunteers who have come from all  around the world for  five consecutive summers to
participate to this project. This year, you will work on the site of a small, isolated Roman chapel in a very beautiful valley that can only be
accessed by foot. The local population and young people will  be a great help to the workcamp and time will  be spent getting to know
each other during celebrations, leisure activities and when exploring this region that is rich in natural heritage.

Your mission will be to rebuild the roof of the chapel. You will work alongside a technician specialised in traditional building methods in
order to mend cracks on the outside of the chapel and to consolidate the top of the walls on which the new framework will be based. To
do this,  you will  be  accompanied by  a  specialised company.  You will  participate  in  the  realisation  of  a  big  «  human chain  »  with  the
inhabitants in order to bring all the materials needed for the workcamp to the chapel. Various restoration works might also be proposed
such as the traditional rehabilitation of the walls surrounding the washhouse.

Work will take place on scaffolding. The work site will better suit to people who like nature and walking. Bring working clothes, walking
boots and a swimsuit. Nights can be chilly, so bring warm clothes and a good sleeping bag. You can also bring recipes from your home
country,  musical  instruments  and  games.  You  will  get  around  Saint-Pal-de-Mons  on  foot  and  by  car.  Foreigners  belonging  to  the
European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their
home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will sleep in two-person tents in a park located in the centre of the village, closed to the public, with use of a building made available
by the council for social purposes (fully-equipped kitchen, dishwasher, large dining room). When the weather is good you will eat your
meals outside. The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals together. The budget will be allocated to the group
leader and you will participate in the preparation of dishes with good products from the market and local producers.

LOCATION:
Saint-Pal-de-Mons (2,000 inhabitants)  is  located in  the Haute-Loire  district  of  Auvergne,  60km North  of  Puy-en-Velay and 30km from
Saint-Etienne. It is a very beautiful region of medium-sized mountains (800 metres above sea level) with a very natural landscape made
up of beautiful valleys. You will have the opportunity to take part in outdoor leisure activities (Hiking, picnics and swimming in the river
and  Lavalette  Lake,  rail-biking  or  even  a  high  ropes  course),  sharing  football  games and  barbecues  with  the  local  team,  and  visiting
towns such as Puy-en-Velay and Saint-Etienne. You will  be able to attend different shows throughout your stay. For more information
have a look at: http://www.ot-lepuyenvelay.fr/ Meeting point:SAINT-PAL-DE-MONS bus station..
Latitude of the project: 45.246127
Longitude of the project: 4.27409699999998

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: EBU
Train/Bus Station: Saint Pal de Mons bus station.
Latitude of Station: 0

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 7

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 15

 CONCF-038Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  BLESLE - A unique music festival

Address:  BLESLE, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  FEST-ART - Festival-Art Camp

Initial Date:  03/08/2017 Final Date: 17/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Blesle's  annual  music  festival  is  celebrating  its  16th  birthday.  Participate  to  the  festival's  most  exciting  moments,  from setting  up  the
venue  to  celebrating  the  festival's  closing  evening  with  fireworks  and  a  brass  band!  With  a  backdrop  of  old  stone  buildings,  the
association  which  organizes  the  festival  wishes  to  treat  the  audience  with  a  special  musical  experience.  In  a  welcoming  and  family-
friendly  atmosphere,  around  30  groups  and  more  than  100  artists  will  be  invited  to  perform  in  several  locations  during  3  days  (from
August  11th  to  13th).  The  program  is  eclectic  and  open  to  the  wider  public:  concert,  jam-sessions,  "musical  walking  tours"and
workshops.  The  volunteers  will  arrive  early  in  order  to  help  with  the  organization  of  the  festival  and  to  reinforce  the  international
dimension of this event. The festival will take place in a particularly charming environment (Blesle is one of the most beautiful villages in
France).

You will participate in different activities together with a group of other festival volunteers. You will help with the logistics before and after
the event: setting up and dismantling the stages. You will make the decoration of the festival. You will raise awareness of sustainable
development (construction of dry toilets). You will also welcome the artists as well as the visitors during the festival and be in charge of
the car park, catering of the artists and the stands "Refreshments" and "Catering» for the public. You will be accompanied by two camp
leaders throughout your stay.

Some basic French is necessary. Bring work clothes, walking boots and a backpack. Nights can be chilly, so bring warm clothes and a
good sleeping bag.  You can also  bring  recipes  from your  home country,  musical  instruments  and games.  You will  get  around Blesle
village on foot. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card),
and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for
it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be sleeping on mattresses, on the mezzanine level of the municipal gymnasium in Blesle, which is located in the centre of the
town. The group activities will take place in the gymnasium, which is entirely
reserved for the group. You will  have access to the gymnasium′s changing rooms, showers and toilets. The group will  be sharing the
cleaning chores and preparing meals together. Midday meals will  be shared with the other festival volunteers. The
budget will be allocated to the group leader and you will participate in the preparation of dishes with good products from the market and
local producers.

LOCATION:
Blesle is a village with 600 inhabitants and is located in the Haute-Loire Department (Auvergne region). It is located 70 km away from
Clermont-Ferrand city, in a very beautiful valley called Allagnon. The town is full of
charms, with remarkable historical and architectural features, and it has been voted as one of the most beautiful villages in France. It is
especially popular with tourists and is a friendly and calm place where you can experience life close to
nature without being too far from local amenities. For more information, you can take a look at:  http://aperos-musique-blesle.com and
http://www.tourismeblesle.fr.  Meeting point:  Arvant train station..
Latitude of the project: 45.318937
Longitude of the project: 3.17025599999999

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CFE
Train/Bus Station: Arvant train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 16

 CONCF-040Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  ARTONNE - France nicest village

Address:  ARTONNE, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  04/08/2017 Final Date: 25/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The village of  Artonne is  rich  of  a  very  important  built  heritage including listed monuments  witnessing the importance of  the borough
during  the  Middle  Age.  It  also  has  a  remarkable  collection  of  mansions  and  private  castles,  many  dovecotes,  vineyard  huts  and  a
network  of  fountains  and  crosses.  Artonne  even  obtained  the  quality  label  of  small  city  with  character  in  2016  and  takes  part  in  the
famous  most  beautiful  village  of  France  competition.  The  municipality  is  therefore  in  a  heritage  restoration  process  to  safeguard  the
vestiges of its past, to showcase for its residents and visitors and to improve the aesthetic appearance of the town in general. To do so,
the inhabitants opened for the first time last year their villages doors to international volunteers and are impatiently waiting for you!
You will  resume the restoration  of  a  typical  lime kiln  started  last  year  by  international  volunteers.  This  one was abandoned for  many
years:  vegetation  invaded  the  building  and  the  furnace  collapsed.  The  facade  wall  started  being  rebuilt  in  2016.  This  year  you  will
resume the building of a concrete block wall which will be covered with a stone facing. Depending on the time remaining, you will also
participate in the restoration of the furnace chimney. Accompanied by a technical instructor, you will learn traditional building techniques.

Working on heights possible, on mason trestles. Bring working clothes, hiking boots and a backpack. The nights can be cool; so take
warm clothes  and  a  good  sleeping  bag.  You  can  also  take  recipes  from  your  country,  musical  instruments  and  games.  You  will  get
around  Artonne  on  foot  and  by  car.  Foreigners  belonging  to  the  European  Union  must  bring  with  them  a  personal  EHIC  (European
Health  Insurance  Card),  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  bring  their  insurance  certificate.  If  health  issues  happen  on  the  project,
volunteers  will  have  to  pay  for  it,  and  then  be  reimbursed  once  back  in  their  home  country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will  sleep under two-place tents around the stadium of the village. The sanitary facilities (shower and toilet),  the locker room and
cooking space will be provided for the group of volunteers. Meals can be taken outdoor when the weather is nice and under a marquee
installed on site. In case of rain, you can use the village hall located in the town. The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and be
preparing meals together.  The budget  will  be allocated to the group leader and you will  participate in  the preparation of  dishes using
good products from the market  and local  producers.

LOCATION:
Artonne is a town of about 800 people located in the wine-producing Limagne region, between the cities of Limagne and Combrailles.
The village has kept its original identity of "Balcony Village" coiled mid-slopes. The green surroundings of the village include protected
natural areas. At about 30 km north of Clermont-Ferrand, its wine producing region offers many opportunities for hiking, canoeing and
kayaking  and  swimming  in  lakes.  Concerts  and  shows  in  Riom  will  also  punctuate  your  stay.  For  more  information  have  a  look
at:http://www.tourisme-riomlimagne.fr/.  Meeting  point:  Riom  train  station..
Latitude of the project: 46.005327
Longitude of the project: 3.14196200000004

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CFE
Train/Bus Station: Riom train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 17

 CONCF-041Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  DAVAYAT - Lime kilns

Address:  DAVAYAT, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  04/08/2017 Final Date: 25/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
For six summers now, international volunteers have been coming to Davayat village to learn how to build with stones and lime mortar, to
discover the region and share meals with the community. Concordia has been participating in the renovation of Davayat's former lime
kilns since 2011,  working alongside with  a local  organization called Cynorhodon 135,  set  up by friendly  volunteers.  You will  see how
much the work has progressed! This year again, the organization's volunteers are looking forward to showing you their region. You will
share friendly moments and good meals with the inhabitants.

This is  a very important  year,  because you will  finish building the outer  walls  of  the kilns!  Your goal  will  be to rebuild the west-facing
outer wall, the east-facing outer wall and the kiln's decorative top. The work will be varied and there will be plenty to do! Supervised by a
technical instructor, you will learn traditional building techniques using local stones and lime mortars.

Bring working clothes, walking boots and a backpack. Nights can be chilly,  so bring warm clothes and a good sleeping bag. You can
also bring recipes from your home country, musical instruments and games. You will get around Davayat on foot and by car. Foreigners
belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any
case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed
once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In tents built for 2 (bring your sleeping bag) in the village near the leisure center. Access to toilets, shower facilities, a kitchen and two
rooms of activities in the leisure center nearby. When the weather is good you
will eat your meals outside. The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals together. The budget will be allocated to
the group leader and you will participate in the preparation of dishes with good products from the market and
local producers. On the first evening, you will be welcomed by the locals who will have prepared local culinary specialties for you!

LOCATION:
Davayat is a big village in the Auvergne region situated on the plain of Limagne, at the foot of the volcanic mountains. Situated at around
20 km north of the city of Clermont-Ferrand, it is a wine-producing region which
offers many hiking opportunities, canoe/kayak trips and swimming in the lakes. Your stay will also include seeing concerts and shows in
the town of Riom. For more information have a look at: http://www.ville-davayat.com and
http://www.tourisme-riomlimagne.fr.
Meeting point: Riom train station..
Latitude of the project: 45.946044
Longitude of the project: 3.11363200000005

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CFE
Train/Bus Station: Riom train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 18

 CONCF-061Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  CARENTOIR - Following the knights Templar

Address:  CARENTOIR, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  05/07/2017 Final Date: 19/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Cycling

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Come  to  animate  the  hamlet  of  the  Temple,  historic  location  which  hosted  the  Knights  Templar  in  the  12th  century!  For  his  fourth
international  workcamp,  Carentoir  wishes  to  animate  this  charming  hamlet.  The  Temple  is  a  small  village  in  the  municipality.  All
consultations are organized with residents in the only trade area, the restaurant-bar. An opportunity to experience the local culture and
make unforgettable inter-generational meetings.

The work is about traditional masonry. Some parts of the wall got damaged and have to be rebuilt to the top, respecting the surrounding
walls.

The workcamp site is about 3 Kilometers far from the accommodation. We will walk or use bicycles to reach it. Whatever the season in
Brittany,  you  have  to  bring  warm clothes  (trousers,  sweater;  socks,  closed  shoes,  rain  clothes)  and  light  ones  (skirt  or  shorts,  t-shirt,
open shoes).  We say here that  all  four  seasons can take place during a day!  Please also take with  you working clothes,  gloves and
shoes in addition to your best swimsuit. Bring a warm sleeping bag and an insulated camping mat as nights are sometimes fresh and
wet.  Foreigners  belonging  to  the  European  Union  must  bring  with  them  a  personal  EHIC  (European  Health  Insurance  Card),  and
everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it,
and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Volunteers will  be accommodated in the local  camping,  in a wooded park,  in  tents for  2 (bring a warm sleeping bag and comfortable
camping mat). Collective life will take place in a room made available to the group. The different collective tasks (cleaning, cooking) will
be  managed  by  the  group  itself.  Shopping  will  be  done  together  with  the  camp  leader  and  meals  should  be  prepared  favoring  local
healthy  products.

LOCATION:
Carentoir (around 3000 inhabitants) is in the Morbihan County. This is a charming little town that has a rich history including a Templar
church built  in  the 12th century.  The town′s  territory  is  much extended and the site  will  take place precisely  in  the hamlet  of  Temple,
where stands the former Templar Commandery. There are several hiking trails in the town. You can also visit the Farm World, a park
with animals in semi-freedom and a village of old Bretons professions. Every summer is held the largest open-air photography festival in
France in the neighboring town of La Gacilly.
Meeting point: Redon train station..
Latitude of the project: 47.8165509
Longitude of the project: -2.13311899999997

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: RNS
Train/Bus Station: Redon train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 19

 CONCF-091Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  SAINT-CYR-SUR-MORIN - Marking a hiking trail

Address:  SAINT-CYR-SUR-MORIN, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  ENVI-CONS - Environmental - Constuction

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 21/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Come and help us restoring a 6km hiking trail! You will be doing the sign marking and the naming of the paths. Come and discover a
verdant  small  village,  hiding  nice  hiking  paths  and  the  remains  of  a  rich  and  original  artistic  past.  Saint-Cyr-sur-Morin  is  located  a
hundred kilometers from Paris. The municipality offers you this workcamp about environment and wood working. You will be doing the
sign  marking  of  the  hiking  trail  and  the  pyrography  on  the  wooden  information  panels  along  the  trail.  Activities  to  discover  the
surrounding  area  and  cultural  visits  will  be  organised  for  you,  to  make  your  experience  the  richest  possible!

With  a  technical  leader,  your  main  task  will  be  to  sign  mark  the  hiking  trail  placing  different  wooden  posts  and  to  do  pyrography  on
wooden panels  to  name the  different  paths  along  the  trail.  You  will  also  have  the  possibility  to  work  on  other  tasks  such  as  building
insect hostels to be set along the paths. You will lead different workshops about culture and environment for the inhabitants of Saint-Cyr-
sur-Morin, proposing playful activities in order to share and discuss your experiences and your culture with them.

Please bring gardening gloves, good shoes and working clothes. As the nights can be quite cold, remember also to bring warm clothes
and a sleeping bag. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance
Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it,
and then be reimbursed once back in their home country

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
The accommodation will be under tents, in the garden of a house in Saint-Cyr-sur-Morin. The group will be sharing the cleaning chores
and preparing meals together. The budget will be allocated to the group leader and you will participate in the preparation of dishes with
healthy produce from the market and local producers.

LOCATION:
Located just two hours from Paris, you will be immersed in the heart of a small village of the region Ile-de-France. Saint-Cyr-sur-Morin is
located in the Seine-et-Marne department, which is formed of several natural regions like Brie and Gâtinais. In the village you will find:
the Pays de Seine-et-Marne Museum, the house of the writer Pierre Mac-Orlan, the Auberge de l′oeuf dur, an old Parisian cabaret that
used to host many artists in the beginning of the 20th century and is now being renovated, and a roman gothic church guarding different
relics of the past. Meeting point: La Ferté-sous-Jouarre RER Station..
Latitude of the project: 48.914918
Longitude of the project: 3.18988200000001

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: La Ferté-sous-Jouarre RER Station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 8
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 20

 CONCF-092Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  TRIEL-SUR-SEINE - Everybody on board

Address:  TRIEL-SUR-SEINE, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  17/07/2017 Final Date: 31/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
If you love boats, this is the workcamp for you! Come to take part in the renovation of the outside of a barge moored on the banks of the
Seine. This barge hosts an association: L'Arche de l'espérance, a lively and friendly place, for reflection, creativity and initiative. Located
West of Paris region, this barge has a surface of around 250m2 and welcomes various activities all year round: writing workshop, arts
lessons, language exchange, movie projection, etc.

Guided by a team of workcamp leaders, you will participate in the renovation of the outside of the barge: cleaning, sanding and painting.
You will  also take part  in  the installation of  the signage of  the association.  You will  organize moments to  share with  Triel-sur-Seine's
residents.

As you will be accommodated in a barge, it is mandatory to know how to swim! Remember to bring warm and waterproof clothes and
shoes, and a good sleeping bag. The nights can be chilly! Plastics boots could be very useful, they would allow you to not slide when
you clean the pontoon.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
The accommodation will be on the barge, in the lower level. You will share the various daily collective tasks with the other volunteers.
The workcamp leaders will be given a budget and you will take part in the shopping and the preparation of meals, favouring local and
healthy products.

LOCATION:
The barge is located in Triel-sur-Seine, West of Paris. Its largest part spreads out on the hillsides of Hautil, one of big forests of Ile-de-
France. This municipality is close to Saint-Germain-en-Laye, to the Palace of Versailles and is situated an hour from the centre of Paris
by the train.
Meeting point: SNCF train station of TRIEL-SUR-SEINE..
Latitude of the project: 48.9817076
Longitude of the project: 2.00545409999995

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: SNCF train station of Triel sur Seine.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 8
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 21

 CONCF-122Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  BASSOUES - A legendary village

Address:  BASSOUES, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 28/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Scaffolding.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
In the heart of Gascogne countryside, birthplace of the famous D'Artagnan, you will be charmed by Bassoues, a small medieval fortified
village surrounded by its ramparts. The first thing that strikes you while entering the village for the first time is its splendidly preserved 43
meters  high  donjon,  dating  from 1371.  A  village  with  typical  medieval  features  with  its  fortifications  and  Saint  Fris's  legend,  between
myth and reality.  The village is  listed by the departments of  Historical  Monuments:  perfect  for  nature and heritage lovers!  The village
wants to revive the actions of  voluntary work together  with the inhabitants;  this  international  workcamp is  an ideal  opportunity  for  it!

You will  renovate an outer wall  in the village, which is weakened by the roots invading it.  First you will  consolidate it  by removing the
vegetation and then you'll  seal it  with coating and mortar, using traditional construction techniques.

Please note that you will have to work on scaffoldings. Bring working clothes and shoes (waterproof if possible, in case of rain). Bring a
warm sleeping bag and a good camping mat (sleeping in tent), nights are sometimes fresh and wet. Tents will be provided but you can
also bring your own. Do not hesitate to bring specialties from home, photos, games, music instruments, etc. Foreigners belonging to the
European  Union  must  bring  their  personal  EHIC  (European  Health  Insurance  Card),  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  bring  their
insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their
home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated under tents around a soccer stadium with access to changing rooms, toilets, shower and the kitchen of the
clubhouse. You will participate in the preparation of the meals giving priority to local products. - THING TO BRING:

LOCATION:
Culinary specialities, hiking on the paths to the castles and fortified towns, medieval villages, the proximity of Lupiac′s lake and the city
of Auch, etc. From Bassoues, Gers region is yours! Bassoues is a charming small
village on the road of ancient fortified villages. It  is also close to the city of Marciac, famous for its international Jazz festival.  Multiple
cultural and sports activities are available: bal-musette or disco, outdoor cinema, fishing, rugby, local
meals, hiking, theatre evening, tennis...
Meeting point: Auch train station..
Latitude of the project: 43.579068
Longitude of the project: 0.246016000000054

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: TLS
Train/Bus Station: Auch train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 22

 CONCF-123Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  SANSAN - A path towards history

Address:  SANSAN, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 28/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Sansan is a charming small village in the hilly department of the Gers, full of historical treasures! In the center of the village, on the right
shore of the Gers and at the foot of the fossiliferous hills lies the church of Saint Michel, with a bell tower coming from the Roman era.
The rest of the church was destroyed and reconstructed in the XIXth century. The top of the village is the famous fossil site of Campané,
which was searched by the paleontologist Édouard Lartet until 1847. It is registered on the national Inventory of the Geologic Heritage
as a site of international level. This site is the most important continental site of the Mid-Tertiary period (approximately 15 million years),
and it  is probably one of the three most famous places of the world among paleontologists!  The Gers is also known for its numerous
hiking trails, one of them leading to this site putting the village in the heart of modern paleontology. This is where you come into play, to
help these treasure becoming more accessible and welcoming for all!

You will rehabilitate a hiking trail invaded by the vegetation. The path passes by a farm building dating the XVIIIth century, also in ruin,
and leads to a paleontological site. Your work will consist in making accessible the hiking trail and in cleaning the accesses of the farm
building as well as the paleontological site.

Bring  working  clothes,  gloves  and  shoes  (if  possible  waterproof  in  case  of  rain).  Take  both  light  and  warm  clothes.  Bring  a  warm
sleeping  bag  and  trekking  shoes.  Do  not  hesitate  to  bring  specialties  from  home,  photos,  games,  music  instruments....  Foreigners
belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any
case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and be reimbursed once
back home.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You  will  be  accommodated  under  tents  with  access  to  changing  rooms,  toilets,  shower  and  a  kitchen.  You  will  participate  in  the
preparation  of  the  meals  giving  priority  to  local  products.

LOCATION:
The  municipality  of  Sansan  is  situated  in  the  area  of  Auch,  in  the  valley  of  the  Gers.  It  is  14  km  South  of  Auch  and  4  km  North  of
Seissan. Historically Sansan was part of the territory of Astarac. In the center of the Gers, Sansan is close to lakes like Saramon 15km
away,  or  the  one  of  Mirande  20km  away,  and  particularly  close  to  many  summer  animation  present  every  year:  the  night-markets,
festivals  of  jazz,  rock,  circus,  the  outdoor  cinemas...  You  will  not  miss  opportunities  to  enjoy  the  region:  sailing,  canoeing,  kayaking,
riding  cycling...
Meeting point: Auch train station..
Latitude of the project: 43.527812
Longitude of the project: 0.615305000000035

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: TLS
Train/Bus Station: Auch train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 CONCF-124Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  BAGNRES-DE-BIGORRE i CITY OF WATERS

Address:  BAGNRES-DE-BIGORRE, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  CONS - Construction

Initial Date:  04/08/2017 Final Date: 25/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

REQUIREMENTS:
Think about taking clothes, gloves and shoes for working (if possible waterproof in case of rain). If you like hiking, take your hiking shoes
with you to enjoy and discover the places in a different way. Take both light and warm clothes. Bring a warm sleeping bag and trekking
shoes. Do not hesitate to bring specialties from home, photos, games, music instruments....Foreigners belonging to the European Union
must  bring  with  them  a  personal  EHIC  (European  Health  Insurance  Card),  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  bring  their  insurance
certificate.  If  health  issues  happen  on  the  project,  volunteers  will  have  to  pay  for  it,  and  be  reimbursed  once  back  home.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Like  a  haven of  peace in  a  natural  landscape,  Bagneres-de-Bigorre  is  a  small  town at  the  foot  of  the  Pyrenees  Mountain  with  many
fountains around the village. By venturing into the valley, we discover the natural fountain of Saint Blaise, known for decades in all the
area  for  its  numerous  curative  characteristics.  We  can  drink  it  just  as  we  can  take  a  bath  into  itThere  are  also  some hidden  natural
sources for the most curious.Bagneres-de-Bigorre is also known for the former marble exploitation, you can find examples in the Uzer s
house and the Jeanne d Albret s house, both registered as historical monuments. This summer, Concordia starts the rehabilitation of the
Vallon du Salut that will last for several years. Locals are looking forward to meeting you

You will  rehabilitate the river banks of the ) Vallon du Salut i,  renovating the walls guiding the Aygo Tebio river bed. You will  follow a
traditional technique using dry stones and clay.The ) Vallon i was the first thermal park of the city, where the flora and fauna are quite
remarkable. Many inhabitants go to this park, be ready to meet local population.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You  will  be  accommodated  under  tents  in  a  campsite,  with  access  to  a  kitchen,  toilets  and  showers.  You  will  participate  in  the
preparation  of  the  meals  giving  priority  to  local  products.

LOCATION:
Bagneres de Bigrorre is a city of waters in the Pyrenean Piedmont, crossed by the Adour River. It is at the foot of the ) Pic du Midi in
Bigorre  i  (2876m high)  overhung  by  an  astronomical  observatory.  This  municipality  has  the  specificity  to  be  a  site  of  natural  thermal
sources  of  hot  water,  with  numerous  attractions.  It  s  a  territory  which  by  its  architecture,  landscapes,  and  gastronomic  resources
presents a real interest. It is a very dynamic town during the summer, due to the numerous festivities which are proposed: the Festivals
Week-end des Arts de la Rue and Piano Pic among others. The nearby Caves of Medous, are an interesting local curiosity. It is a nice
little city with shops and bars but also very close to the nature.
Meeting point: BAGNRES-DE-BIGORRE train station..

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: TLS
Train/Bus Station: BAGNRES-DE-BIGORRE

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 CONCF-126Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  MONTGAILLARD - The reflection of Pyrenees

Address:   , C.P. 09330, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  09/08/2017 Final Date: 30/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

REQUIREMENTS:
Bring  working  clothes,  gloves  and  shoes  (if  possible  waterproof  in  case  of  rain).  Take  both  light  and  warm  clothes.  Bring  a  warm
sleeping  bag,  trekking  shoes,  and  don′t  forget  your  swimsuit!  Do  not  hesitate  to  bring  specialties  from  home,  photos,  games,  music
instruments....
Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody
must,  in  any  case,  bring  their  insurance  certificate.  If  health  issues  happen  on  the  project,  volunteers  will  have  to  pay  for  it,  and  be
refunded  once  back  home.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Little  village in the Massif  of  Pyrenees,  between mountains and rivers,  Montgaillard has enough to amaze you!  Montgaillard takes its
name from the hill situated on the West of the municipality. This one supports the oppidum of "Eras Puyolas" built by the Romans. On
this little mountain was built the church of Saint Hilaire. Just like numerous houses in the village, the city hall with its grey stone frames
and its monumental fireplaces corresponds to the typical architecture of the valley. The remains of a landscape formerly very marked by
agriculture,  reveals a whole system of irrigations and water control,  offering to the municipality an important hydraulic heritage due in
particular to the presence of ancient mills.  Numerous washhouses punctuate the streets of the village, one of them is situated on the
shores  of  Adour,  letting  appreciate  the  view  on  the  oldest  bridge  of  the  village:  the  bridge  of  the  Devil.  It  is  the  first  time  the
"Montgaillardais" host international volunteers, they are looking forward to meeting you! You will restore a washhouse and a well from
the  XIXth  century,  located  in  the  heart  of  the  village.  Both  are  falling  apart  and  the  aim of  the  workcamp is  to  rehabilitate  these  two
constructions  while  respecting  their  former  shape.  You  will  participate  in  demolition  works  and  restoration  of  lime  coatings  and  use
traditional techniques of construction for the well. You will also straighten the washhouse, build a low wall in pebbles inside it, and create
a deviation to bring the water down to the drinking trough. If you have time left after all this, you will be able to fill up the wall surrounding
the alley leading to the church, with lime mortar and pebbles.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated under tents on a field behind a municipal building, 200m of the work place. You will have access to toilets
and showers located inside the building.

LOCATION:
Montgaillard is a small municipality of the Hautes-Pyrénées, in the High Bigorre countryside. It is located in a plain, at the entrance of the
valley of Haut-Adour and is crossed by the river Adour and numerous smaller rivers like the Douloustre or the Gailleste.
You will find the cookie factory Védère which today revives the old railroad line Tarbes-Bagnères thanks to the opening of a coffee shop
and a bakery on this one.
Since 1998, every summer an outdoor festival of music named "Truca Taoules" is organised, enjoyed by numerous inhabitants of the
valley.

Meeting point: Tarbes train station..
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 25

 CONCF-127Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  EMMAÜS - Fighting exclusion

Address:  ESCALQUENS, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  SOCI - Social project

Initial Date:  09/08/2017 Final Date: 23/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Motivation Letter

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
You will  work with  the Emmaüs community  in  Escalquens,  in  the Midi-Pyrénées region.  The secular  solidarity  movement  of  Emmaüs
was born in 1949 to help people in need. Under the leadership and example of the Abbé Pierre, the compagnons have been working all
around the world in order to help deprived people to find security, dignity, autonomy through work and mutual support. They collect all
kind of objects (furniture, clothes, household appliances etc.) in order to fix them up and resell or recycle them. The profit from the sales
is used to help people in need and to encourage people to get involved in this solidarity approach.
You will  work in the Bric a Brac with the Companions of Emmaüs and the volunteers: recycling, sorting, renovating, and selling many
different objects, and preparing meals for around thirty people...

You need to write a motivation letter in order to apply to this workcamp. You will live with the Compagnons which may come from difficult
backgrounds;  they  are  spending  a  year  in  the  Emmaüs  facilities  as  part  of  their  integration  process.  They  usually  had  previous
professional or social difficulties, related to their age, health or highly unstable situation. You will share the same place and therefore the
same rules will apply to you in order to live all together. You will work mornings and afternoons (about 6/7h a day), help prepare meals
and clean the place. Your days off will be Sunday and Monday. During the day, you will share the companions life and will be between
volunteers  in  the  evenings  or  time  off.  Outsiders  are  not  allowed outside  working  hours,  alcohol  is  forbidden  on  the  facilities  with  no
exception.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Consider taking work clothes and shoes (waterproof if  possible, in case of rain). Bring a warm sleeping bag and a good camping mat
(sleeping in tent), nights are sometimes fresh and wet. Tents will be provided but you can also bring your own. Do not hesitate to bring
specialties from home, photos, games, music instruments, etc.
Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring their personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in
any  case,  bring  their  insurance  certificate.  If  health  issues  happen  on  the  project,  volunteers  will  have  to  pay  for  it,  and  then  be
reimbursed  once  back  in  their  home  country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will stay under tents on the site of Emmaüs Escalquens. You will have access to the bathroom and showers. You will share meals
with the Companions. You will organize yourself in order to keep the facilities clean and to prepare meals.

LOCATION:
You will decide together on what to do during your free time and organise with the locals in order to encourage communication with the
young locals. Escalquens (6000 inhabitants) is located at the gates of the Laurageais area, between sunflower covered hills and small
houses.  In  this  beautiful  setting  you  will  find  a  bridge  from 1772,  a  pink  brick  castle  from 1568  in  the  city  center  and  a  14th  century
church. At the Cousquille crossroads, you will find local shops and the Sunday market. During your days off, you can reach Toulouse in
less than one hour by bus. Toulouse is a beautiful, innovative, cultural and dynamic student city famous for its rich heritage. In the area,
you will get to discover villages, castles and wine estates, together with the UNESCO World Heritage "Canal des Deux Mers".
Meeting point: ESCALQUENS train station..
Latitude of the project: 43.518518
Longitude of the project: 1.55997300000001

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: TLS

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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Train/Bus Station: Escalquens train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 26

 CONCF-128Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  RISCLE . LET´S RENOVATE THE CHURCH

Address:  Riscle, C.P. 4844, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 28/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Riscle, a small dynamic village situated in the Gers opens its doors this summer. It is a municipality in a very charming frame, part of the
vineyard  of  Côtes-de-Saint-Mont,  fruit  of  a  protected  heritage.  The  municipality  counted  five  churches.  The  most  known,  the  Gothic
Church Saint-Peter dating from the XIIth century, is classified as "Historic Monument" since 1974 with its monumental staircase and its
golden wooden statue, which was offered in 1638 by Anne of Austria queen of France. Nevertheless, this Church doesn't outshine the
others. This summer Concordia will  restore one of them dating from1850. A small discreet church, situated at the exit of the village is
asking for our attention.

You will clean and protect the walls of this small church and its sacristy, invaded by the ivy. You will rehabilitate the wall of the sacristy
using traditional techniques of masonry. You will  rebuild the roof of the church which was never finished and put a framework. These
works will  allow the completion of this building that is long-awaited by the population.

Bring  working  clothes,  gloves  and  shoes  (if  possible  waterproof  in  case  of  rain).  Take  both  light  and  warm  clothes.  Bring  a  warm
sleeping  bag  and  trekking  shoes.  Do  not  hesitate  to  bring  specialties  from  home,  photos,  games,  music  instruments....Foreigners
belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any
case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and be reimbursed once
back home.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Riscle, 1829 inhabitants, is situated in the valley of Adour surrounded by three departments: Landes, Pyrénées Atlantiques and Hautes-
Pyrénées. From the village, you will enjoy the view of the Pyrenees. In addition to the hikes, you can visit the cities of Mont-de-Marsan,
Pau and Tarbes that are close by. Although it is a small municipality, Riscle does not miss energy thanks to an active associative life,
which offers multiple activities all year round to its inhabitants. In particular in the summer, the evening called "Eating in the banks of the
Adour" with meal, conviviality and fireworks. Too warm? Nothing better than the leisure center of Plaisance du Gers situated close by.
The Gers being the department of wine and Armagnac, you will not miss opportunities to visit vineyards nearby or also for example the
Castle of the Terms of Armagnac. The Gers is waiting for you!

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated under tents around a gymnasium with access to cloakrooms, toilets and showers as well as a kitchen and a
place for daily life. It is situated 1 km from the work place. You will participate in the preparation of meals giving advantage to local and
seasonal products.

LOCATION:
RISCLE.
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 27

 CONCF-152Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  AUBIGNE-RACAN - Archaeological Restoration

Address:  AUBIGNE-RACAN, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO-ARCH - Restorarion-Archaeology

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 28/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Archaelogical site. Cycling.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
If  you  are  interested  by  archaeology,  this  workcamp  is  for  you!  It  is  the  5th  year  of  partnership  between  Concordia,  the  Sarthe
department and the city of Aubigné-Racan. Aubigné-Racan is a lovely city near the Loir's river and it spreads over 3203 hectares with
2112 inhabitants.  A  very  important  part  of  Aubigné's  heritage is  the  Gallo-Roman complex  composed of  a  theater,  a  temple,  thermal
facilities and markets built in the second half of the 1st century. This archeological site, property of the Sarthe department, is one of the
most  beautiful  sites  of  the  Pays  de  la  Loire  region.  This  area  is  very  rich  in  built  heritage  and  natural  discoveries.  You  will  discover
archeology  through  the  explanations  of  an  Archeologist  from  the  CAPRA  (Center  of  Archeological  Prospection  and  Research  of
Allonnes) about the Gallo-Roman history of Aubigné and about the wild life. You will  take part in the local festivities: July 14th parade
and fireworks, lightening of the old city called "Nuit des Chimères", discovery of the local heritage, hiking.

Like  the  four  previous  workcamps,  you  will  be  restoring  a  part  of  the  archeological  site:  weeding  and  restoring  the  low  walls  using
traditional  masonry.

You will be cycling on a daily basis to go from the city to the workcamp (4km). Please bring gardening gloves, good shoes and working
clothes. As the nights can be quite cold, remember also to bring warm clothes. Don't forget to bring a sleeping-mat, a warm sleeping bag
(and a tent if you have your own!). Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health
Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers
will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be staying in a collective accommodation under tents (2 to 3 volunteers per tent) in a field with toilets and bathroom in a local
football club building. Meals will be taken there. The group will be sharing the
cleaning  chores  and  preparing  meals  together.  The  budget  will  be  allocated  to  the  group  leader  and  you  will  participate  in  the
preparation  of  dishes  with  good  products  from  the  market  and  local  producers.

LOCATION:
Aubigné-Racan is located 40km south from Le Mans, 15 km west from the Château du Loir. Meeting with inhabitants will be organize to
exchanges services. For more information, have a look at:
http://www.association-capra.com/content/view/20/64/ and http://www.aubigne-racan.com/
Meeting point: AUBIGNE-RACAN train station..
Latitude of the project: 47.689981
Longitude of the project: 0.270232999999962

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Aubigné-Racan train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 CONCF-155Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  SAINT LEZIN - Heritage, art and environment

Address:  SAINT LEZIN, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI - Restoration-Environmental

Initial Date:  30/07/2017 Final Date: 13/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Accomodated under huts. French and English speaking

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Want  to  renovate  a  place  of  artistic  activities  for  the  population?  This  is  the  right  place!  We  have  been  organising  this  international
workcamp  each  summer  for  12  years  in  partnership  with  the  association  "Un  Pas  De  Côté".  This  association  develops  cultural  and
artistic activities on the site of the Cultural Domain of Aubance in St Lézin. The renovation going on for more than 10 years has made it a
lovely  bucolic  place,  useful  for  a  lot  of  activities  (festivals,  artistic  workshops,  children's  camp).  It  used  to  be  an  important  place  for
activities for locals before the association started using it. This workcamp is rooted in the life of the village. You will meet with volunteers
of the associations and the inhabitants of the village. You will also experience the life under circus tent and the link with the other artistic
activities  of  the  association.  You  will  decide  of  the  daily  organisation:  the  goal  of  the  project  is  also  to  experiment  group  life  in  self-
management  (choice  of  the  organisation  of  daily  life,  the  budget,  the  leisure  activities...).  You  can  also  experiment  an  eco-friendly
lifestyle:  local  and  bio  products,  composting,  dry  toilet  ...

You will continue the renovation of the Cultural Domain that started more than 10 years ago. You will renovate the façade of a building
thanks  to  traditional  and  ecological  masonry  techniques  and  will  also  perform  some  carpentry  works.  The  work  is  accessible  to  all
without  previous  experiences.

Bring good shoes, working clothes and warm clothes for evenings. Bring a camping mat and a sleeping bag. Bring your enthusiasm and
your  "joie  de  vivre".  More  informations  :  http://unpasdecote.asso.fr  Facebook :  Un Pas De Côté.  It  is  a  French and English  speaking
project!  Come to  test  your  French through meetings  with  the  population.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will sleep in huts built of ecological materials. You will have access to the toilets and showers of a sports hall. The collective life and
cooking will take place under an inner courtyard. You will also have a room
for activities, offices, and a circus tent where you stay. Daily life tasks and cooking will  be self-organised by the group. We work with
locals producers for the food.

LOCATION:
St  Lézin  is  a  small  village  (800  inhabitants)  of  Maine-et-Loire  County  between  Cholet  and  Angers  and  80  km  far  from  Nantes.  It′s
possible  to  discover  these  cities  during  your  stay.  Leisure  activities  are  organized  by  the
group according  to  the  budget.  Visiting  some cities  or  discovering  the  banks  of  the  Loire,  bathing,  canoeing...  It′s  up  to  you.  A  lot  of
cultural  events  take  place  in  this  period:  concerts,  festivals  ...  The association  can also  propose various  artistic
activities under the circus tent: circus arts, Brazilian percussions, theater ... For musicians, we can lend you many instruments. (drums,
piano, guitar...) Meeting point: Chemillé train station..
Latitude of the project: 47.249737
Longitude of the project: -0.774581500000068

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Chemillé train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 29

 CONCF-156Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  LES-AUTHIEUX-DU-PUITS - The place to be!

Address:  LES-AUTHIEUX-DU-PUITS, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  04/08/2017 Final Date: 25/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Small scaffolding. Cycling.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
In the heart of Pays du Haras, in the department of Orne, come to discover the tiny village of Authieux-Du-Puits. Perfect workcamp for
nature lovers! Last year, a workcamp took place in a village 5 km far from theirs, and the inhabitants of Authieux-Du-Puits wanted to live
the same experience! Enthusiastic about hosting their first international workcamp this year, the 72 inhabitants, highly involved, will host
you  with  open  arms  to  make  you  discover  the  Normand  culture  and  their  remarkable  natural  environment.  They  are  really  looking
forward to meeting new people with rich and diverse cultures. For this first year, we will work on the restoration of the village's church
facade. The exchanges between locals and volunteers are guaranteed: you can be sure that you will enjoy the jovial atmosphere of this
village! Normand cooking specialties, hiking, discovering national stud farms etc. From Les Authieux-Du-Puits, the Orne welcomes you!

You will take part in the restoration of the church facade. Two leaders will supervise the work and introduce you to traditional techniques:
masonry works, using lime mortar, repairing joints...

You will  work on small  scaffoldings; you should therefore be able to work in heights. Please bring gardening gloves, good shoes and
working clothes.  As the nights can be quite cold,  remember also to bring warm clothes.  Don't  forget  to bring a sleeping-mat,  a warm
sleeping bag (and a tent if you own one!). Don't hesitate to bring specialities from your place, photos, games, music instrucments, etc.
Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody
must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be
reimbursed once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You are going to sleep under tents, by 2 or 3 (bring your mattress and your sleeping bag). The cooking and living spaces will be under a
large tent. The sanitary facilities (toilets and showers) will be available at the
inhabitant′s  places.  The group will  be  sharing  the  cleaning  chores  and preparing  meals  together.  The budget  will  be  allocated  to  the
group leader  and  you  will  participate  in  the  preparation  of  dishes  with  good products  from the  market  and  local
producers.

LOCATION:
Les Authieux du Puits is located 50 km North-East of Alençon.
Meeting point: Sainte Gauburge train station..
Latitude of the project: 48.712463
Longitude of the project: 0.330053000000021

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Sainte Gauburge train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 30

 CONCF-157Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  PNR DES MARAIS - Eco-friendly life

Address:  SAINT ANDRE DE BOHON, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  ENVI-RENO - Environmental-Restoration

Initial Date:  04/08/2017 Final Date: 25/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Small scaffolding

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Beginner  or  advanced:  you  are  interested  in  ecology,  in  sustainable  development,  organic  farming?  Come  to  discover  or  rediscover
environmentally responsible tools and practices. By participating in this workcamp you have the possibility to experiment,  to live for 3
weeks following eco-friendly principles. You will have the opportunity to renovate a former manor in masonry with natural materials, to
meet  market  gardeners  and  to  support  them  in  their  activities,  to  cook  with  local  and  organic  products,  to  bake  bread,  to  build  an
earthenware oven, to make yourself your cleaning products for the workcamp ... You will find out a responsible consumption by giving
priority to local products. You will  discover a very beautiful  environment: hedgerows, marshes, seaside, heaths...It  is the 4th time that
Concordia organises an international workcamp with the Cotentin and the Bessin Marshland Regional Nature Park. Located in the south
of the Cotentin's peninsula, this wide surface of marshland polders hosts a unique fauna and flora. The Park's House proposes touristic
information, exhibitions and animation in the aim of discovering natural and architectural heritage. Around this place, you will have the
opportunity to hike, sail boats, discover the local and environmental heritage and enjoy animations. This workcamp is a part of a long-
term project. This is an old farm built with homemade mud bricks, owned by the Manche region. This place is now used for the trainings
organised by the Regional Nature Park about homemade mud bricks building.

Continuing last year's work, you will take part in the restoration of the farm frontage. Two leaders will supervise the work and introduce
you to traditional techniques: masonry works, using lime mortar, repairing joints...

The workcamp is focused on ecology, historical heritage and nature. We wish to host volunteers interested in eco-friendly practices or
wishing  to  discover  eco-friendly  consumption.  You  may  work  on  small  scaffoldings;  you  should  therefore  be  able  to  work  at  heights.
Please bring gardening gloves, good shoes and working clothes. As the nights can be quite cold, remember also to bring warm clothes.
Don't  forget  to  bring a sleeping-mat,  a  warm sleeping bag (and a tent  if  you own one!).  Foreigners belonging to the European Union
must  bring  with  them  a  personal  EHIC  (European  Health  Insurance  Card),  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  bring  their  insurance
certificate.  If  health issues happen on the project,  volunteers will  have to pay for  it,  and then be reimbursed once back in their  home
country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be staying in a collective accommodation under tents in a field, the toilets and bathroom will be in a building. The meals will be
taken in the building. The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and
preparing meals together. You will buy most of your supplies directly from local and organic producer.

LOCATION:
60km south of Cherbourg and 20 Km north of Saint-Lo. For more information about the park: www.parc-cotentin-bessin.fr
Meeting point: Carentan train station..
Latitude of the project: 49.234568
Longitude of the project: -1.25233500000002

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Carentan train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

Phone Number:

Male Places: 8
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 31

 CONCF-182Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  PELISSANNE - Embellishment of a public garden

Address:  PELISSANNE, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  ENVI-CONS - Environmental - Constuction

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 28/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Participate in the embellishment of  the Pelissanne's public  garden,  charming typical  Provençal  village nestled in hills  with intoxicating
scents, lulled by the song of the cicadas... The public garden of the veterans, bordered by two water courses, is located in the center of
the town, so you will  be in the heart  of  the festivities and the village life.  By participating in this work camp, you will  contribute to the
valorization  of  the  municipality's  green spaces,  which  wishes  to  apply  for  the  contest  "Cities  and Villages  in  bloom"  in  order  to  get  a
second flower. You will  also be initiated to environmental techniques of brush clearing and maintenance of streams. You will  discover
the local fauna and flora as well as technics of construction of wooden street furniture.

Several  actions are planned in order to wide weight  range of  activities:  -  Creation of  a pedagogical  path on the flora of  the park with
carved wooden plates. - Creation of urban furniture in wood (jardiniere, benches). - Rehabilitation of the "Petite Touloubre”, banks and
river bed cleaning.

Please bring: working gloves and shoes, casual clothing, hat/cap, sunglasses, sun cream and mosquitos repellant and your swimming
suit.  Foreigners  belonging  to  the  European  Union  must  bring  with  them  a  personal  EHIC  (European  Health  Insurance  Card),  and
everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it,
and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated in the community hall provided for the group. Bring your sleeping bag and your sleeping mat. You will share
the different collective tasks and prepare meals together. The budget will be managed
with your camp leaders and you will participate in the grocery shopping and the preparation of meals, favoring the local and seasonal
products.

LOCATION:
Pelissanne is a little town of Provence. There are 10 000 inhabitants throughout the year but the town attracts a lot of tourists during the
summer. You will enjoy visiting its historical center, its 16th century belfry,
the Pelican′s Fountain, and olive oil mills! Located less than 50 Km from Aix-en-Provence, Arles, Avignon and Marseille, you will have a
huge choice of discoveries in your free time. You will also enjoy the summer activities of the little town (like
bullfighting) and its well-known Sunday market. For more information about the village and its surroundings, please visit: http://www.ot-
massifdescostes.com/fr/ PELISSANNE
Meeting Point: Salon de Provence train Station..
Latitude of the project: 43.631049
Longitude of the project: 5.15056700000002

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: MRS
Train/Bus Station: Salon de Provence train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 7

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 32

 CONCF-212Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  TOUTENCOURT - Middle age castle´s ruins

Address:  TOUTENCOURT, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI - Restoration-Environmental

Initial Date:  12/07/2017 Final Date: 26/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Toutencourt is a small village of 500 inhabitants on the North of Amiens. In the heart of the village there is a « feudal clod » which means
the ruins of a Middle Age castle. Archeological excavations took place and brought to life the importance of the site. In partnership with
the tourism office of Pays du Coquelicot, the village of Toutencourt and local associations, your task will be to enhance this area in order
to develop visits and tourism.
Various tasks are planned: construction of a stone well coping, cleaning and brushing around the ditches and staging the routes of the
former walls of the Castel highlighted by the archeological excavations.

Bring working clothes and shoes. For the accommodation under tents, bring your sleeping bag and floor mat. Please feel free to bring
some  food  specialties,  pictures,  musical  instrument:  things  you  like  and  want  to  share  with  the  group  and  the  local  community!
Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody
must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be
reimbursed once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will  be accommodated under tents and will  use the reception hall,  with all  equipment (dishwasher,  oven...),  for  the daily life.  The
group will  be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals together.

LOCATION:
Toutencourt is 20km North of Amiens, in the heart of battlefields of WW1. For more information: http://www.paysducoquelicot.com/ and
www.toutencourtmemoireetculture.asso-web.com
Meeting point: Albert train Station..
Latitude of the project: 50.033828
Longitude of the project: 2.46078899999998

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Albert train Station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 9

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 33

 CONCF-219Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  THIERS SUR THEVE - Renovating the church

Address:  THIERS SUR THEVE, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  04/08/2017 Final Date: 25/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
It's the 8th workcamp hosted by this municipality in Oise County, at the edge of the Chantilly and Ermenonville forests. Thiers sur Thève
wishes to receive volunteers and contribute to the valorisation of its heritage and the local life's animation through the rehabilitation of its
church. It is a small town with 2 shops, surrounded by forests: a green workcamp! Every year, several inhabitants mobilize to offer the
best  welcoming to  the volunteers  and make them discover  local  assets.  A small  training workcamp will  be organized in  May 2017 to
prepare the main work.

This year we will work in two different areas: • On the church, you'll have to finalize some little works on the choir, on a cornice...to give
back its splendour to the church. • On the wall of the cemetery, that was built  around the same time as the nave of the church, you'll
have to remove the joints and joint the walls as they used to do in the past, using traditional techniques with lime. If necessary, there will
be stone cutting.

Remember to bring clothes for the manual work and closed shoes. Bring your sleeping bag and if you prefer sleeping under tent, a floor
mat. Please feel free to bring some food specialties, pictures, musical instrument: things you like and want to share with the group and
the local community! Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance
Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to
pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Volunteers will be accommodated at the municipal hall with equipped kitchen (oven, dishwasher...). You will be able to sleep under tents
or use camp beds to sleep on the municipal hall, as you prefer. The group will be
sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals together.

LOCATION:
Thiers sur Thève is located in the "Oise Pays de France"Regional Nature Park, near the Val d′Oise County and city of Senlis. You′ll be
at the heart of Chantilly forest, its famous castle and stud farms, close to Paris.
More information: https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thiers-sur-Th%C3%A8ve
Meeting point: Orry la Ville train station..
Latitude of the project: 49.151988
Longitude of the project: 2.57091800000001

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Orry la Ville train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 34

 CONCF-221Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  CLAIREMARAIS - In the heart of the marsh

Address:  CLAIREMARAIS, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI - Restoration-Environmental

Initial Date:  11/07/2017 Final Date: 25/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
In the heart of Audomarois marsh, the Coastal and Lake Shore Conservatory, a public body in charge of the protection of endangered
natural  areas in  France,  has just  acquired a former 120 hectares farm. They are willing to involve international  youth to highlight  this
natural zone. The international workcamp is expected to valorise this place. The marsh is in the heart of an area classified as biosphere
reserve by the UNESCO and is listed as RAMSAR site, important wetland. Youth services are associated to the workcamp and activities
such as boat excursions are already planned.
There will be 2 areas of works: - In the farm: with local technical teams you will help collecting and sorting out waste left by the former
owner in order to recycle them (wood, tyres, scrap metal) and you will  clear the areas from bushes (cutting elderberry for example). -
Around  the  farm:  there  is  a  former  water  mill  from  the  18th  century.  We  need  your  help  to  clear  surroundings  (cutting  elderberry,
brambles);  pick  up  and  select  stones  and  bricks  in  order  to  reuse  them  later.

Please note that you will walk a lot during this workcamp! Bring working clothes and boots. For the accommodation under tents, bring
your sleeping bag and floor mat. Please feel free to bring some food specialities, pictures, musical instrument: things you like and want
to share with the group and the local community! Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC
(European Health Insurance Card),  and everybody must,  in any case, bring their  insurance certificate. If  health issues happen on the
project,  volunteers will  have to pay for it,  and then be reimbursed once back in their  home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated under tents in Claremarais. The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals together.

LOCATION:
Clairemarais is close to Saint Omer, in Pas de Calais region, an hour from Lille.
Meeting point: Saint Omer train station..
Latitude of the project: 50.7550601
Longitude of the project: 2.24968660000002

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Saint Omer train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 35

 CONCF-225Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  LAVERSINES 1 - Renovating a chapel

Address:  LAVERSINES, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  12/07/2017 Final Date: 02/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
scaffolding.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
In the heart of the town there is a former chapel named St Germain tower. This chapel needs to be renovated in order to be transformed
into a musical, exhibition and associative place. Moreover this international work camp is part of the will of the City Council to organize
activities throughout the year for young people of the town. Locals are expecting you, there will be various activities to make you live a
memorable work camp.
You  will  make  traditional  masonry  around  the  tower:  recovery  of  joints  of  the  walls,  picket,  repointing,  a  few  bricks  to  change,
etc...Warning:  you  will  have  to  work  on  scaffolding.

Please note that you will work on scaffoldings. Remember to bring clothes for the manual work and closed shoes. Bring your sleeping
bag and a floor mat. Please feel free to bring some food specialties, pictures, musical instrument: things you like and want to share with
the  group  and  the  local  community!  Foreigners  belonging  to  the  European  Union  must  bring  with  them  a  personal  EHIC  (European
Health  Insurance  Card),  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  bring  their  insurance  certificate.  If  health  issues  happen  on  the  project,
volunteers  will  have  to  pay  for  it,  and  then  be  reimbursed  once  back  in  their  home  country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You  will  be  accommodated  under  tents  in  the  heart  of  the  village  and  will  use  a  house  for  daily  life.  The  group  will  be  sharing  the
cleaning  chores  and  preparing  meals  together.

LOCATION:
Laversines is close to Beauvais, capital of the Oise Department. More information: http://www.laversines.fr/.
Latitude of the project: 49.427192
Longitude of the project: 2.19276200000002

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BVA
Train/Bus Station: Beauvais train station or Paris-Beauvais airport.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 36

 CONCF-254Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  LA MOTTE SERVOLEX - Express your talent !

Address:  LA MOTTE SERVOLEX, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  CONS-ENVI - Construction-Environmental

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 21/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
You′ll be sleeping in tents in front of the Sports Hall Didier Parpillon, at the Raoul Villot stadium, right by the city center. Bring your warm
sleeping bag and mat. The kitchen, toilets, showers, and the collective
living space will  be inside the Sports Hall, which will  also allow the group to shelter in case of bad weather. You will  participate in the
preparation of the meals in turns. We′ll  favor the local products and the short supply circuits. Tastings of
local specialties may also be organized with local producers.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
In  La Motte Servolex everyone has a right  to express himself,  this  is  why the municipality  wants to renovate a wall  on which graphic
designers, artists and – why not? – you, could express themselves. Over the years, La Motte-Servolex's workcamp became a landmark
into the culture of this small town, located a few kilometers away from Chambéry, capital of Savoy region. You will be welcomed with a
lot of conviviality and generosity. With the support of the communal services, you will  participate to a collective action for the heritage
enhancement, together with locals willing to share with you their knowledge and traditions.

For  this  16th  workcamp in  the  community  your  task  will  be  to  disassemble  the  old  wall  of  expression which had a  wooden frame,  to
create  a  new  one  with  stronger  and  more  durable  materials.  Besides,  the  municipality  of  la  Motte  Servolex,  actively  involved  in
promotion  of  sustainable  development,  proposes  you  to  participate  in  creation  and/or  improvement  of  green  areas  in  the  school
premises (vegetable growing tables, seed plots, insect hostels, shrubberies...). Between art and nature you will find the ways to express
your creativity!

The municipality will provide gloves, reflective jackets and safety glasses for the work. Don't forget to bring working clothes and closed
shoes with you. As the nights can be chilly, take a warm sleeping bag with you. Some convivial times will be organized! If you want to
share a bit  of  your  culture with  the others,  bring a piece of  your  country  in  your  backpack (cooking recipes,  traditional  tales,  unusual
objects...). Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and
everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it,
and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

LOCATION:
La  Motte-Servolex  (11  500  inhabitants)  is  a  municipality  situated  in  the  Savoy  county,  in  the  new Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes  region.  It′s
belongs  to  the  Chambéry  urban  agglomeration,  less  than  10  km away.  Lyon  and  Genève  are
situated  respectively  1h20  and  1h  away  from  La  Motte-Servolex.  You′ll  have  access  to  many  leisure  activities  (open-air  cinema,
swimming  to  the  Bourget  lake,  cycling...)  in  an  environment  both  mountainous  and  urban.
Meeting point: Chambéry-Challes-les-Eaux train station..
Latitude of the project: 45.596488
Longitude of the project: 5.87411199999997

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LYS
Train/Bus Station: Chambéry-Challes-les-Eaux train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 4
Female Places: 4

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 37

 CONCF-255Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  ALBERTVILLE - Fortress renovation

Address:  ALBERTVILLE, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 28/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Built  in  order  to  protect  Albertville  from attackers  a  long time ago,  the Fort  du Mont  is  today a remarkable  building,  which renovation
requires  a  lot  of  work.  The  Fort  du  Mont  is  an  old  military  fortress  built  in  1881.  It  is  located  1100  meters  above  sea  level  in  the
mountains overlooking Albertville, a city known for having hosted the Olympic Games in 1992. Today, it has lost its military vocation but
remains  an  important  part  of  the  local  heritage and is  being  visited  by  many tourists,  history  amateurs  and hikers.  In  order  to  give  a
second life to the building, certain parts have to be renovated. This is why the community counts on a dynamic local association and, for
a couple of years, on the participation of volunteers during the international workcamps organised by Concordia. Come and join us in the
adventure of the renovation of this remarkable building!
Continuing the restoration initiated in 2014, this fourth intervention will allow us to work on the parapet walk, in particular on its dry stone
walls, some of which we will have to restore in order to ensure the stability of some shelters. We will also have to clean up the vegetation
that has grown around. If time allows, we will probably perform some works inside the Fortress as well.

Remember to bring gloves as well as working clothes and shoes that you dont mind getting dirty. In the mountains, nights may be chilly.
Remember to bring a warm sleeping bag and warm clothes. Do not forget sun protection as well (hat, sunglasses and sunscreen). The
common living activities will be programmed together with your animators and according to your suggestions! If you would like to share a
bit  of  your  culture,  (cooking recipes,  traditional  stories)  do  not  hesitate  to  bring  a  piece of  your  country  in  your  backpack!  Foreigners
belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any
case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed
once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will  be accommodated under  tents  on the premises of  the fort.  Bring a sleeping bag.  The kitchen,  toilets,  showers and common
living space will be inside the fortress (several rooms available which can at the same time serve as a shelter in case of bad weather
conditions).  You will  prepare meals in turns using the products bought nearby. We will  favour the local products and the short  supply
circuits.  Tastings of local specialties may also be organised with local producers (for example cheese from Savoy like Beaufort).

LOCATION:
The Fort is located in the heights above the town of Albertville, which is just twenty minutes away by car. Despite the isolation there are
many  paths  leading  to  the  city  and  its  outskirts  and  the  locals  regularly  come  up  to  the  fort,  allowing  numerous  exchanges  with  the
volunteers. Moreover, the fortress is visited by lots of tourists in the summer period, so meetings and interaction with locals gets even
easier. The fort is located 150Km away from Lyon and 130km away from Geneva. The city of Annecy and its famous lake are accessible
in  less  than  45  minutes,  offering  the  possibility  of  visits,  swimming  and  hiking.  Thanks  to  the  support  of  the  community,  many  other
activities  will  be  proposed  (hiking,  swimming  pool,  access  to  Grignon  Lake,  guided  visit  to  the  middle  age  city  of  Conflans...).
Meeting point: Train station of Albertville..
Latitude of the project: 45.675535
Longitude of the project: 6.39272600000004

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Train station of Albertville.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 5
Female Places: 5

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 38

 CONCF-256Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  LA VERSANNE - Stone and wood construction

Address:  LA VERSANNE, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  CONS - Construction

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 28/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Come to discover the Pilat and participate in the construction of a stone and wood structure in the heart of a spectacular wild nature! La
Versanne is a small charming municipality located in the Pilat Mounts. Its heritage sites hold an important place in the environment and
in the hearts of  the inhabitants.  The whole municipality is excited at the idea of hosting their  first  volunteer workcamp. Be part  of  this
lovely human adventure and discover the hospitality of  the locals!
During this first workcamp you will work on the construction of a wood and stone structure. The local population and our camp leaders
will  introduce  you  into  the  fields  of  masonry  and  carpentry.  The  result  of  your  work  will  be  a  multifunctional  structure  serving  as  an
informational  point  for  tourists,  a  shelter  for  people  getting  off  a  bus  and  a  clean  area  for  collecting  garbage.

Bring working clothes,  gloves and shoes that  you don t  mind getting dirty.  The nights  can be chilly,  so bring warm sleeping bag and
clothes. You will also need sun protection (a hat, sunglasses, sunscreen...). Do not forget your swimsuit! Group leisure activities will be
programmed  together  with  our  camp  leaders  taking  into  account  your  suggestions!  If  you  would  like  to  share  a  bit  of  your  culture
(cooking  recipes,  traditional  stories,  unusual  objects?),  do  not  hesitate  to  bring  a  piece  of  your  country  in  your  backpack!  Foreigners
belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any
case, bring their insurance

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated under tents on a land plot in the center of a small hamlet. Bring a warm sleeping bag, nights can be chilly.
The kitchen,  the toilets,  the showers and a space for  group activities will  be provided inside the city  hall.  It  would be possible  to  find
shelter there in case of bad weather. You will prepare meals in turns out of products bought in spot, we give priority to local products.
Tasting of local specialties may be organized by the local producers.

LOCATION:
Land of contrasts, the Pilat unites in a rural area (700km²) natural and cultural heritage sites exceptionally rich and diverse. La Versanne
is one of the 47 municipalities of the Park. With a little more than 350 inhabitants, it is a peaceful place ideal to discover the surroundings
thanks to a network of hiking trails. Located in the far south of Loire department, the municipality borders the Ardèche department and is
very close to the Haute Loire where the mountains of  Auvergne open up. Many activities are available in the surroundings (mountain
bikes, swimming...).
Meeting point: Train station of Saint Etienne..
Latitude of the project: 45.317637
Longitude of the project: 4.52600000000007

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LYS
Train/Bus Station: Train station of Saint Etienne
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 5
Female Places: 5

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 39

 CONCF-257Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  NEULISE - The forgotten wash-house

Address:  NEULISE, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 28/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
In the Loire countryside, an old forgotten wash-house is waiting for you to get back to life! Only the elders still remember this old wash-
house.  It  was a living and meeting place,  the last  relic  from a period when we were taking the time to  meet  and do things manually.
Come and take the time to rebuild this heritage with us, giving its authenticity back. Allow it to regain its place in the history of Neulise,
and in the heart of its inhabitants.

For the second year in a row the municipality of Neulise opens its doors to the volunteers from all over the world. You will participate in
the renovation of a wash-house dating from the beginning of the 20th century. The roof was restored last year. This year, you will work
on the masonry of the basin that was cracked and degraded by time. To make the washhouse accessible to the hikers we will also clear
and arrange the surrounding area.

Don't forget to bring working gloves, clothes and closed shoes with you. As the nights can be cool, take a warm sleeping bag with you.
Some convivial times will be organized! If you want to share a bit of your culture with the others, bring a piece of your country in your
backpack  (cooking  recipes,  traditional  tales,  unusual  objects...).  Foreigners  belonging  to  the  European Union  must  bring  with  them a
personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card),  and everybody must,  in any case, bring their  insurance certificate. If  health issues
happen on the project,  volunteers will  have to pay for it,  and then be reimbursed once back in their  home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will sleep in tents on the municipal football stadium, next to the wash-house. Bring your sleeping bag and mat. The kitchen, toilets,
showers, and the collective living space will be indoor, in the sports hall, which
will also allow the group to find shelter in case of bad weather. You will participate in the preparation of meals in turns. We′ll favor the
local products and the short supply circuits. Tastings of local specialties may also be organized with local
producers or garden owners.

LOCATION:
Neulise (1 300 inhabitants) is a municipality of the Loire county situated in the north of the new Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region. The cities
of Lyon and Saint-Etienne (French capital of design) are both 1 hour′s drive away.
The Auvergne region with its volcanoes is also very close. Located near Roanne, "The Land between the Loire and the Rhône"includes
16 municipalities. It is bordered by the Col du Pin Bouchain (760 m. high) in the east and the Gorges de la Loire in
the west. It′s a land of low mountains alternating with ridges and valleys where many rivers flow. This land, rich in heritage sites, has
everything the lovers of fresh air,  vast horizons and beautiful landscapes could dream.
Meeting point: Train station of Roanne..
Latitude of the project: 45.901939
Longitude of the project: 4.18127700000002

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LYS
Train/Bus Station: Train station of Roanne.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 40

 CONCF-261Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  SAINT BARTHELEMY LESTRA  Restoring saint roch chapel

Address:  SAINT BARTHELEMY LESTRA, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  04/08/2017 Final Date: 18/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Scaffolding.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Find yourself  in  the  heart  of  verdant  green hills  of  Forez  and participate  in  the  restoration  of  Saint  Roch Chapel  by  bringing  back  its
forgotten charm. Located in the municipality of Saint Barthelemy Lestra in the Loire region, Saint Roch Chapel is part of the history of
this small village and is the pride and joy of its inhabitants. This edifice was built in 1750 in order to protect the village from the epidemic
of  plague and to  pay  homage to  Saint  Roch renowned for  centuries  for  taking  care  of  sick  people  in  public  hospitals.  Nowadays the
Chapel is part of the heritage which the community would like to renovate in order to give it a second life. In 2017 works on the roof and
framework will be performed. As a member of a team of volunteers supported by the inhabitants of the village you will participate in the
restoration of the exterior walls of the Chapel.

During this first workcamp you will work on outside facades. You will clear the stones from the old layer of plaster in order to coat them
with lime later. This way the works will deliver visible results.

Taking  into  account  the  type  of  works  to  complete,  you  will  work  on  scaffoldings.  You  will  be  working  under  the  supervision  of  our
technical leader who, together with the municipality, will guarantee your security on site. For the work, remember to bring gloves, clothes
and shoes which you don’t  mind getting dirty.  Nights  may be chilly,  bring a  warm sleeping bag and warm clothes.  Do not  forget  sun
protection as well (hat, sunglasses, sunscreen…). Group leisure activities will be programmed together with our camp leaders taking into
account your suggestions! If you would like to share a bit of your culture (cooking recipes, traditional stories, unusual objects…), do not
hesitate to bring a piece of your country in your backpack! Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal
EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on
the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You  will  be  accommodated  under  tents  on  a  land  plot  in  the  heart  of  the  hamlet.  Bring  a  warm  sleeping  bag,  as  the  nights  in  the
mountains can be quite chilly. The kitchen, toilets, showers and the common living space will be inside a communal hall. You will also be
able to find shelter there in case of bad weather conditions. You will prepare meals in turns, using products that will be bought on spot.
We will encourage the purchase of local seasonal products as well as short supply circuits. Volunteers might also have an opportunity to
taste local specialties provided by local producers.

LOCATION:
Saint Barthelemy Lestra is a municipality of nearly 700 inhabitants. It is located in the north of the Loire department, close to Feurs. Saint
Etienne, the city of design, and Lyon, the capital  of Auvergne Rhône-Alpes region, are an hour away by car. The village is located in
Forez, the territory which boasts remarkable natural landscapes and unlimited opportunities for visits and strolls. This is a land rich in
traditions whose hospitable inhabitants will  eagerly help you to discover local heritage!
Meeting point: Train station of Feurs..
Latitude of the project: 45.719658
Longitude of the project: 4.34039099999995

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LYS
Train/Bus Station: Train station of Feurs.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 41

 CONCF-262Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  OULLES - Clearing the path

Address:  OULLES EN OISANS, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  ENVI - Environmental

Initial Date:  04/08/2017 Final Date: 25/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
In the heart of a small hamlet, perched on the mountains, discover the nature in an exceptional way and participate to an original human
adventure!  On the slopes of  the mountain,  a  serpentine road leads to  one of  the smallest  villages of  the Alpes mountains:  Oulles en
Oisans. This road, built in the sixty's, is the only passable way to reach the valley. It took immense efforts to build it. In the past, the only
way to get to the village was a small pathway crisscrossing through rocks and woods. Today this path is almost inaccessible anymore:
the  roadwork  damaged  it  and  the  vegetation  took  over  the  place.  Come and  join  us  in  this  adventure  to  bring  it  back  to  life,  for  the
pleasure  of  both  hikers  and  the  inhabitants  of  the  village.

For the second year in a row you will be hosted by the municipality of Oulles en Oisans and its hospitable inhabitants in order to take
part  in  the  rehabilitation  of  the  path  by  cleaning  up  the  vegetation  that  blocks  the  access  (taking  out  brambles  and  invasive  plants,
cutting up dead wood...).  In order to make it  easy for the hikers to spot it  you will  clear the path of  the route and create some useful
facilities for  the hikers.

Remember to bring suitable gloves,  working clothes and closed shoes that  you don't  mind getting dirty.  Nights may be chilly,  bring a
warm sleeping bag and warm clothes. Do not forget sun protection as well (hat, sunglasses, sunscreen...). The common leisure activities
will  be  programmed  together  with  your  camp  animators  and  according  to  your  suggestions!  If  you  would  like  to  share  a  bit  of  your
culture, (cooking recipes, traditional stories ...) do not hesitate to bring a piece of your country in your backpack! Foreigners belonging to
the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring
their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in
their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated under tents, on a land in the heart of the hamlet. Bring your sleeping bag. The kitchen, toilets, showers and
the common living space are part of the city hall building. You will also be able to
find shelter there in case of bad weather conditions. You will participate in the preparation of meals in turn, using products that will be
bought locally. We will favor the local products as well as the short supply circuit. Tasting local products
is also possible with local producers.

LOCATION:
Oulles en Oisans (4 permanent inhabitants!) is the smallest community of Isère county. Perched at 1,400 meters above sea level it has
an amazing view over the vast massifs of the Alps. Bourg d′Oisans is the closest
municipality with all necessary facilities. From Grenoble, situated an hour driving from the village, you can access the big cities of our
region (Lyon, Valence, Chambéry...) and discover the vast natural territories of the Vercors, Belledonne,
Chartreuse or Ecrins massifs. For those fond of nature and hiking the territory offers unlimited possibilities! Mountain bike amateurs will
also be pleased...
Meeting  point:  From  the  train  station  of  Grenoble  take  a  bus  to  Bourg  d′Oisans.  The  meeting  point  is  the  Tourist  Office  of  Bourg
d′Oisans..
Latitude of the project: 45.0333333
Longitude of the project: 6.03333329999998

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LYS
Train/Bus Station: Grenoble train station
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 42

 CONCF-264Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  SAINT BARTHELEMY DE SECHILIENNE - On the Silk Road

Address:  SAINT BARTHELEMY DE SECHILIENNE, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  ENVI-RENO - Environmental-Restoration

Initial Date:  04/08/2017 Final Date: 25/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Discover the history of the Silk through this workcamp in the heart of Saint Barthélemy de Séchilienne, a village which heritage tells you
the secrets of a production that is still considered to be the wealth of the region. Being the real hub of silk since the Renaissance, the city
of Lyon owes a part of the fame of its industry to the work realized in the Romanche Valley, where the first power stations allowed the
weaving manufacturers to be supplied in energy. Come and participate in the first workcamp in the municipality of Saint Barthélemy de
Séchilienne, aiming at giving value to the site of one of the earliest power stations fed by the hydraulic force of torrents and streams.
To get access to the power station, you will need to clear the area from invasive plants. You will also clean the low part of the canal to
facilitate water flow and work to highlight old pylons, made remarkable by their riveted metal structure. On the site there are also some
stone walls that need to be rebuilt. To be able to work, bring suitable gloves, as well as shoes and clothes that you won t mind getting
dirty.  Take  with  you  a  warm  sleeping  bag  and  warm  clothes  (and  a  mat  if  you  need  it).  Do  not  forget  about  sun  protection  (a  hat,
sunglasses,  sunscreen...)  and  bring  your  swimsuit  for  bathing!  Hiking  in  the  mountains  will  require  sturdy  hiking  shoes.

You will work under supervision of our technical leader who, together with the municipality, will guarantee your safety on the site. Group
leisure  activities  will  be  programmed  together  with  our  camp  leaders  taking  into  account  your  suggestions!  You  will  take  collective
decisions  related  to  visits  and  activities  during  your  stay.  If  you  would  like  to  share  a  bit  of  your  culture  (cooking  recipes,  traditional
stories,  unusual  objects...),  do  not  hesitate  to  bring  a  piece  of  your  country  in  your  backpack!  Foreigners  belonging  to  the  European
Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance
certificate.  If  health issues happen on the project,  volunteers will  have to pay for  it,  and then be reimbursed once back in their  home
country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated under tents placed on the municipal stadium. Bring a warm sleeping bag (the nights may be quite chilly). The
kitchen, the toilets, the showers and a space for group activities will be provided in the changing room of the stadium. You will prepare
meals in turns out of products bought on site. We encourage the purchase of the local products as well as short circuits. Tasting of local
specialties may be organized by local producers.

LOCATION:
The community of Saint Barthélemy de Séchilienne has an incredible history! You can rely on Gilles, the mayor of the village, to paint it
for you in colorful details. If you are a fan of history, geology or environment, this workcamp was made for you. Situated on the outskirts
of the city of Grenoble, Saint Barthélemy de Séchilienne is on the verge of a suburban area and a mountainous zone boasting many ski
stations, for example, the station of l′Alpe d′Huez. You will have the opportunity to discover the territory through numerous hiking paths
and through the practice of various outdoor activities (swimming, mountain bikes...). Grenoble is only 40 minutes away. There you will
discover one of the most important cities of the Alpes and a model of environmental development.
Meeting point:From Grenoble  take the bus of  Transière  network  (line  3000)  direction Bourg d′Oisans.  Get  off  at  Saint  Barthélémy de
Séchilienne..
Latitude of the project: 45.04345
Longitude of the project: 5.82529

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LYS
Train/Bus Station: Grenoble
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 43

 CONCF-272Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  LIEURAN CABRIERES

Address:   , C.P. 34800, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  12/07/2017 Final Date: 21/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Located in the middle of the valley of Herault, the small village of Lieuran-Cabrières will charm you by its typical setting. The municipality
is composed of a principal borough and a hamlet called the Mas de Roujou located along the banks of a small river, the Dourbie. You’ll
have  the  opportunity  to  discover  the  beauty  of  various  sites  near  this  place  such  as  the  Lake  of  Salagou,  the  Dolomitic  circus  of
Mourèze, the ancient Royal Manufactury of Villeneuvette (where is organized each year a Festival combining street theater, concerts…)
and less than 20 km away, city of Pezenas. The objective of the work camp is to repair a dry stone retaining wall, of which certain parts
were damaged by bad weather.

The retaining wall giving access to various terraces is partially collapse. You will continue to rebuild this wall, to support the path above.

Please note that the work might be arduous. Take working clothes, closed shoes, warm clothes, a torch for the evenings, your sleeping
bag,  protection  against  the  sun  (hat,  glasses,  sunscreen)  and  your  swim  suit.  You  can  also  bring  recipes  from  your  home  country,
musical instruments and games. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health
Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers
will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once back in their home country.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
The village of Lieuran-Cabrières is located in the Hérault County (Region of Occitania) 16 km from Pézenas and 40 km from Béziers.
For more information: www.lieuran-cabrieres.com .

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated under tent in a camp-site (if you have one, you can bring it). You will have access to a room for cooking and
eating. You will participate in the preparation of meals and cleaning chores in turns.

LOCATION:
Meeting point:In Clermont L′Hérault, that you can reach by bus from Béziers train station..
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 44

 CONCF-275Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  SALAGOU LAKE - Protecting biodiversity

Address:  CLERMONT L´HERAULT, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  ENVI-RENO - Environmental-Restoration

Initial Date:  02/08/2017 Final Date: 23/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Protect  fauna  and  flora  on  the  shores  of  the  wonderful  Salagou  Lake  by  setting  up  protection  means  to  secure  biodiversity  and
environmental  conservation.  The  lake  is  listed  by  the  Natura  2000  network  and  protected  for  the  beauty  of  its  landscapes  and  its
important biodiversity. This site offers a beautiful setting in the heart of the Hérault county: lying at the foot of volcanic and red rocks hills,
this  area  is  one  of  the  most  symbolic  landscapes  of  France  and  recognized  all  over  the  world  for  its  geological  characteristics.  The
Natura 2000 label  includes a  surface of  13 000 hectares in  the southeast  of  the lake.  It  hosts  a  great  number  of  animal  and vegetal
breeds including about 20 species of birds which are endangered at the European level. These birds find their home environment in the
diversity of the landscape, in the agricultural or grazed areas, on the cliffs or the shores of the lake. To protect this rich biodiversity the
Natura 2000 network set up measures to maintain the land characteristics and to reduce the use of phytosanitary products in vineyards.
You will participate in the implementation of biodiversity protective measures nearby the lake.

You will clear and uproot the shores of the lake. You will also take part in setting up other protection measures to secure biodiversity and
environmental conservation in the frame of the Natura 2000 network. You will also renovate a dovecote which will become a shelter for
bats.

Do not  forget  your  sleeping  bag,  working  clothes,  closed shoes,  warm clothes  for  evenings,  protection  against  the  sun (hat,  glasses,
sunscreen) and a swim suit. You can also bring recipes from your home country, musical instruments and games. Foreigners belonging
to  the  European Union must  bring  with  them a personal  EHIC (European Health  Insurance Card),  and everybody must,  in  any  case,
bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be reimbursed once
back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In tents on the lake camping site. Tents will be provided but you can bring your own if you want. Bring a sleeping bag and a camping
mat. The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals together.

LOCATION:
The  lake  of  Salagou  is  located  nearby  Clermont  l′Hérault  in  the  Hérault  valley,  40  km  away  from  Montpellier.  For  more  information:
www.lesalagou.fr  Meeting  point:  CLERMONT  L′HERAULT  bus  station..
Latitude of the project: 43.62759
Longitude of the project: 3.42949499999997

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: MPL
Train/Bus Station: Clermont l?Hérault bus station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  1

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 45

 CONCF-276Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  VINGRAU - Preserve local heritage

Address:  VINGRAU, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  02/08/2017 Final Date: 23/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Vingrau  is  a  beautiful  small  village  located  in  the  middle  of  the  Corbières  hills.  The  area  offers  many  hiking  trails  with  beautiful
landscapes. The village is close to the city of Perpignan, the sea the mountains and Spain. You will have the opportunity to discover the
surroundings and the prehistoric site of Tautavel listed as world heritage of UNESCO. The ancient church of Vingrau, above the village
dates from the 12th century. It's a long term project which will require many years of restoration. The Heritage Foundation is a partner of
this project.

You will continue the work started last year on the chapel: cleaning it and removing existing coatings on the walls.

Bring a sleeping bag. Do not forget to bring working clothes and closed shoes. Bring a hat, sun glasses, sun cream and a swimming suit.
Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card), and everybody
must, in any case, bring their insurance certificate. If health issues happen on the project, volunteers will have to pay for it, and then be
reimbursed once back in their home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated at the municipal hall. You will have access to the changing rooms, showers, toilets, and a room for collective
life. The group will be sharing the cleaning chores and preparing meals together.

LOCATION:
Vingrau is located in the South of France, 20 minutes from Perpignan and the Mediterranean Sea.
Meeting point: Vingrau bus station, reachable from Rivesaltes train station..
Latitude of the project: 42.848738
Longitude of the project: 2.77681099999995

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: TLS
Train/Bus Station: Vingrau bus station, reachable from Rivesaltes train station.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 46

 CONCF-277Code: Year: 2017

Region:  CONCF - CONCORDIA

Name:  ALBINE 1 - Creation of a biological pond

Address:  COLOMBIERES-SUR-ORB, C.P. 75017, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.concordia-association.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI - Restoration-Environmental

Initial Date:  09/08/2017 Final Date: 30/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Near the village of Colombières-sur-Orb is the departmental site of the Albine, where you will create a biological pond. Nearby you ll find
the Gorges of Héric where you can swim and even go kayaking. You can also enjoy this typical landscape to hike.
Your task during this workcamp will be to create a biological pond to enable the spawning of Salientia amphibians (salamanders, newts,
frogs).

Please bring working clothes, closed shoes, warm clothes, protection against the sun (hat, glasses, sunscreen) and your swim suit. As
the nights can be quite cold, remember also to bring warm clothes and a good sleeping bag and mat. You can also bring recipes from
your home country, musical instruments and games. Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC
(European Health Insurance Card),  and everybody must,  in any case, bring their  insurance certificate. If  health issues happen on the
project,  volunteers will  have to pay for it,  and then be reimbursed once back in their  home country.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will  be accommodated under tents. Tents will  be provided but you can bring your own if  you want. The group will  be sharing the
cleaning chores and preparing meals together.

LOCATION:
Colombières-sur-Orb  is  located  in  the  Herault  County  (Region  of  Occitanie).This  village  is  located  in  the  canton  of  Olargues.  The
volunteers  will  discover  the  rich  natural  heritage  of  this  region  and  various  activities  (kayaking,  hikes?).  For  more  information:
http://www.ot-caroux.fr/fr/colombieres-sur-orb.html  Meeting  point:  Bus  stop  of  COLOMBIERES-SUR-ORB..
Latitude of the project: 43.583897
Longitude of the project: 3.01255900000001

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: MPL
Train/Bus Station: Bus stop of Colombières-sur-Orb.
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 4

Vegetarian Places:  1

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 47

 JR17/01Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  LEFFRINCKOUCKE FORT DES DUNES

Address:  LEFFRINCKOUCKE, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI - Restoration-Environmental

Initial Date:  17/07/2017 Final Date: 07/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

REQUIREMENTS:
1 /Our association does not provide a car during the work camp. 2/ Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a
personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card, for the refunding of medical expenses in your country). Non EU volunteers must have
their own travel insurance. In case of medical expenses, volunteers are responsible for these expenses and will ask for refund at their
own insurance once at home. 3/ If you have a driving licence, please bring it along in case of necessity. Do not forget to bring: a sleeping
bag,  warm  clothes  (a  sweater  and  rain-coat),  a  bathing  suit.  For  male  volunteers:  short  pants  are  generally  prohibited  in  the  public
swimming pools in France, please bring a bathing suit. For work: worn out clothes and strong shoes (like boots i obligatory for your own
safety). Your games, songbooks, cassettes, musical instruments and recipes, will be also welcome To make exchanges and encounters
easier, please also bring photographs of your home, some postcards, and small gifts.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
After  eleven  successfull  experiences  with  a  group  of  international  volunteers  together  with  our  association,  from  2006  to  2016,  the
municipality of Leffrinckoucke wishes to host a new group of international volunteers to take part in the restoration of the Fortress of the
Dunes , military fort built in the XIXth century. The objective of the municipality is at the same time to develop this site so that it can be
visited and used for cultural purpose by local associations and groups of music, and at the same time to create an intercultural dynamics
by  favouring  links  between the  inhabitants,  visitors  and volunteers.  In  the  past  years,  many improvements  were  made to  receive  the
public (guided visits are organised) : inside with the restoration of several room and in particular one room dedicated to the history of the
fortification (interactive map of Dynamo operation) and outsite with a secured guided circuit.

With a technical  leader,  you will  work on various parts  of  the site of  the fortress for  the clearing of  its  outskirts,  the restoration of  the
external staircases, the collecting of old paved stones and branches and finally, the clearing of undergrowth in the ditches. This work will
be  carried  ou  in  small  groups.  NB:  the  workcamp  will  end  on  Monday  August  7th  in  the  morning,  volunteers  will  help  prepare  and
participate in a meeting with associations of the town (Beach Fest), during the weekend of 5th and 6th of August 2017, and will present
international workcamps.

NB : chantier ouvert a partir de 17 ans pour les participants francais

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Under tents, at the municipal football grounds (stade municipal). Kitchen and showers nearby. We cannot be responsible for you if you
arrive before the beginning of workcamp.

LOCATION:
The town of Leffrinckoucke is located at a few km from the The town of Dunkerque. The fortress is at 500 meters from the beach, and at
500 meters from the town of Dunkerque. Buses are available to reach neighbour towns. The nearest train station is in Dunkerque, and
many connections are available by TGV to LILLE (35min) or PARIS (2h00). LEFFRINCKOUCKE.
Latitude of the project: 51.0509130
Longitude of the project: 2.4384620

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LIL
Train/Bus Station: DUNKERQUE
Latitude of Station: 51.0343684
Longitude of Station: 2.3767763

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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English
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 Referencia: 48

 JR17/02Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  EMMAUS 1

Address:  NEUILLY-SUR-MARNE, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  SOCI-MANU - Social project - Manual work

Initial Date:  03/07/2017 Final Date: 22/07/2017 Min Age:  20 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  1

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
FRENCH /MOTIVATION LETTER

REQUIREMENTS:
some knowledge of French language appreciated ; MINIMUM AGE 20 - MOTIVATION LETTER in English or French to be sure that the
volunteers understand the project  and explain why you want  to  participate There are 50 men living in  the Emmaus Neuilly  Plaisance
community so girls are advised to be careful to do not wear too short clothes.1 /Our association does not provide a car during the work
camp. 2/ Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health Insurance Card, for the
refunding of medical expenses in your country). 3/ If you have a driving licence, please bring it along in case of necessity. Do not forget
to bring: a sleeping bag, warm clothes (a sweater and rain-coat), a bathing suit. For male volunteers: short pants are generally prohibited
in the public swimming pools in France, please bring a bathing suit. For work: worn out clothes and strong shoes (like boots i obligatory
for your own safety).  Your games, songbooks, cassettes, musical instruments and recipes, will  be also welcome To make exchanges
and encounters easier,  please also bring photographs of your home, some postcards, and small  gifts.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Emmaus  is  a  association  that  welcomes  marginalised  and  homeless  people,  mostly  men.  They  are  called  companions  .  The  Neuilly
Plaisance community (50 companions) with a place where they can live and work. It is a place where people live together in a spirit of
solidarity. Some companions live there temporarily while going trough a tough phase in life and the community supports them towards
social  reinsertion;  others  see  life  in  the  community  as  an  alternative  way  of  life.  There  are  3  founding  principles  in  all  Emmaus
Communities:  welcoming people (everybody whatever their  origin and their  past);  reinsertion by working (collecting,  rehabilitation and
sale of  furniture,  clothing,  diverse objects...);  sharing and solidarity  in the community.

The  work  will  consist  into  helping  the  community  in  the  everyday  tasks  such  as:  sorting  out  2nd  hand  cloths,  sorting  out  2nd  hand
furniture or materials or books- helping into collecting the 2nd hand things in the people house (only strong volunteers can do that), You
will participate in a great sell out on 9 and 10th July. Selling the books/cloths/furniture to the public, tidying up the different little shops in
the community- finally any mission useful for the well being of the community. Most of the companions have had hard times and harsh
experiences. They are often tough people in appearance, who won t talk much at first. Volunteers should be mature, and aware of the
difficulty of establishing communication with the companions and of gaining their confidence It is important to keep in mind that it  is a
social project, so that volunteers have to adapt their timetable to the one of the companions. Volunteers will have to be really motivated
because it is a difficult work : they will work from Tuesday to Saturday from 7:30 am till 5:00 pm. Sunday and Mondays are free. Please
note that although the project is close to Paris, you will have a limited time to visit the city, due to long working hours which cannot be
bargained. If you do not agree with these conditions please do not apply. As extra activity, you will create an exhibition on the topic of
tolerance, together withthe companions. Your creative talents will be needed

some knowledge of French language appreciated ; minimum age 20

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Town of Neuilly-sur-Marne, departement de Seine-St-Denis (Ile de France). Possible activities : walk along the Seine, visit of Paris (at
your exepense), of Vincennes, activities ti be organised with the companions.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
To facilitate communication and integration, volunteers will take all their meals with the companions at the restaurant of the community.
Volunteers  will  be  hosted  in  basic  conditions  :  they  will  sleep  in  a  prefabricated  building  and  share  the  shower  and  the  toilets  of  the
companions.  The  consumption  of  drugs  and  alcohol  is  strictly  forbidden

Phone Number:

Male Places: 4
Female Places: 4

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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LOCATION:
NEUILLY-SUR-MARNE.
Latitude of the project: 48.8568980
Longitude of the project: 2.5283730

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: PARIS
Latitude of Station: 48.8566140
Longitude of Station: 2.3522219

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 49

 JR17/04Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  FESTIVAL COUVRE FEU

Address:  CORSEPT, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  FEST - Festival

Initial Date:  17/08/2017 Final Date: 01/09/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  4

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
50 EUROS EXTRA FEE

REQUIREMENTS:
Remember to bring a sleeping bag, warm clothing (a sweater and a raincoat), a bathing suit. For work, pack old clothes and sturdy and
closed footwear (sandals not valid for work). Extra fee to pay on arrival at the camp : 50 euros.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Couvre Feu is an active and socially involved association, it wishes to develop and promote culture in rural areas by organizing concerts
and festivals around contemporary music. Each year it organizes the Couvre Feu festival. The 16th edition will take place from 25, 26 et
27  August  2017 a  Frossay  (44).  Organizing  such an  event  takes  time and people  available,  and from the  start,  many volunteers  got
involved in  organizing  the  festival  to  host  almost  30  000 attendees.  www.couvrefeu.com/

Led by the set  directors of  the association organising the festival,  you will  participate in setting up and setting donw the festival.  This
includes the installation of circus tents (where concerts take place),  close the site with barriers,  arrangement of  parking lots,  dressing
rooms, refreshment stands and restaurants ... during the 3 day festival you will participate in welcoming the public and site maintenance.
.  The week following the weekend s  festival  will  be dedicated to  dismantling,  equipment  storage,  cleaning and restoration of  the site.
Note: tasks a little repetitive but essential festival organizers are counting on your motivation to help before, during and after the festival
but also, work schedules will VARY A LOT according to needs; little time for leisure but the atmosphere is very festive. Volunteers from
this site must be especially dynamic and enthusiastic. And of course must be a fan of music Time for leisure will be made available to
any departure of the mission.

frais supplementaires de 50 euro a ajouter au frais d inscription/ extra fee to pay on arrival 50euro. Age : 18-30.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will stay as all the other volunteers (400 people) and organizers of the festival, in tents at camping site. Toilets and showers on site.
The  association  provides  tents,  you  will  need  to  bring  sleeping  bags  and  mattress  (it  can  be  a  karimat  or  self-inflatable  mattress).
Throughout the duration of work, preparing meals will be provided by volunteers from the association. NB : it can be cold in the evening
and humid, it is advisable to bring warm clothes and a warm sleeping bag.

LOCATION:
Located on the south bank of the Loire estuary, and northern boundary of the Pays de Retz Atlantic, The municipality of Frossay has
3200  inhabitants.  Pays  de  Retz:  At  the  heart  of  unspoiled  landscapes  and  varied  hyphen  between  Brittany  and  the  Vendee,  west  of
Nantes and bordered by the Atlantic Ocean and the Loire. Enjoying the beach and water sports, beach resorts, charming as Pornic and
Saint-Brevin-les-Pins,  large  sandy  beaches  dotted  with  fishing.  Walks  along  the  coastal  footpath  in  Bourgneuf  Bay,  along  the  Loire
estuary,  or  in  swamps  and  thickets  of  the  hinterland.  CORSEPT.
Latitude of the project: 47.2784640
Longitude of the project: -2.0576490

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: NTE
Train/Bus Station: NANTES
Latitude of Station: 47.2183710
Longitude of Station: -1.5536210

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  50 EUR
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LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 50

 JR17/100Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  EMBELLISH A RIVER, SOURCE OF ENERGY

Address:   , C.P. 03006, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI-MANU - Restoration renovation-Enviromental-Manual Work

Initial Date:  08/08/2017 Final Date: 28/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The goal of the project is to give a new life to the small river that runs through the village. Currently, bushes and shrubs have invaded
the  banks,  the  wall  that  runs  along  the  river  disappears,  and  the  path  is  impracticable  allows  you  to  walk  along  the  brook.  We must
therefore  carry  out  clearance  work,  cleaning  rivers,  clearing  brush  the  banks  to  highlight  the  wall  and  make accessible  trail.  You  will
participate in  the work with  other  international  volunteers  and technical  supervisor  will  teach you specific  techniques.  The work takes
place in  the morning for  5  hours  maximum. Afternoons and weekends are reserved for  activities.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Volunteers will  be accommodated at the campsite of the town, and tents will  be loaned by Jeunesse et Reconstruction. Remember to
bring your sleeping bags and warm clothes. All facilities are available in the locker room (showers, toilets). You will have access to the
school  cafeteria  to  cook  and  eat  together:  you  will  find  fridge,  stove,  tables  and  chairs.  A  budget  will  be  allocated  for  shopping  and
activities, and you will cook in turn, by two. Being well accommodated within the town will give you the opportunity to connect with the
people, to easily get to the market at the nearby shops (bakery, grocery) and at local producers to do your food shopping. Jeunesse et
Reconstruction can′t take into charge the volunteers before the start date of the workcamp.

LOCATION:
: At the heart of the Bourbonnaise Mountain, Arfeuilles is located in a particularly remarkable natural setting. You can make many walks
along the river and admire the waterfall of Pisserotte, tourist shrine, the Calvary and the Madonna overlooking the valley. Arfeuilles also
has  a  particularly  typical  built  heritage,  like  the  dungeon  of  Montmorillon.  Located  both  on  the  pilgrimage  path  Saint  Jacques  de
Compostela  and  the  Via  Santi  Martini,  which  crosses  Europe  from  Hungary,  many  hikers  and  tourists  are  passing  through  the  town
during the summer. The life in Arfeuilles is very lively during the summer: fireworks, craft festival, festival of the Rivers, Classical Music
Festival, the Great Games, which bring together all surroundings towns ... Other activities and events will also be organized with local
associations (football tournament ...) and artisans of the municipality (painter, sculptor ...): the best opportunities to discover the culture
of Auvergne region!.
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 51

 JR17/102Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  ACT FOR A 1,000 YEAR OLD BUILT HERITAGE i LA SALVE

Address:  SAINT-MAMET LA-SALVETAT, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-ARCH-MANU - Restoration renovation-Archaeology-Manual work

Initial Date:  06/08/2017 Final Date: 26/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

REQUIREMENTS:
1/  No  special  knowledge  or  competence  is  required  for  this  camp,  except  being  motivated  and  loving  work  in  group  You  will  share
friendly moments with local people : be open-minded and curious.2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and rain-coat, bathing suit (for
male:  short  pants  prohibited  in  the  public  swimming  pools,  please  bring  a  bathing  suit).  3/Bring  for  work:  worn  out  clothes,  safety
shoes/boots  compulsory.  4/  Bring  some  material  from  your  culture  (documents,  pictures,  postcards,  little  gift,  musical  instruments,
games,...)  to  share  with  other  volunteers  and  local  population  and  make  exchanges  easier.5/  Foreigners  belonging  to  the  European
Union  must  bring  with  them  a  personal  EHIC  (European  Health  Insurance  Card),  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  BRING  THEIR
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in
the  home country.  6/  Transportation  back  to  the  train  station  at  the  end of  the  workcamp will  be  organized during  your  stay  with  the
campleader.7/  More info about  trains :  http://www.voyages-sncf.com/ 8/  If  you have a driving license,  please bring it  along in  case of
necessity

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
At the heart of an exceptional region with lush flora, let s come to a colorful town The municipality of Saint-Mamet-la-Salvetat wants to
organize an international workcamp, in the framework of development projects and arrangement of its historical heritage. Saint-Mamet-
la-Salvetat is 750 meters above sea level, facing the mountains of Cantal and Aubrac, near Aurillac City, where a big festival takes place
on August. For more information on the town: http://www.stmamet-lasalvetat.com/

You will act a 1000 year old site that needs to be restored This site is located in a small village, La Salvetat, where stone and rocks are )
the Master i.  Work to save this site will  focus on the restoration of the dry stone walls around the Commandery (the name of this site
where Knight established this site). You will learn how to build dry stone: the ancestral technique that stack stones without any binder for
making a wall as solid as durable.You will participate to the work with other international volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach
you specific techniques concerning this restoration. The work takes place the morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends
are dedicated to activities.

Chantier ouvert aux Francais a partir de 17 ans

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Volunteers will  be accommodated in a communal building with toilets and showers. Remember to bring your sleeping bags and warm
clothes. You will also have available a room with fridge, stove, tables and chairs in order to eat together. You will cook in turn, by two.
Transportation will be arranged for you to do your shopping in supermarkets or by local producers, with a budget that will be allotted. A
small grocery store is located in the municipality. Jeunesse et Reconstruction can t take into charge the volunteers before the start date
of the workcamp.

LOCATION:
Saint-Mamet-la-Salvetat se distingue par son patrimoine exceptionnel : le four a pain, la croix de cayre, le travail du marechal-ferrand, la
fontaine  a  chaine  a  cremaillere,  la  fresque  representant  le  village  d  hier  a  aujourd  hui,  le  verger  et  ses  jeunes  greffes,  le  secadou
(batisse o u sont sechees les chataignes), les murs de pierres seches, l atelier (l ancien centre d embouteillage de l eau gazeuse)- En
effet, en 1821 a ete decouverte une source d eau gazeuse sur le territoire, dont le succes est devenu legendaire. Un site Natura 2000,
de 200 hectares, se trouve a proximite, et travaille a la conservation des populations de chauve-souris qui hibernent dans des vestiges
miniers. Les associations locales sont aussi tres dynamiques a Saint-Mamet et animent tout au cours de l annee la fete du potiron, la
fete  de  l  eau  etc.  Comme  disent  les  habitants  :  )  Nous  sommes  attaches  a  notre  environnement  naturel,  bati  et  culturel,  que  nous
voulons  preserver,  mettre  en  valeur,  developper,  venez  le  partager  et  l  aimer  avec  nous  i.  Dans  la  region,  vous  pourrez  admirer  les
paysages en canoe,  decouvrir  les  fermes locales,  et  randonner  sur  les  multiples sentiers  qui  parcourent  monts  et  rivieres Toutes les
informations sur  le  tourisme local  :  http://www.cantal-destination.com/ SAINT-MAMET LA-SALVETAT.

Phone Number:

Male Places: 5
Female Places: 5

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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Latitude of the project: 44.8582800
Longitude of the project: 2.3073080

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: AUR
Train/Bus Station: Aurillac
Latitude of Station: 44.9309530
Longitude of Station: 2.4449970

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 52

 JR17/104Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  HERITAGE CONSERVATION - ST JEAN DE NAY

Address:  SAINT-JEAN-DE-NAY, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-CONS-MANU - Renovation - Construction - Manual work

Initial Date:  09/07/2017 Final Date: 29/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
FRENCH

REQUIREMENTS:
1/  No  special  knowledge  or  competence  is  required  for  this  camp,  except  being  motivated  and  loving  work  in  group  You  will  share
friendly moments with local people : be open-minded and curious.2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and rain-coat, bathing suit (for
male:  short  pants  prohibited  in  the  public  swimming  pools,  please  bring  a  bathing  suit).  3/Bring  for  work:  worn  out  clothes,  safety
shoes/boots  compulsory.  4/  Bring  some  material  from  your  culture  (documents,  pictures,  postcards,  little  gift,  musical  instruments,
games,...)  to  share  with  other  volunteers  and  local  population  and  make  exchanges  easier.5/  Foreigners  belonging  to  the  European
Union  must  bring  with  them  a  personal  EHIC  (European  Health  Insurance  Card),  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  BRING  THEIR
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in
the home country. 6/ At the end of the work camp, no transportation will be organized by our association. You will then have to arrange
with  the  work  camp leader  your  own  means  of  transport  to  return  to  the  train  station.7/  More  info  about  trains  :  http://www.voyages-
sncf.com/ 8/ It is not possible for foreigners to change traveler-checks into cash money at the French bank agencies: please do it before
the  workcamp  starts  at  money  changers  (in  airports,  main  train  stations,  big  cities).9/  A  transportation  will  be  organize  during  the
workcamp  for  work  and  activities.10/  If  you  have  a  driving  license,  please  bring  it  along  in  case  of  necessity

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Saint-Jean-de-Nay is a picturesque rural village based in ) Haute-Loire i. The municipality will welcome this summer a workcamp for the
revitalization  of  the  village.  The  inhabitants  and  the  municipality  look  forward  to  welcome  you  Saint-Jean-de-Nay  has  a  rich  built
heritage.  Thus  the  municipality  wishes  to  value  with  you  these  heritage  for  the  current  and  future  generations.

You will participate in the renovation of the fountain which is a central element of the village. Here are the missions : cleaning, repairing
of the stones, reinforcement of the structure and paving around the fountain. So this workcamp will consist mainly on masonry work : a
great  opportunity  to  learn  ancestral  know-how  You  will  participate  to  the  work  with  other  international  volunteers  and  a  technical
supervisor  will  teach  you  specific  techniques  concerning  this  restoration.  The  work  takes  place  the  morning  for  5  hours  maximum.
Afternoon  and  weekends  are  dedicated  to  activities.

Chantier ouvert aux Francais a partir de 17 ans

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Saint-Jean-de-Nay is a rural village of 430 inhabitants, located in a preserved environment and it has a great architectural and historical
build heritage. Archaeological  remains from the Antiquity were found there. Saint-Jean-de-Nay is 6 km away from Loudes and 18 km
away from Puy-en-Velay (main city of Haute-Loire). You will be proposed some activities during your stay: visit of a cheese manufacture,
sport activities, hiking, excursions, swimming,- More information on the website: www.ot-lepuyenvelay.fr.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will  be accommodated under tents with all  the facilities nearby. Town center is at 5 minutes. Saint-Jean-de-Nay is 942 metres of
altitude,  bring warm clothes You will  cook in a cooking place with a refrigerator and a cook;  dishes and kitchenware will  be provided.
There are no shop in the village, but a grocer comes every week. The closest shops are 2 km away : shoping will be a collective task
managed by the campleader. Jeunesse et Reconstruction will not be responsible for you if you arrive before the beginning of the project.

LOCATION:
Saint-Jean-de-Nay is a rural village of 430 inhabitants, located in a preserved environment and it has a great architectural and historical
build heritage. Archaeological remains from the Antiquity were found there. Saint-Jean-de-Nay is 6 km away from Loudes and 18 km

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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away from Puy-en-Velay (main city of Haute-Loire). You will be proposed some activities during your stay: visit of a cheese manufacture,
sport activities, hiking, excursions, swimming,- More information on the website: www.ot-lepuyenvelay.fr. SAINT-JEAN-DE-NAY.
Latitude of the project: 45.0697770
Longitude of the project: 3.6967980

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: EBU
Train/Bus Station: Le Puy en Velay
Latitude of Station: 45.0427680
Longitude of Station: 3.8829360

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 53

 JR17/106Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  SAVE WATER MILLS IN MOUNTAIN - BESSE

Address:  BESSE-ET-ST-ANASTAISE, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI-MANU - Restoration renovation-Enviromental-Manual Work

Initial Date:  23/07/2017 Final Date: 12/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

REQUIREMENTS:
1/  No  special  knowledge  or  competence  is  required  for  this  camp,  except  being  motivated  and  loving  work  in  group  You  will  share
friendly moments with local people : be open-minded and curious.2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and rain-coat, bathing suit (for
male:  short  pants  prohibited  in  the  public  swimming  pools,  please  bring  a  bathing  suit).  3/Bring  for  work:  worn  out  clothes,  safety
shoes/boots  compulsory.  4/  Bring  some  material  from  your  culture  (documents,  pictures,  postcards,  little  gift,  musical  instruments,
games,...)  to  share  with  other  volunteers  and  local  population  and  make  exchanges  easier.5/  Foreigners  belonging  to  the  European
Union  must  bring  with  them  a  personal  EHIC  (European  Health  Insurance  Card),  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  BRING  THEIR
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in
the  home country.  6/  Transportation  back  to  the  train  station  at  the  end of  the  workcamp will  be  organized during  your  stay  with  the
campleader.7/  More info about  trains :  http://www.voyages-sncf.com/ 8/  If  you have a driving license,  please bring it  along in  case of
necessity

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The diversity of the natural and built heritage of Besse-Et-Saint-Anastaise (the full name of the town) gives the town a special attraction.
It is located in the heart of the Auvergne volcanoes situated on the Massif du Sancy (highest mountain in Auvergne) : the town is known
for  its  Ski  resort  Super  Besse  .  The  town  has  assets  that  attract  tourists  invariably  both  during  summer  and  winter.  Besse  is  also
distinguished by its human dynamics, number of associations and events dynamise the area throughout the year. It is with enthusiasm
that the inhabitants and the local associations will receive you for the first time in this authentic village

The village is crossed by a river taking its source in one of the deepest lakes of Europe, the lake pavin. On the banks of this river called
Couze pavin you can find old water mills : two century ago men once installed water mills to use the energy offered by the river. These
mills  are  now in  ruins  but  it  needs  to  be  saved  Your  mission  will  be  to  preserve  these  mills:  cleaning  sites  (vegetation  invades)  and
traditional masonry work. This project has a real interest in preserving the history written by the men of the past.You will participate to
the work with other international volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach you specific techniques concerning this restoration. The
work unfolds the morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities.

Chantier ouvert aux Francais a partir de 17 ans

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated in an exceptional setting in small cottage. Mattresses provided. Bring your sleeping bag, extra blankets and
warm clothes for the night (around 1000 meters high, nights could be cold). Equipped kitchen where you will prepare you meals. Many
shops in the village of Besse. Jeunesse et Reconstruction will not be responsible for you if you arrive before the beginning of the project.

LOCATION:
Besse is considered as one of the most beautiful sites of the Auvergne region. The village is a part of the Natural Regional Park of the
Volcanoes of Auvergne. It is located in the Massif du Sancy born 5 millions years ago. The village benefits of a preserved environment
and  great  landscapes  made  up  of  volcanoes  and  lakes.  Besse  is  1hour  away  from  Clermont-Ferrand.  You  will  be  proposed  some
activities  during  your  stay:  visits,  excursions,  hiking,  swimming-  BESSE-ET-ST-ANASTAISE.
Latitude of the project: 45.4978927
Longitude of the project: 2.9012932

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: EBU
Train/Bus Station: Clermont-Ferrand
Latitude of Station: 45.7772220

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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Longitude of Station: 3.0870250

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 54

 JR17/107Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  IMPROVE SOCIAL HOUSE !

Address:   , C.P. 63100, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-SOCI-EDU - Renovation, social, education

Initial Date:  09/07/2017 Final Date: 22/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  1

REQUIREMENTS:
MINIMUM AGE: 18 / FRENCH SPEAKING / MOTIVATION LETTER REQUIRED WITH APPLICATION.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
You will  act for social inclusion. In partnership with the home district ;Les Vergnes; the project will  embellish the building interior. This
mission will be achieved with local young people. Moreover, other rehabilitation tasks will be assigned: cleaning, painting. You will work
with the youth of the neighbourhoods, supervised by professional. Motivation is essential! You will work from Monday to Friday from 8:00
to  12:00.  You  will  participate  in  several  activities  during  the  afternoon  :  cultural  visit,  sports,...  The  project  will  have  a  real  impact  on
people  who  live  in  this  district.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will  be  accommodated  in  an  apartment  in  Clermont-Ferrand.  There  is  a  kitchen  in  the  apartment  with  a  refrigerator  and  a  cook;
dishes and kitchenware will be provided. There are a lot of shops in Clermont-Ferrand. We will not be responsible for you if you arrive
before the beginning of the project : Possible lodging, at your expenses (please check by calling): www.ville-clermont-ferrand.fr; www.ot-
clermont-ferrand.fr and www.tourisme.fr/office-de-tourisme/clermont-ferrand

LOCATION:
French LOCATION: Clermont-Ferrand is the prefecture of the department of Puy-de-Dome and capital of the Auvergne region. Partly for
historical  reasons,  the  city  is  often  called  Clermont.  The  modern  city  was  born  of  a  union  of  two  separate  cities,  Clairmont  and
Montferrand imposed by Louis XIII  and confirmed under Louis XV. While Montferrand was founded in the early twelfth century by the
Counts of Auvergne, on the model of Southwest towns, Clairmont is much older, as it existed in ancient times. The oldest mention of the
existence of Clairmont appears in the work of Strabo, in the early first century. Clermont is located in the Massif Central, at 410 metres
above sea level. To the west, the city is dominated by basaltic plateau (900m on average) with the chain of Puys, the largest chain of
volcanoes (extinguished) in Europe, including the Puy de Dome, the most famous volcano. To the east of the metropolitan area reaches
the plain of Limagne, with river Allier. The city is both a point of contact between the plain Limagne and Mountains of Domes. A large
part of the city occupies a volcanic hill called the central plateau. It is, in fact, the edge of the crater, one hundred fifty six thousand years
old.  It  is  approximately  1,5  km  in  diameter  and  has  been  filled  by  the  alluvium  of  the  Tiretaine,  small  river  running  through  the  city.
Clermont  is  also  built  on  the  edge  of  the  valley  of  Allier.  The  city  has  developed  around  this  central  plateau  on  which  stands  the
cathedral,  extending  to  the  east  in  the  plain,  and  to  a  lesser  extent,  on  the  hillsides  to  the  west.  www.ot-clermont-ferrand.fr/
requirements.
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 55

 JR17/108Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  HERITAGE CONSERVATION i MONTEL DE GELAT

Address:  MONTEL-DE-GELAT, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-CONS-MANU - Renovation - Construction - Manual work

Initial Date:  09/07/2017 Final Date: 29/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

REQUIREMENTS:
1/  No  special  knowledge  or  competence  is  required  for  this  camp,  except  being  motivated  and  loving  work  in  group  You  will  share
friendly moments with local people : be open-minded and curious.2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and rain-coat, bathing suit (for
male:  short  pants  prohibited  in  the  public  swimming  pools,  please  bring  a  bathing  suit).  3/Bring  for  work:  worn  out  clothes,  safety
shoes/boots  compulsory.  4/  Bring  some  material  from  your  culture  (documents,  pictures,  postcards,  little  gift,  musical  instruments,
games,...)  to  share  with  other  volunteers  and  local  population  and  make  exchanges  easier.5/  Foreigners  belonging  to  the  European
Union  must  bring  with  them  a  personal  EHIC  (European  Health  Insurance  Card),  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  BRING  THEIR
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in
the  home country.  6/  Transportation  back  to  the  train  station  at  the  end of  the  workcamp will  be  organized during  your  stay  with  the
campleader.7/  More info about  trains :  http://www.voyages-sncf.com/ 8/  If  you have a driving license,  please bring it  along in  case of
necessity

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The village of  Montel-de-Gelat  is  hosting for  the first  time a workcamp during this  2017 summer.  The project  is  part  of  a dynamic for
attractiveness  and  allows  to  be  opening  to  the  world.  This  workcamp  is  possible  thanks  to  the  municipality  and  intermunicipality
community. Also this structure called Chavanon, Combrailles, Volcans is partner of this project which also participate to the valorisation
of water-related heritage.

The work site has a special interest:  he tells some of the history of Montel-de-Gelat and the old way of life of its inhabitants. You will
participate to the wash house renovation, important place previously used and abandoned in recent decades because of the arrival of
the  washing  machine,  so  appreciated.  The  work  done  during  this  workcamp  will  be  useful  to  the  local  population.  You  are  going  to
restore a stone wash house (cleaning, storage stones, masonry) and a dry stone wall nearby using traditional dry stone techniques. The
stone used is a typical local volcanic stone (Auvergne volcano region). This project will allow to bury ourselves in a somehow forgotten
past.  This  is  your  challenge,  and  we  are  counting  on  youYou  will  participate  to  the  work  with  other  international  volunteers  and  a
technical supervisor will teach you specific techniques concerning this restoration. The work unfolds the morning for 5 hours maximum.
Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities.

Chantier ouvert aux Francais a partir de 17 ans

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated in the municipal camping in the center of the village. Mattress and tents provided, bring your sleeping bag.
You will  go by walk to work: you have only 50 meters to walk Montel-de-Gelat is at 800 meters of altitude, bring warm clothes for the
night. You will cook all together in the equipped camping kitchen. A punctual transportation will be set up for shopping (shops located
3km).Jeunesse et  Reconstruction will  not  be responsible  for  you if  you arrive  before  the beginning of  the project.  Possible  lodging in
municipal  camping of  Fernoel,  at  your  expenses.

LOCATION:
The village offers visitors a unique view of the Monts Dore, those of Limousin and Le Plomb du Cantal . The city of Giat which is 3 km
away  offers  numerous  activities  and  festivals  are  organized  during  summer.  The  city  of  Giat,  redraws  its  history  in  its  built  heritage
through  a  historic  monument,  for  example,  but  also  thanks  to  the  museum  Maison  Archeologique  des  Combrailles  located  in  the
neighboring town: Voingt. The town of Giat is also border to the Millevaches Regional Natural Park. This small piece of land associating
historical heritage and rural heritage is also a good place to have some rest and enjoy beautiful hikes over the water Come relax in the
heart of the Combrailles and the region will have no secret for you MONTEL-DE-GELAT.
Latitude of the project: 45.9355600
Longitude of the project: 2.5824539

Phone Number:

Male Places: 5
Female Places: 5

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: EBU
Train/Bus Station: Pontaumur
Latitude of Station: 45.8684920
Longitude of Station: 2.6750110

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 56

 JR17/109Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  DRY STONE WALL i HERMENT

Address:  HERMENT, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-CONS-MANU - Renovation - Construction - Manual work

Initial Date:  06/08/2017 Final Date: 26/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
- INTERNAL RULES: - CONTACT: - CONTACT: - CONTACT:

REQUIREMENTS:
1/  No  special  knowledge  or  competence  is  required  for  this  camp,  except  being  motivated  and  loving  work  in  group  You  will  share
friendly moments with local people : be open-minded and curious.2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and rain-coat, bathing suit (for
male:  short  pants  prohibited  in  the  public  swimming  pools,  please  bring  a  bathing  suit).  3/Bring  for  work:  worn  out  clothes,  safety
shoes/boots  compulsory.  4/  Bring  some  material  from  your  culture  (documents,  pictures,  postcards,  little  gift,  musical  instruments,
games,...)  to  share  with  other  volunteers  and  local  population  and  make  exchanges  easier.5/  Foreigners  belonging  to  the  European
Union  must  bring  with  them  a  personal  EHIC  (European  Health  Insurance  Card),  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  BRING  THEIR
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in
the home country. 6/ At the end of the work camp, no transportation will be organized by our association. You will then have to arrange
with  the  work  camp leader  your  own  means  of  transport  to  return  to  the  train  station.7/  More  info  about  trains  :  http://www.voyages-
sncf.com/ 8/ It is not possible for foreigners to change traveler-checks into cash money at the French bank agencies: please do it before
the  workcamp  starts  at  money  changers  (in  airports,  main  train  stations,  big  cities).9/  A  transportation  will  be  organize  during  the
workcamp  for  work  and  activities.10/  If  you  have  a  driving  license,  please  bring  it  along  in  case  of  necessity

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The  village  of  Herment  is  hosting  for  the  third  time  a  workcamp  during  this  2017  summer.  The  project  is  part  of  a  dynamic  for
attractiveness and opening toward the world by the municipality and intermunicipality community. The site to which you will participate is
an ambitious project: the restoration of an historic dry stone retaining wall

The dry stone wall that you will be involved is essential for maintaining a historical site called the walk of the walls. You will restore this
dry stone wall using traditional dry stone techniques. The stone used is a typical local volcanic stone (Auvergne volcano region).You will
participate to the work with other international volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach you specific techniques concerning this
restoration. The work takes place the morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities.

Chantier ouvert aux Francais a partir de 17 ans

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be accommodated in the municipal camping in the center of the village. Mattress provided, bring your sleeping bag. You will go
by  walk  to  work:  you  have  only  50  meters  to  walk  Herment  is  at  830  meters  of  altitude,  bring  WARM  CLOTHES.  You  will  cook  all
together in the equipped camping kitchen. There are some shops in the village. Jeunesse et Reconstruction will not be responsible for
you if you arrive before the beginning of the project. Possible lodging in municipal camping of Herment, at your expenses (please check
by calling the municipal camping). phone :33 4 73 22 10 58 - THING TO BRING:

LOCATION:
Located at 830 m of altitude, the village of Herment has a remarkable rich heritage. The village offers visitors a unique view of the Monts
Dore, those of Limousin and Le Plomb du Cantal from the Promenade des Walls which is included in the inventory of Historical sites. In
addition,  this  rural  mountainous  area  benefits  from  the  tourist  attraction  of  winter  resorts  and  hydrotherapy  of  Massif  du  Sancy.
HERMENT.  -  MEETING  POINT:
Latitude of the project: 45.7534730
Longitude of the project: 2.5697420

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:

Phone Number:

Male Places: 4
Female Places: 4

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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Airport: EBU
Train/Bus Station: Laqueuille
Latitude of Station: 45.6509930
Longitude of Station: 2.7330720

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 57

 JR17/110Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  BUILT A BETTER PLACE FOR ALL - ISSOIRE

Address:  ISSOIRE, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI-CONS - Restoration - Environmental - Construction

Initial Date:  09/07/2017 Final Date: 29/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

REQUIREMENTS:
1/  No  special  knowledge  or  competence  is  required  for  this  camp,  except  being  motivated  and  loving  work  in  group  You  will  share
friendly moments with local people : be open-minded and curious.2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and rain-coat, bathing suit (for
male:  short  pants  prohibited  in  the  public  swimming  pools,  please  bring  a  bathing  suit).  3/Bring  for  work:  worn  out  clothes,  safety
shoes/boots  compulsory.  4/  Bring  some  material  from  your  culture  (documents,  pictures,  postcards,  little  gift,  musical  instruments,
games,...)  to  share  with  other  volunteers  and  local  population  and  make  exchanges  easier.5/  Foreigners  belonging  to  the  European
Union  must  bring  with  them  a  personal  EHIC  (European  Health  Insurance  Card),  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  BRING  THEIR
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in
the home country. 6/ At the end of the work camp, no transportation will be organized by our association. You will then have to arrange
with  the  work  camp leader  your  own  means  of  transport  to  return  to  the  train  station.7/  More  info  about  trains  :  http://www.voyages-
sncf.com/ 8/ It is not possible for foreigners to change traveler-checks into cash money at the French bank agencies: please do it before
the  workcamp  starts  at  money  changers  (in  airports,  main  train  stations,  big  cities).9/  A  transportation  will  be  organize  during  the
workcamp  for  work  and  activities.10/  If  you  have  a  driving  license,  please  bring  it  along  in  case  of  necessity

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The town of Issoire hosts the regional office of Jeunesse et Reconstruction since 1957. The international volunteers took part in many
different projects during summer work camp in Issoire : rebuilding an old farm, restoration of walls and a nice renovation of child outside
games, creation of a sculpture made of wood, cleaning and working on the river side which go across the town. The town of Issoire has
developed a strong youth and cultural policy. With numerous facilities (youth center, concert hall, home associations, gyms, ..), the city is
attractive and lively. More info and pictures : http://www.issoire.fr/

During the workcamp you will actively participate in the creation of a park located in the city center. The space where you will intervened
is a place appreciated by the inhabitants to meet and enjoy the surrounding nature.Here the work to be carried out during the project :-
Work  wood:  realization  of  tables,  benches  and  fences-Masonry  work:  realization  of  a  traditional  stone  wall-Artistic  work:  an  electric
transformer will have to be covered with a fresco that you will imagine.You will participate to the work with other international volunteers
and a technical supervisor will teach you specific techniques concerning this construction. The work takes place the morning for 5 hours
maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities.

Chantier ouvert aux Francais a partir de 17 ans

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Lodging in the Sport Hall. Camp beds provided. Bring your sleeping bad and/or blankets. Unlimited access to the sports fields (running,
football, basketball,..) Cooking and living room will be in the Sport Hall (specific room). You will cook your meals by team (2 persons).
Many shops are in Issoire. A budget will be allocated to the group leader and you will participate in the preparation of dishes with good
products from the market and local producers (not only, but as much as possible).

LOCATION:
The  accommodation  is  5  minutes  walk  from  the  city  center.  Issoire  is  a  city  of  15,000  inhabitants  located  35  km  south  of  Clermont
Ferrand, between two Natural Parks (the Auvergne Volcanoes and Livradois Forez). Issoire counts many shops and local artisans sell
their creations in small boutique shops. Time is planned to explore the city, enjoying its magnificent Romanesque abbey, but also hiking
in the area, activities with the Youth Center, visit the Volcanoes, go to Swimming pool and of course celebrate the national day (14th of
July)  :  a  unique  french  experience  in  Issoire  In  addition,  during  two  weeks,  you  will  attend  an  international  festival  Folklore  dance  in
IssoireYou will be surprised anyway by the richness of Auvergne scenery has rightly been classified among the 10 regions in the world
to visit in 2016 by Lonely Planet :http://www.lonelyplanet.com/best-in-travel/regions/6 ISSOIRE.
Latitude of the project: 45.5415100

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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Longitude of the project: 3.2481280

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: EBU
Train/Bus Station: Issoire
Latitude of Station: 45.5415100
Longitude of Station: 3.2481280

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 58

 JR17/112Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  BEAUTIFY CENTRAL PARK - ST AMANT

Address:   , C.P. 63600, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  ENVI-CONS-MANU - Environmental - Construction - Manual work

Initial Date:  06/08/2017 Final Date: 26/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  1

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Your  mission  during  workcamp  is  to  embellish  the  park.  This  place  is  composed  of  old  trees  and  historic  walls.  There  will  be  work
clearing and restoration of  stone walls.  In  addition,  you will  build  a  BBQ in  the park with  the inhabitants  :  it  is  an opportunity  to  build
relationships  and celebrate  this  achievement  then!  You will  participate  to  the  work  with  other  international  volunteers  and a  technical
supervisor  will  teach you specific  techniques.  The work  takes place the morning for  5  hours  maximum. Afternoon and weekends are
dedicated to  activities.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will stay at the football stadium a few meters from downtown. Tents and mattresses will be provided, please bring a sleeping bag.
You′ll  have on-site access to all  the facilities (toilets,  electricity  ...).  The showers will  be taken in the recreation room. There will  be a
kitchen  area  with  refrigerator,  stove,  tables  and  chairs  so  you  can  eat  together.  You  will  cook  in  turn,  by  two,  and  a  budget  will  be
allocated  to  food  shopping  in  the  grocery  store  of  the  town.

LOCATION:
Located on average mountain, the town offers magnificent views of the mountains of FOREZ. You can admire during your walks on the
many  marked  trails  specificity  of  landscapes,  fauna  and  flora.  Heritage  is  unique:  since  2014,  the  municipality  is  committed  to  the
European Charter for Sustainable Tourism Development with the Regional Natural Park Livradois. In this protected natural environment,
you  can  walk,  swim  in  the  river,  visit  exceptional  sites  such  as  Saint  Bartholome′s  Episcopal  Church,  whose  interior  is  completely
painted,  or  jasseries  of  FOREZ.  Many  tourists  visit  the  Holiday  Villages  of  Saint-Amant-Roche-Savine,  where  they  enjoy  during  the
summer  of  incomparable  cultural  programming.  Like  them,  you  may  soon  landscapes,  markets,  local  producers,  artisans,  those  that
sustain  this  country!  http://www.parc-livradois-forez.org/
There will be a big party the last weekend of your stay: the chance to live unforgettable moments in the heart of French culture!.
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 59

 JR17/114Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  ACT FOR MEDIEVAL HERITAGE - MONTAIGUT

Address:   , C.P. 59650, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-CONS-MANU - Renovation - Construction - Manual work

Initial Date:  06/08/2017 Final Date: 26/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
requirements 1/ No special knowledge or competence is required for this camp, except being motivated and loving work in group! You
will share friendly moments with local people : be open-minded and curious. 2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and rain-coat, bathing
suit (for male: short pants prohibited in the public swimming pools, please bring a bathing suit). 3/Bring for work: worn out clothes, safety
shoes/boots  compulsory.  4/  Bring  some  material  from  your  culture  (documents,  pictures,  postcards,  little  gift,  musical  instruments,
games,...)  to  share  with  other  volunteers  and local  population  and make exchanges easier.  5/  Foreigners  belonging to  the  European
Union  must  bring  with  them  a  personal  EHIC  (European  Health  Insurance  Card),  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  BRING  THEIR
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in
the home country. 6/ At the end of the work camp, no transportation will be organized by our association. You will then have to arrange
with the work camp leader  your  own means of  transport  to  return to  the train  station.  7/  More info about  trains :  http://www.voyages-
sncf.com/ 8/ It is not possible for foreigners to change traveler-checks into cash money at the French bank agencies: please do it before
the  workcamp  starts  at  money  changers  (in  airports,  main  train  stations,  big  cities).  9/  A  transportation  will  be  organize  during  the
workcamp  for  activities.  10/  If  you  have  a  driving  license,  please  bring  it  along  in  case  of  necessity

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The city of Montaigut-le-Blanc is hosting for the second time a workcamp volunteers during this summer 2017. This workcamp will be in
partnership with the local  association "Mons Acutus".  Since 1999 this organization work for  the preservation and enhancement of  the
town : it  is called " Mons Acutus " (name of the village in the Middle Ages). Website of the association :  http://www.monsacutus.com/
work
The village is crossed by many byways that provide access to the top of the village where the castle is located. The workcamp will focus
on these paths with the creation of a staircase and the implementation of stone. The objective is to facilitate access for people who want
to  discover  this  beautiful  village.  This  project  is  a  real  opportunity  to  acquire  manual  craftsmanship  in  traditional  masonry.  You  will
participate to the work with other international volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach you specific techniques concerning this
restoration. The work takes place the morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
accomodation and food
You will be accommodated in tents next to the town center in a green area along the river. Mattress provided, bring your sleeping bag.
You will go to the workplace by foot (5 minutes). You will cook in a kitchen in the village hall. Shops in the city of Champeix are located 3
km from Montaigut-Le-Blanc. Jeunesse et Reconstruction will not be responsible for you if you arrive before the beginning of the project.

LOCATION:
location & leisure
The village of Montaigut-le-Blanc has an exceptional heritage making it a touristic village. It is characterized by its old houses arranged
in tiers around a rocky outcrop which itself is crowned by a medieval castle. Many activities can be arranged for exploring the area. You
will also have free access to the swimming pool of Montaigut-le-Blanc (located nearby the campsite).
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
es,en
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 Referencia: 60

 JR17/115Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  ACT FOR A TYPICAL VILLAGE - LADINHAC

Address:   , C.P. 59650, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI-CONS - Restoration - Environmental - Construction

Initial Date:  07/08/2017 Final Date: 27/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
requirements 1/ No special knowledge or competence is required for this camp, except being motivated and loving work in group! You
will share friendly moments with local people : be open-minded and curious. 2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and rain-coat, bathing
suit (for male: short pants prohibited in the public swimming pools, please bring a bathing suit). 3/Bring for work: worn out clothes, safety
shoes/boots  compulsory.  4/  Bring  some  material  from  your  culture  (documents,  pictures,  postcards,  little  gift,  musical  instruments,
games,...)  to  share  with  other  volunteers  and local  population  and make exchanges easier.  5/  Foreigners  belonging to  the  European
Union  must  bring  with  them  a  personal  EHIC  (European  Health  Insurance  Card),  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  BRING  THEIR
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in
the  home country.  6/  Transportation  back  to  the  train  station  at  the  end of  the  workcamp will  be  organized during  your  stay  with  the
campleader. 7/ More info about trains :  http://www.voyages-sncf.com/ 8/ If  you have a driving license, please bring it  along in case of
necessity

REQUIREMENTS:
work
Your mission during this workcamp is to preserve different elements of the building heritage of Ladinhac. As the first mission you will act
for the restauration of the stone bridge spanning a river. This stone bridge is a masterpiece of the territory. It will be a matter of removing
the moss and joining the stones. In addition, the place of the traditional press also requires intervention: the wooden parts of the press
must be restored (the press was used for making apple juice !) Finally, in the cemetery of Ladinhac the stone entrance must be restored
in  order  to  embellish  the  site.  This  project  is  a  real  opportunity  to  acquire  manual  craftsmanship  in  traditional  masonry.  You  will
participate to the work with other international volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach you specific techniques concerning this
restoration. The work takes place the morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
partner
At the heart of an exceptional region with lush flora, let¿s come to a colorful town ! This town is located in a big Chestnut trees forest
where  many  activities  are  possible.  The  municipality  of  Ladinhac  wants  to  organize  this  international  workcamp  in  the  framework  of
arrangement of its historical heritage. Ladinhac is facing the mountains of Cantal and Aubrac near Aurillac City where a big festival takes
place on August. For more information on the town: http://www.ladinhac.fr/

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
accomodation and food
You will be accommodated in a flat inside a communal building with all the convenience at disposal. Remember to bring your sleeping
bags and warm clothes. You will  also have access to a common room in order to eat and live together. You will  cook in turn, by two.
Transportation will  be arranged for you to do your shopping in supermarkets or by local producers, with a budget that will  be allotted.
Jeunesse et Reconstruction can¿t take into charge the volunteers before the start  date of the workcamp.

LOCATION:
location & leisure
Ladinhac is near the city of Aurillac so you will have the opportunity to live the international street theater festival of Aurillac! This event
will  take place from August  23rd to  26th.  It  is  a  great  occasion to  discover  artists  and to  attend many free shows taking place in  the
streets  of  Aurillac.  More  infos  :  http://aurillac.net/  Ladinhac  has  an  exceptional  heritage.  You  will  have  the  chance  to  visit  different
historical building and perserved landscapes. Local associations are also very active in Ladinhac and animate every year different event.
In the region, you can admire landscapes, you can visit local farms, and hike on the many trails through mountains and rivers! All

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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information on local tourism: http://www.cantal-destination.com/
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
es,en
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 Referencia: 61

 JR17/200Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  CLUSES i FRIENDLY FRENCH ALPS

Address:  CLUSES, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-MANU-ART - Restoration renovation-Manual work-Art camp

Initial Date:  09/07/2017 Final Date: 29/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

REQUIREMENTS:
1/  No  specific  competences  for  this  workcamp,  except  liking  team-work  and  being  very  motivated,  in  a  good  mood  and  willing  to
exchange with the other volunteers 2/ more information about the trains : www.voyages-sncf.com 3/ EU volunteers : bring along with you
your European Health Insurance Card; non-EU volunteers : do bring your CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE. Each health expenses will
be  paid  by  the  volunteer  and refunded when back  in  its  own country.  4/  You need to  bring  along with  you :  bed linen,  sleeping bag,
working  clothes  (for  painting),  resistant  and  closed  shoes  for  work,  warm  clothes  for  fresh  nights  (socks,  sweaters,  rain-
coat),hat/sunscreen/sunglasses/swimsuit, your camera, photos/souvenirs/little things from your own country. For the boys : do not forget
to bring your swimming trunk in addition to your short pants (which are prohibited in the French public swimming pool). 5/It is no longer
allowed  to  change  foreign  traveller  s  checks  into  money  in  the  French  banks  :  think  about  doing  it  in  the  foreign  exchange  counter
(airport,  stations,  big  cities)  BEFORE  arriving  to  the  workcamp

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Welcome to  the  Northern  Alps  region  Half-way  between Mount  Blanc  and Leman lake,  the  town of  Cluses  and its  exceptional  views
await you this summer for an international volunteer project for young people. The advantage of this project is that: you will be welcomed
by some of the town s local young people, aged 18 to 25, who will be by your side working on the project and helping you to visit their
splendid  region.  Expect  cultural  immersion  and  celebrations  on  this  exciting  volunteer  project.  For  more  information  look
on:http://www.cluses.fr/Tourisme-et-loisirs.VrNgXvl5MZ4

You  will  make  a  contribution  to  the  beautification  of  a  school  Working  together  with  8  local  young  people,  you  will  carry  out  some
important work for the children by: putting colour and life back into a school located in a popular neighbourhood of the city To do this
your Franco-international  team will  take part  in different  solidarity  actions:  repaint  the school  s corridors,  freshening up a wall  outside
with mural painting. The topic is sharing and cultural awareness You will be helped by two local leaders for the technical part. For the
painting task you will be able to bring in your artistic talents and your collective creativity to produce murals which express the group s
shared values. The work will be done in the mornings (5 hours every day from Monday to Friday). Make sure to bring old clothes for the
painting work

Chantier ouverts aux volontaires francais a partir de 17 ans

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be staying in a building in the town, near to the city centre and shopping facilities. On site are a kitchen, shower, toilets, and a
common room; one of the rooms will be converted into a dormitory. For bedding, on the floor, Jeunesse et Reconstruction will provide
mats,  but  you  must  bring  your  own  sleeping  bag  and  bed  sheetYou  will  prepare  your  meals  as  a  group  and  you  will  be  required  to
participate in daily chores (cooking, dish washing, cleaning, etc.). Do not hesitate to bring ingredients and recipes from your country to
show your country s gastronomy to the other volunteers and the inhabitants.Please note: we will not be able to take care of you if you
decide to arrive before the beginning of the volunteer project or to stay after In Cluses you can find a campsite: La Corbaz, 460 Avenue
des Glieres 74300 Cluses Tel:0033 (0)4 50 98 44 03

LOCATION:
At the foot of one of the prettiest mountains in the Northern Alps, and on the edge of the Great Alpine Road, the pretty city of Cluses and
its 17,000 inhabitants live in an ideal location Near to Italy and Switzerland (40 minutes from Geneva), Cluses gives you direct access to
well-known tourist sites such as Mont Blanc or lake Leman: you will be amazed by the greenery and you will be able to learn more about
the culture of high altitude towns through unique cultural visits and activities Also, you will be able to make the most of the city s summer
events.  You will  put  together an itinerary of  cultural  and leisure activities with your French team-mates:  involving sports,  swimming in
lakes,  excursions,  visit  of  Annecy  and  other  towns,  celebratory  meals,  and  of  course  plenty  of  cultural  and  linguistic  exchanges  The
young people of Cluses look forward to helping you discover the region and their culture, as well as getting to know you all better Please

Phone Number:

Male Places: 4
Female Places: 4

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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consider bringing your games, musical instruments, food specialties, favourite recipes, photos, and souvenirs to this experience which
will  exceed  your  expectations  For  more  information  about  the  region  visit:  :  http  ://www.savoie-mont-blanc.com/offre/fiche/office-de-
tourisme-intercommunal-cluses-arve-et-montagnes/473200  CLUSES.
Latitude of the project: 46.0603900
Longitude of the project: 6.5805820

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LYS
Train/Bus Station: CLUSES
Latitude of Station: 46.0603900
Longitude of Station: 6.5805820

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 62

 JR17/201Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  CREST JAZZ FESTIVAL i FR SPEAK

Address:  CREST, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  FEST - Festival

Initial Date:  23/07/2017 Final Date: 09/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
50 EUROS EXTRA FEE /FRENCH

REQUIREMENTS:
EXTRA FEES: 50euro/person. 1/ FRENCH SPEAKING PROJECT In order to facilitate contacts with the local population, this camp is
meant  for  French  speakers/learners  only  Language  for  working  activities  and  exchanges  inside  the  volunteers  team  will  mostly  be
French; you have to be able to communicate in French, at  least at  a basic level  2 /  Our association doesn t  provide a car during the
workcamp. 3 / At the end of the workcamp, no transportation will be organized by our association. You will then have to arrange your
own means of transport to return to the train station and plan it during the camp with the team leader and the inhabitants. 4/ More info
about trains: http://www.voyages-sncf.com/?rfrr=PropositionAller_header_ACCUEIL5/ European volunteers should bring their European
health  care  card,  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  BRING  THEIR  INSURANCE  CERTIFICATE.  If  health  issues  on  the  camp,  the
volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in the home country. 6/Please don t forget to bring: a sleeping bag,
bed sheet, warm clothes (socks, sweaters and rain-coat), a bathing suit. For male volunteers: short pants are generally prohibited in the
public  swimming  pools  in  France,  please  bring  a  bathing  suit.  For  the  work:  worn  out  and  protective  clothes  and  strong  shoes.  Your
games, songbooks, musical instruments and recipes, will be also welcome To make exchanges and meetings easier, please also bring
photos of your home, some postcards, and small gifts. 7/ It is not possible for foreigners to change traveller-checks into cash money at
the French bank agencies: please do it before the workcamp starts at money changers (in airports, main train stations, big cities)

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Every year, the Crest Jazz Vocal Festival is the strong moment of the summer period. The material organization of this big manifestation
requires a lot of time and a lot of volunteers available; so does the daily cleaning of the festival area. For more than 10 years, motivated
volunteers from Jeunesse et Reconstruction have helped the local volunteers in its organisation. More info about Crest and the festival :
http://www.mairie-crest.fr and http://www.crestjazzvocal.com/

Guided by the volunteers of the association Crest Jazz Vocal , you will participate in the festival lifetime: setting up rooms, installation of
the  festival  area,  cleaning  after  each  performance  (scene,  outside  space,  toilets-).  You  will  have  to  participate  into  the  waste
management by using the recycling bin (glass/paper/...etc). At the end of the festival, you will have to remove and store materials. On
some evenings, you will also participate in drinks and concert posters selling; participants have therefore to be able to communicate in
French, at least at a basic level.  NB: some tasks are repetitive but essential;  organizers of the festival rely on your motivation to help
them before, during, but also after the festival; working hours may be very VARIABLE; time for leisure or for the group life will depend on
the needs for  help  on the festival  area;  Work 20 hours a  week;  you may have to  work on Saturday and Sunday.  The volunteers  are
expected to be dynamic, enthusiastic and ready to meet the many local volunteers and the festival audience. And of course, found of
music You will have a free access pass for the whole festival duration and be able to attend most of the concerts.You will not be given
access to the technical area (musical instruments).

French speaking project and Festival of music: for enthusiastic and motivated volunteers who wish to practice French and enjoy good
jazz music 50 euro additional fees i No volunteer under 18 will be accepted.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You  will  be  hosted  in  a  former  school.  Kitchen,  showers  and  WC  in  a  building  few  meters  away  from  the  gymnasium.  Jeunesse  et
Reconstruction provides you with mattresses to be put on the floor but do not forget bed sheet and sleeping bag. Meals will be prepared
together and shared with the whole group, and you are expected to contribute to everyday tasks (cooking, washing up, cleaning -). Don t
forget to bring ingredients and recipes from your country to show your country s gastronomy to the other volunteers and the inhabitants.
Accommodation  is  possible,  at  your  own  expenses  if  you  decide  to  arrive  before  or  to  leave  after  the  end  of  the  workcamp (please,
check  availability  before  coming)  :  in  Crest:  Le  Square  hotel,  04  75  40  65  75  ;  Les  Moulins  hotel,  04  75  76  74  11  ;  Les  Clorinthes

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 7

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  50 EUR
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camping,  04  75  25  05  28  .  www.lesclorinthes.com.  -In  Valence  (30km  far  from  Crest):  hotel  of  Lyon,  04  75  41  44  66;  camping  of  l
Eperviere  and  lodging  in  dormitories,  04  75  42  32  00.

LOCATION:
Located  in  the  Drome valley,  in  the  south  of  the  Vercors  regional  park,  the  town of  Crest  counts  8000  inhabitants.  Dominated  by  its
medieval  tower,  the  town  owns  an  inheritance  of  quality.  Very  busy  in  the  summer  period,  the  town  offers  many  sport  and  cultural
activities. Possible free time activities (to be decided with the camp leader and local partners) : Visit of the Tower, visit of the towns of
Valence or Die (old town and cooperative cellar), night markets, free concerts within the jazz festival, swimming pool, canoe, discovering
Vercors mountains footpaths... You will be in charge of organizing an international meal for the inhabitants during your stay; please do
not  forget  to  bring  specialties  and  traditional  recipes  from  your  country,  as  well  as  pictures,  music,  curios  to  share  about  your
cultureMore  info  about  the  region:  http://www.drometourisme.comhttp://www.vallee-drome.com  http://www.crest-
tourisme.com/http://www.tourisme.fr/office-de-tourisme/crest.htmpartenaire  CREST.
Latitude of the project: 38.9021101
Longitude of the project: -94.8303853

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LYS
Train/Bus Station: CREST
Latitude of Station: 38.9021101
Longitude of Station: -94.8303853

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 63

 JR17/203Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  BEAUVALLON - DROME VALLEY ENERGY

Address:  BEAUVALLON, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  02/07/2017 Final Date: 15/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
NEED TO BE ABLE TO RIDE A BIKE

REQUIREMENTS:
1/ Attention volunteers must be able to ride a bicycle No other specific skills for this job except enjoy working in groups and be highly
motivated, have good humor to share and want to go to meet the locals2 / Jeunesse and Reconstruction does not provide a car during
the workcamp. 3 / At the end of the work camp, no transportation will be organized by our association (your group will organize it with
the locals). You will then have to arrange your own means of transport to return to the train station and plan it during the camp with the
team leader.  4/  More info  about  trains:  http://www.voyages-sncf.com 5/  European volunteers  should bring their  European health  care
card, and everybody must, in any case, BRING THEIR INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If  health issues on the camp, the volunteers will
have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in the home country. 6/Do not forget to bring: a sleeping bag, a bed sheet, working
and  warm  clothes  (socks,  sweaters  and  rain-coat),  solid  shoes  for  work,  a  hat/sunscreen/  sunglasses/swimsuit,  camera,
photos/souvenirs/games from your country.  For  male volunteers:  short  pants are generally  prohibited in the public  swimming pools in
France, please bring a bathing suit. 7/ It is no longer possible to change traveler s checks in foreign currency at the offices of French
banks; please go to exchange offices (airport, train station, big city) before arriving on site

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Dear  volunteers,  Welcome  to  the  heart  of  Drome  for  a  preservation  of  local  heritage  project  The  last  two  years,  very  successful
workcamps left a really positive impression on the residents and elected local authorities. So the Beauvallon town hall (1500 inhabitants)
is happy to welcome a third group of international volunteers this summer for two weeks of networking and solidarity. More information
on the municipal website: http://www.beauvallon.fr/

You will be working for two weeks, in collaboration with the towns teenagers and adults, in order to restore some areas close to the 16th
century  castle.  In  the village centre,  you will  take part  in  traditional  stone works on low walls.  You will  also be involved in  renovating
stone  stairways  from  old  pools.  Some  local  volunteers  will  share  their  technical  skills.  Young  team  from  Beauvallon  will  participate
actively and will be pleased to present you their place: a great atmosphere and conviviality are on the menu, in addition to, of course, an
incredible experience in solidarity You will be working 5 days a week, 4 to 5 hours per day, in the morning. Don t forget to bring solid and
closed shoes.

chantier ouvert a partir de 17 ans pour les participants francais

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Your will be hosted in a communal hall located in the city center (kitchen and WC on site). Mattresses will be provided by Jeunesse et
Reconstruction  to  be  put  on  the  floor,  but  please  bring  along  your  own  sleeping  bag  and  bed  sheet.  The  meals  will  be  prepared  by
volunteers,  in  teams of  2,  at  the  accommodation  area.  Don  t  forget  to  bring  ingredients  and  recipes  from your  country  to  show your
country  s  gastronomy  to  the  other  volunteers  and  the  inhabitants.  You  will  be  required  to  take  part  in  daily  chores  (cooking,  dish
washing,  cleaning,  etc.)  .The showers are located on the football  stadium, an 800m walk from the main location :  bikes will  be made
available in order to go there. We are unable to accommodate you if you arrive before the sites start date, or if you decide to stay after.
(contact to verify availabilities). Valence : Hotel restaurant - Camping L Eperviere, 04 75 42 32 00 Etoile sur Rhone : Camping La Mare,
04 75 59 33 79

LOCATION:
Located in the Drome, at approximatively 10km south of Valence, Beauvallon is a small, dynamic and pleasant commune overlooking
the Rhone valley. The peaceful lake, the orchards, the historical village and the Veore river are only a few of the available attractions,
and respresent a fantastic way to decompress. Bikes will be made available so that you can travel freely, and you may also discover the

Phone Number:

Male Places: 3
Female Places: 4

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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territory thanks to the bus which circulates regularly.  The inhabitants will  be happy to welcome you and help you discover the hidden
gems and regional flavours Possible activities: visit of beautiful Drome villages, interproject networking, concerts, family meals, visiting
Valence,  initiation  to  petanque (typically  French  lawn bowling),  feast  of  the  14th  of  July...  For  more  information  regarding  the  Drome
region,  you  can  consult  this  internet  site  :http://www.valence-romans-tourisme.com/fr/  BEAUVALLON.
Latitude of the project: 44.8578400
Longitude of the project: 4.9021660

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LYS
Train/Bus Station: Valence Ville
Latitude of Station: 44.9280296
Longitude of Station: 4.8932938

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 64

 JR17/205Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  HISTORICAL MONUMENTS OF VIVIERS

Address:  VIVIERS, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  16/07/2017 Final Date: 29/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

REQUIREMENTS:
1/  No  specific  competences  for  this  workcamp,  except  liking  team-work  and  being  very  motivated,  in  a  good  mood  and  willing  to
exchange with the people around you 2/ Jeunesse et Reconstruction do not provide any vehicle for the volunteers. 3/ The association
will not take care of the return journey from the workcamp place to the train station. 4/ more information about the trains: www.voyages-
sncf.com  5/  EU  volunteers  :  bring  along  with  you  your  European  Health  Insurance  Card;  non-EU  volunteers  :  do  bring  your
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE. Each health expenses will be paid by the volunteer and refunded when back in its own country. 6/ You
need to bring along with you : bed linen, sleeping bag, working clothes, resistant shoes for work, warm clothes for fresh nights (socks,
rain-coat, sweaters), hat/sunscreen/sunglasses/swimsuit, your camera, photos/souvenirs/games/little things from your own country. For
the boys: do not forget to bring your swimming trunk in addition to your short pants (which are prohibited in the French public swimming
pool). 7/It is no longer allowed to change foreign traveller s checks into money in the French banks : think about doing it in the foreign
exchange counter (airport, stations, big cities) BEFORE arriving to the workcamp

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Attention all  architectural  heritage lovers A great  workcamp is  organised,  with historical  discoveries and friendly meetings.  Located in
Viviers,  splendid  little  town  in  Ardeche  near  the  Rhone  river,  the  CICP  (International  center  of  construction  and  patrimony)  is  an
association which is very active in the promotion of the region s heritage. The association s volunteers refurbish and animate several
historical  sites,  especially  a  large  dwelling  from the  Renaissance  period  located  in  the  city  center  and  a  former  worker  s  housing.  In
partnership  with  Viviers  town  hall,  workcamps  took  place  these  past  3  years.  Viviers  and  the  CICP  decided  to  welcome  again  an
international team from the association Jeunesse et Reconstruction. Local people will take part in this project and will be happy to make
you  discover  their  city  and  its  surroundings.  For  information  about  Viviers  :  http://www.marie-viviers.fr/fr;  about  the  CICP  :
http://www/cicp-viviers.com/fr

Your international team will  work with local volunteers, younger or older,  on the two historical sites which do Viviers proud. If  you are
attracted by construction and architecture, this workcamp is made for you You will do stone work and stone cutting work, in a protected
area alongside the knight s house, which is a splendid dwelling from the Renaissance. Your work will concern an arch, a window and a
facade,  to  enhance it  (for  this  a scaffold will  be used with a specialist).  You will  also work on the site  of  a  former working-class area
called )  Cite Lafarge i  in order to clean a room which eventually  could be used to show the way of  living in the 1900 s .  Two people
specialized in stone work will also share their technical and historic knowledge. You will work every morning, 4 to 5 hours a day and 5
days a week. Do not forget to bring good clothes and solid and closed shoes to work

Chantier ouvert aux francais a partir de 17 ans

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be hosted in the city center, in a building with kitchen, shower, WC. For you to sleep, Jeunesse and Reconstruction will provide
mattresses to be put on the floor, but do not forget to bring your sleeping bag, and bed sheet The meals will be cooked together, and
you will be asked to do the domestic chores (cooking, dish washing, cleaning-). Don t forget to bring ingredients and recipes from your
country to show your country s gastronomy to the other volunteers and the inhabitants. Careful: we will  not be able to host you if you
arrive before the starting date or of you stay after If  necessary, there is a campsite, at your expense: Camping Rochecondrie, RD 86
07220 VIVIERS - 00 33 4 75 52 74 66

LOCATION:
Viviers is a beautiful city of 4.000 inhabitants and overlooks the Rhone Valley. It has an important architectural heritage and a very good
and warm weather. You will have the opportunity to share a lot of meetings with local population and young people concerned by their
patrimony. Cultural discoveries and good atmosphere are surely guaranteed Special evenings and meals will  be organised during the
workcamp. Along with the local volunteers, you will  discover the region: visits of the old city and historical sites of the surroundings,

Phone Number:

Male Places: 4
Female Places: 4

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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markets,  hiking,  kayaking  of  the  Ardeche  river,  nautical  base  -  The  local  people  are  very  enthusiastic  to  welcome  international
volunteers, therefore we are expecting volunteers who are willing to exchange You will be asked to organise a big international meal for
the inhabitants during your stay, do not forget to bring food but also recipes from your country, photos, little objects, costumes, etc-in
order to spread your traditions and culture More information about Viviers: http://www.mairie-viviers.fr/fr/; and the CICP : http://www.cicp-
viviers.com/fr/ VIVIERS.
Latitude of the project: 44.4802690
Longitude of the project: 4.6910530

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: MRS
Train/Bus Station: MONTELIMAR
Latitude of Station: 44.5569440
Longitude of Station: 4.7494960

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 65

 JR17/207Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  TERMIGNON-VANOISE NATIONAL PARK

Address:  TERMIGNON, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-MANU - Restoration renovation - Manual work

Initial Date:  06/08/2017 Final Date: 26/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

REQUIREMENTS:
1/  No special  knowledge or  competence is  required  for  this  camp,  except  being  motivated,  curious  and loving  work  in  group 2  /  Our
association  doesn  t  provide  a  car  during  the  workcamp.  3  /  At  the  end  of  the  workcamp,  no  transportation  will  be  organized  by  our
association. You will then have to arrange your own means of transport to return to the train station and plan it during the camp with the
team  leader  and  the  inhabitants.  4/  More  info  about  trains:  http://www.voyages-sncf.com/?rfrr=PropositionAller_header_ACCUEIL5/
European  volunteers  should  bring  their  European  health  care  card,  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  BRING  THEIR  INSURANCE
CERTIFICATE.  If  health  issues  on  the  camp,  the  volunteers  will  have  to  pay  for  it,  and  then  get  reimbursed  once  back  in  the  home
country. 6/Please don t  forget to bring: a warm sleeping bag, warm clothes (socks, sweaters and rain-coat-),  a bathing suit.  For male
volunteers: short pants are generally prohibited in the public swimming pools in France, please bring a bathing suit. For the work: worn
out  and  protective  clothes;  strong  and  closed  shoes.  To  make  exchanges  and  meetings  easier,  your  games,  songbooks,  small  gifts,
pictures, musical instruments and recipes, will be also welcome 7/ It is not possible for foreigners to change traveller-checks into cash
money at  the French bank agencies:  please do it  before the workcamp starts at  money changers (in airports,  main train stations,  big
cities)

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Welcome  to  the  small  Alpine  village  of  Termignon,  in  the  very  heart  of  the  beautiful  Vanoise  National  Park  Between  vertiginous
mountains heights, large flowered meadows and fresh waterfalls, you will  have the pleasure of contributing to the development of the
village as well as getting initiated to the ancestral dry stone building technique. Perfect site for nature and mountain lovers After the two
successful workcamps in 2015 and 2016, the inhabitants and their representative expect a new team of highly motivated volunteers to
carry  on  the  renovation  work  on  the  famous  Salt  Road  .  More  information  on  the  Vanoise  National  Park  :  http://www.vanoise-
parcnational.fr/

A project designed for mountains lovers and volunteers interested in dry stone building The Prestigious Salt Road is a 27km route in the
heart of the Vanoise National Park which connects the municipalities of Pralognan and Termignon. For five centuries, this lane was used
as  a  passage  for  transporting  salt  on  mules,  from  Tarentaise  to  Maurienne  and  to  the  Italian  Piedmont.  It  s  on  one  part  of  this
emblematic road, a few kilometers from the heart of the village of Termignon where you will intervene. Led by passionate professionals
of the association The muraillers of Provence who desire to transmit their knowledge, you will participate in the repair and construction of
a calade (a pavement of cobblestones). Work 5 hours per day, 5 days per week. Remember to bring sturdy and closed shoes for work
Physical  work  but  beautiful  environment  To discover  the Salt  Road ,  you can watch this  video (in  French)  performed by the Vanoise
National  Park:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mdxqSFXZIEY

Chantier ouvert a partir de 17ans Pour les participants francais. NB : site de montagne, les nuits sont fraiches : sac de couchage chaud
necessaire / Mountain location, nights are cold : warm sleeping bag is needed.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Accommodation under tents on the village s campsite. Jeunesse et Reconstruction will provide tents and mattresses; please don t forget
to bring a bed sheet and a very warm sleeping bag. Nights are cold You will have access to the camping showers and toilets, and can
use  a  small  kitchen  for  cooking.  Meals  will  be  prepared  by  volunteers  for  the  whole  group.  Do  not  hesitate  to  bring  ingredients  and
recipes to show your country s gastronomy.Like every other volunteer you will participate in the daily tasks and the group organization
(cooking, washing dishes, cleaning-). Please note that the organizers of the camp can t take care of you if you arrive before the starting
date of the camp, or if you stay after

LOCATION:
Located at 1,300 meters above sea level, the Termignon offers beautiful scenery, and many opportunities for hiking and viewing wildlife
and flora. Locals will advise you on the best spots A free shuttle from the village also allows to go to the heart of the Park, from the main

Phone Number:

Male Places: 4
Female Places: 5

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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walking routes to explore the lakes and mountain refuges If you love the mountains and fresh air, welcome to Termignon Other activities
on the village: tree climbing, climbing, tennis, nature exhibits, water sports, swimming pool, summer events, meeting with local people ...
More information at: http://termignon.haute-maurienne-vanoise.com TERMIGNON.
Latitude of the project: 45.2765990
Longitude of the project: 6.8171170

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LYS
Train/Bus Station: MODANE
Latitude of Station: 45.2014910
Longitude of Station: 6.6729200

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 66

 JR17/210Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  CHARNAY IN BEAUJOLAIS

Address:  CHARNAY, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  09/07/2017 Final Date: 23/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
NEED TO BE ABLE TO RIDE A BIKE

REQUIREMENTS:
1/ Attention volunteers must be able to ride a bicycle. No other special knowledge or competence is required for this camp, except being
motivated,  curious  and  loving  work  in  group  2  /  Our  association  does  not  provide  a  car  during  the  workcamp.  3  /  At  the  end  of  the
workcamp, no transportation will be organized by our association. You will then have to arrange your own means of transport to return to
the train station and plan it  during the camp with the team leader and the inhabitants. 4/ More info about trains :  http://www.voyages-
sncf.com//  European  volunteers  should  bring  their  European  health  care  card,  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  BRING  THEIR
INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in
the home country. 6/Do not forget to bring: a sleeping bag and a bed sheet,  warm clothes (socks, sweaters and rain-coat),  a bathing
suit. For male volunteers: short pants are generally prohibited in the public swimming pools in France, please bring a bathing suit. For
work: worn out and protective clothes, strong and closes shoes. Your games, songbooks, musical instruments and recipes, will be also
welcome To make exchanges and meetings easier,  please also bring photos of  your  home,  some postcards,  small  gifts...  7/  It  is  not
possible for foreigners to change traveler-checks into cash money at the French bank agencies: please do it before the workcamp starts
at money changers (in airports, main train stations, big cities)

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The small  village of Charnay-en-Beaujolais, which counts 1.100 inhabitants, characterised as one of the most beautiful villages of the
Pays des Pierres Dorees, is welcoming this summer its second international workcamp in order to provide a new dynamic of exchange
and associate it to the preservation of their patrimony. In 2015, international volunteers from Jeunesse et Reconstruction left very good
memories. The elected members and the inhabitants are looking forward to welcoming the volunteers and thus to sharing their love for
the  region.  Welcome  to  the  heart  of  the  Beaujolais  wine  region  In  order  to  discover  the  village,  please  click  on  the  following  link  :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5n7fGpIO7Lk

Surrounded  by  local  volunteers  who  will  share  some traditional  masonry  methods,  you  will  take  part  in  the  restoration  of  a  long  wall
made of dry stones upon the hights of the village. The region is well-known for its walls, therefore it is highly important for the town to
take great care of them. You will work 5 days a week, from 4 to 5 hours per day, in the morning. Please do not forget to bring resistant
and closed shoes to work.

Chantier ouvert aux participants francais a partir de 17 ans

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You ll be accommodated in a municipal building. Jeunesse et Reconstruction will provide mattresses to be put on the floor, but please
do not forget your sleeping bag, and a bed sheet You will have access to showers and toilets, and can use a small kitchen for cooking.
Meals  will  be  prepared  by  volunteers  for  the  whole  group.  Do  not  hesitate  to  bring  ingredients  and  recipes  to  show  your  country  s
gastronomy. You will participate in the daily tasks and the group organization: cooking, washing dishes, cleaning.We cannot take care of
you if you arrive before the starting date of the project, or if you stay after.

LOCATION:
Charnay has the great advantage of being located only 30km far from Lyon, and at the very heart of the famous region of the Beaujolais.
The  region  offers  numerous  possibilities  in  terms  of  walking  paths  and  visits,which  will  enable  you  to  discover  the  old  villages  and
vineyards of the Beaujolais. Locals will advise you on the best spots In terms of leisure activities, you can visit the villages, the city of
Lyon,  several  cellars,  you  can  taste  some  Beaujolais  wine,  go  to  July  14th  Celebrations,  and  finally,  you  can  meet  inhabitants  and
people from other workcamps.Note that bikes will be made available by local partners. Indeed it will be the preferred mean of transport

Phone Number:

Male Places: 4
Female Places: 5

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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to enjoy the surroundings. CHARNAY.
Latitude of the project: 45.8911200
Longitude of the project: 4.6688860

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LYS
Train/Bus Station: LOZANNE
Latitude of Station: 45.8550460
Longitude of Station: 4.6805070

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 67

 JR17/211Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  ETOILE SUR RHONE-BETWEEN MOUNTAINS AND PR

Address:   , C.P. 26000, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-MANU - Restoration renovation - Manual work

Initial Date:  03/07/2017 Final Date: 23/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
WORK: We are offering you the opportunity to participate in a heritage restoration project with young people from all around the world!
Youth  volunteer  work  camps  are  now  part  of  local  history.  And  local  teenagers  are  proud  to  be  part  of  it!  Indeed,  you  will  work  in
cooperation with a group of teenagers from the local organization, House of Youth and Culture (=MJC). A working camp between stones
and nature. In order to remind people of the forgotten charms of "the Calabert", a former coaching inn located at the foot of the Rhône,
you will participate in clearing plants away from this historic site. This work will make a visible difference to the area and it will enable you
to appreciate the green spaces of the ¿"Bords du Rhône"; in the company of other people! Leaded by a professional you will  also do
traditional masonry work in the village. Working place will be specified later. The work will take place in the morning, 4 to 5 hours per day
from Monday to Friday. Evenings and weekends can be spent sightseeing or taking part in original and fun cultural activities.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be staying in the ;Pénitents; chapel located in Etoile-sur-Rhône′s town centre! Refurbished by previous international volunteers,
this building is now comfortable: there are dorms, toilets and showers, a shared kitchen and a huge communal lounge for spending time
with  other  volunteers  (ping  pong  table  available)!  A  washing  machine  will  be  made  available  to  the  volunteers.  Each  volunteer  will
participate  in  everyday  household  tasks  (cleaning,  doing  the  dishes...).  Meals  will  be  prepared  in  groups  :  feel  free  to  bring  culinary
specialities from your home country and your favourite recipe to share with everybody ! We cannot take care of you if you arrive before
the starting date of the project, or if you stay after.

LOCATION:
Located 10 km south of Valence, in the Drôme department, Etoile (5000 inhabitants) is a town which overhangs the Rhône valley. Its
village,  at  the  heart  of  an  enclosure  of  the  15th  century,  reveals  an  architectural  heritage  of  quality:  church,  apparent-stone  houses,
chapel  and  castle.  As  for  its  countryside,  it  is  characterized  by  much  diversified  landscapes  (edge  of  river  -  Rhône  and  Véore  -,
agricultural and fruit-bearing zones, hills and woods). The teenagers of the MJC will be happy to share leisure activities with you (sports,
visits...)  and  some  other  local  organization  as  well  :  Lake  festival  at  Etoile  and  national  day  on  14th  of  July,  meeting  with  other
workcamps.  Other  possible  free time activities:  excursion to  discover  the Vercors mountains,  visit  of  nearby cities (Crest,  Montélimar,
Valence...)  and their  specialities :  manufacture of  Nougat,  olive oil¿More information :  http://www.drometourisme.com
http://www.vallee-drome.com.
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 68

 JR17/212Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  LANDSCAPING IN SOUTH BEAUJOLAIS FRENCH SPEAKING

Address:  CHATILLON D AZERGUES, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI - Restoration-Environmental

Initial Date:  09/07/2017 Final Date: 29/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
FRENCH

REQUIREMENTS:
1/This is a French speaking workcamp : French will be the main language for the daily life, the work and the activities ; we expect the
volunteers to have a least a basic level of French 2 / Jeunesse and Reconstruction does not provide a car during the workcamp. 3 / At
the end of the work camp, no transportation will  be organized by our association (your group will  organize it  with the locals).  You will
then have to arrange your own means of transport to return to the train station and plan it during the camp with the team leader. 4/ More
info  about  trains:  http://www.voyages-sncf.com 5/  European  volunteers  should  bring  their  European  health  care  card,  and  everybody
must, in any case, BRING THEIR INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have to pay for it, and
then get reimbursed once back in the home country. 6/Do not forget to bring: a warm sleeping bag, a sheet, working and warm clothes
(socks,  sweaters  and  rain-coat-),  solid  and  closed  shoes  for  work,  a  hat/sunscreen/  sunglasses/swimsuit,  camera,
photos/souvenirs/games from your country.  For  male volunteers:  short  pants are generally  prohibited in the public  swimming pools in
France, please bring a bathing suit. 7/ It is no longer possible to change traveler s checks in foreign currency at the offices of French
banks; please go to exchange offices (airport, train station, big city) before arriving on site

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Enthusiasts for nature and french language, take note Come and discover the captivating region of Pierres Dorees through a variety of
cultural and environmental activities on this workcamp This summer, the three neighbor towns of Chatillon d Azergues, Le Bois d Oingt
and  Chessy-les-Mines  will  welcome  their  7th  international  workcamp  in  a  row,  in  this  pretty  country  located  between  Lyon  and  the
famous Beaujolais region Young locals from the association Cap Generations (a social center), will participate in working on this French-
speaking  workcamp.  Please  note:  the  main  conversation  language  in  this  workcamp  will  be  French.  More  information  about  Cap
Generations:http://www.capgenerations.org/

Take a deep breath of fresh air with Cap Generations Your volunteers team will take part in various types of outdoor.The first mission
will be to carry on the renovation of a dry stone wall in Chatillon d Azergues village, started during the last summer workcamp. You will
have the opportunity to learn this technique thanks to the specialists that will be happy to lead you on the working site. The second part
will be dedicated to the arrangement of the municipal park of Bois d Oingt, a beautiful rose village in the heart of Beaujolais vineyards:
with the help of local youngsters and volunteers, you will participate in the creation of a green spot for public use in the village center.
Your mission: the maintenance of biodiversity by landscaping actions in the park. This project is very important for the inhabitants who
decided for it together with their representatives; for you it will be a good opportunity to establish contact with French speakers and to
actively participate in the local dynamic The work will take place every morning (4 - 5 hours per day, 5 days a week).

Chantier francophone / French speaking camp Ouvert a partir de 17 ans pour les participants francais

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
This  is  a  project  for  camping  lovers  The  former  Chessy-les-Mines  camp  site,  which  will  be  your  accommodation  place,  is  situated
halfway between the two workcamp towns and offers an ideal situation near the village center, perfect for guitar nights and outdoor bbq
Tents and mattresses will be provided by Jeunesse et Reconstruction; Attention: cold nights in the tents please don t forget to bring a
warm sleeping bag and clothes A kitchen, toilets and showers will be reserved at your disposal in the ancient camping house. The meals
will be cooked together, culinary specialities from your home country and your favourite recipe to share with everybody will be more than
appreciated Every  volunteer  will  participate in  the domestic  chores (cooking,  dish washing,  cleaning-).  Careful:  we will  not  be able  to
host  you if  you arrive before the starting date,  and if  you stay after

LOCATION:

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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Located 40 km away from Lyon, the Region of Oingt its vineyards filled landscapes, is called the small  Beaujolais Toscana .  You will
have the chance to discover it through diverse activities Possible leisure and cultural activities during the camp: visits of the villages and
wine  cellars  of  Beaujolais,  trip  to  the  city  of  Lyon,  French  national  day  festivities  (fireworks),  meetings  with  the  locals,  shared  meals,
biking, meetings with other international workcamp, river swimming- But above all, many cultural and linguistic exchanges: do not forget
to  bring  your  board  games,  musical  instruments,  culinary  specialties  or  favorite  recipes  and  photos  of  your  home country  in  order  to
share your culture with the inhabitants and the other volunteers.  For more information you can watch this video (in French) about  Le
Bois d Oingt:http://www.valdoingt.org/valdoingt/cine/video.html  CHATILLON D AZERGUES.
Latitude of the project: 45.8767480
Longitude of the project: 4.6452349

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LYS
Train/Bus Station: CHESSY
Latitude of Station: 48.8784616
Longitude of Station: 2.7657959

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 69

 JR17/213Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  LA BEAUME CORNILLANE NATURAL HERITAGE

Address:   , C.P. 26000, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  ENVI-MANU - Environmental-Manual work

Initial Date:  02/07/2017 Final Date: 15/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Looking out over the plain of Valence and the surrounding mountains, this historical site offers a beautiful panoramic view of the region.
The village contains natural and historical treasures, still hidden under the vegetation. In particular, a cave and a waterfall which deserve
to be better known! Your task will consist of clearing plants away from the path going to these beautiful spots. You will be leaded by local
volunteers who will be happy to show their natural heritage. The work will take place in the morning (5 hours per day) and you will have
two days off per week, which will give you the opportunity to discover the surrounding area by means of cultural and sporting activities
and excursions! Don′t forget to bring old clothes and sturdy, closed shoes (such as work or walking boots) for the work!

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will benefit from a shared living space, basic but comfortable. You will sleep in tents on a site not far from the centre of this small
village. You will  have access to a building belonging to the council  which has a kitchen, a large room for group activities, WCs and a
shower.  Jeunesse et  Reconstruction will  provide tents and mattresses;  Attention:  cold nights in the tents please don¿t forget  to bring
warm sleeping bag and clothes! Meals will be prepared by the volunteers: don¿t hesitate to bring specialities or recipes to share with the
other volunteers! The organisation cannot take responsibility for you if you arrive before the start date of the work camp or stay on after
the end of the camp.

LOCATION:
Located approximately  20km from the town of  Valence and at  the foot  of  the Vercors,  a  mountain  range in  the southern Prealps,  La
Baume Cornillane benefits from a beautiful environment, perfect for walks and relaxation. It is a small village in which the only business
is a restaurant and it has no fewer than 3 goat farmers! The residents will have their hearts set on showing you their region, countryside
and gastronomic  specialities.  Possible  activities:  meal  with  a  local  family,  visit  to  Valence,  hikes  in  the  Vercors  to  explore  caves  and
cliffs,  swimming,  visit  to  a  farm,  tasting  local  products,  discovering  villages  typical  of  the  Drôme  area  and,  of  course,  intercultural
exchanges  with  the  other  volunteers  and  residents.  Don′t  hesitate  to  bring  games,  musical  instruments,  culinary  specialities  or  your
favourite  recipes,  photos  and  souvenirs,  in  order  to  have  an  experience  that  will  exceed  your  expectations!.
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 70

 JR17/300Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  MILLE PATTES 1

Address:  DURBAN SUR ARIZE, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI - Restoration-Environmental

Initial Date:  10/07/2017 Final Date: 29/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

REQUIREMENTS:
1/ Access to the castle is only by foot (15 minute) steep path from the village, watch out for your travel bags - prefer a backpack 2/ No
special knowledge or competence is required for this camp, except being motivated, curious and loving work in group 3/Our association
does not  provide a car  during the workcamp. 4/The living conditions are rudimentary:  remember to bring a flashlight,  cigarette lighter
socket  for  charging  mobile.  ISOLATED  LOCATION  -  FOR  NATURE  LOVERS.  5/  European  volunteers  should  bring  their  European
health  care  card,  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  BRING  THEIR  INSURANCE  CERTIFICATE.  If  health  issues  on  the  camp,  the
volunteers will  have to pay for it,  and then get reimbursed once back in the home country.  6/  Do not forget to bring :  a sleeping bag,
warm clothes (a sweater and rain-coat), a bathing suit. For male volunteers : short pants are generally prohibited in the public swimming
pools in France, please bring a bathing suit.  For work :  worn out  clothes and strong shoes.  Also take walking shoes.  7/  Your games,
songbooks, cassettes, musical instruments and recipes, will be also welcome To make exchanges and encounters easier, please also
bring photographs of your home, some postcards, small gifts. 8/ If you have your driving licence, please, take it with you (may be useful
in some areas).

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The  association  Mille  Pattes  ,  located  in  the  municipality  of  Durban-sur-Arize  wants  to  organize  for  the  4th  time  an  international
workcamp  of  young  volunteers  around  the  castle  of  St.  Barthelemy.  At  the  11th  century,  a  first  castle  was  built,  with  smaller  size,
towards 1569, during religion wars, protestants attacked and burnt down the castle. In 1657 the castle in uninhabited. Founded in 1987,
the  association  Mille  Pattes  has  set  a  goal  to  create  a  place  for  meetings  and  cultural  exchanges  in  Ariege.  It  was  in  1990  that  the
association  acquires  the  ideal  place to  facilitate  these exchanges.  It  is  a  hill  of  18  hectares  situated above the gorge of  Arize,  in  the
municipality of Durban-sur-Arize, housing in its top the remains of a medieval castle and a chapel. Today, the association wants to go
further  in  the  conservation  of  these  buildings,  continue  to  protect  the  site,  secure  access  to  the  castle  and  perfect  conditions  for
permanent home visitors and volunteers. To this end, the association plans to host a group of young volunteers to assist in this work.

Supervised by a volunteer of the association Mille Pattes , young volunteers participate in various maintenance and development on the
site  of  Chateau  Saint-Barthelemy  located  in  Durban-sur-Arize.  This  includes  the  restoration  of  walls  (masonry  works)  and  cleaning
vegetation.

chantier ouvert a partir de 17 ans pour les participants francais

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will stay in tents in the grounds of the castle. Important: housing conditions are simple (dry toilets and solar showers), notice to the
lovers of peace and nature. Access to the castle is only by foot (15 minute steep path from the village, watch out for your travel bags -
prefer a backpack). We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp.

LOCATION:
View of the castle by drone : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CkJD8VyMQIo Located halfway between Foix and St Girons, the village
of Durban-sur-Arize, crossed by Arize is a charming village in the Ariege part  of  the Regional Natural  Park of the Pyrenees. With the
castle overlooking, the village has a remarkable built heritage with most of the stone buildings. This castle belonging to the association
Mile Pattes is an ancient and medieval fortress dated 11th century. Located in the heart of Seronnais, the site offers many hiking. The
members of Mille Pattes will offer you an introduction to archeology and rock climbing. DURBAN SUR ARIZE.
Latitude of the project: 43.0195620
Longitude of the project: 1.3437730

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: TLS

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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Train/Bus Station: FOIX
Latitude of Station: 42.9641270
Longitude of Station: 1.6052320

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 71

 JR17/301Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  MILLE PATTES 3

Address:  DURBAN SUR ARIZE, C.P. 75009, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI - Restoration-Environmental

Initial Date:  16/08/2017 Final Date: 02/09/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

REQUIREMENTS:
1/ Access to the castle is only by foot (15 minute) steep path from the village, watch out for your travel bags - prefer a backpack 2/ No
special knowledge or competence is required for this camp, except being motivated, curious and loving work in group 3/Our association
does not  provide a car  during the workcamp. 4/The living conditions are rudimentary:  remember to bring a flashlight,  cigarette lighter
socket  for  charging  mobile.  ISOLATED  LOCATION  -  FOR  NATURE  LOVERS.  5/  European  volunteers  should  bring  their  European
health  care  card,  and  everybody  must,  in  any  case,  BRING  THEIR  INSURANCE  CERTIFICATE.  If  health  issues  on  the  camp,  the
volunteers will  have to pay for it,  and then get reimbursed once back in the home country.  6/  Do not forget to bring :  a sleeping bag,
warm clothes (a sweater and rain-coat), a bathing suit. For male volunteers : short pants are generally prohibited in the public swimming
pools in France, please bring a bathing suit.  For work :  worn out  clothes and strong shoes.  Also take walking shoes.  7/  Your games,
songbooks, cassettes, musical instruments and recipes, will be also welcome To make exchanges and encounters easier, please also
bring photographs of your home, some postcards, small gifts. 8/ If you have your driving licence, please, take it with you (may be useful
in some areas).

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The  association  Mille  Pattes  ,  located  in  the  municipality  of  Durban-sur-Arize  wants  to  organize  for  the  thrid  time  an  international
workcamp  of  young  volunteers  around  the  castle  of  St.  Barthelemy.  At  the  11th  century,  a  first  castle  was  built,  with  smaller  size,
towards 1569, during religion wars, protestants attacked and burnt down the castle. In 1657 the castle in uninhabited. Founded in 1987,
the  association  Mille  Pattes  has  set  a  goal  to  create  a  place  for  meetings  and  cultural  exchanges  in  Ariege.  It  was  in  1990  that  the
association  acquires  the  ideal  place to  facilitate  these exchanges.  It  is  a  hill  of  18  hectares  situated above the gorge of  Arize,  in  the
municipality of Durban-sur-Arize, housing in its top the remains of a medieval castle and a chapel. Today, the association wants to go
further  in  the  conservation  of  these  buildings,  continue  to  protect  the  site,  secure  access  to  the  castle  and  perfect  conditions  for
permanent home visitors and volunteers. To this end, the association plans to host a group of young volunteers to assist in this work.

Supervised by a volunteer of the association Mille Pattes , young volunteers participate in various maintenance and development on the
site  of  Chateau  Saint-Barthelemy  located  in  Durban-sur-Arize.  This  includes  the  restoration  of  walls  (masonry  works)  and  cleaning
vegetation.

chantier ouvert a partir de 17 ans pour les participants francais

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will stay in tents in the grounds of the castle. Important: housing conditions are simple (dry toilets and solar showers), notice to the
lovers of peace and nature. Access to the castle is only by foot (15 minute steep path from the village, watch out for your travel bags -
prefer a backpack). We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp.

LOCATION:
View of the castle by drone : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CkJD8VyMQIo Located halfway between Foix and St Girons, the village
of Durban-sur-Arize, crossed by Arize is a charming village in the Ariege part  of  the Regional Natural  Park of the Pyrenees. With the
castle overlooking, the village has a remarkable built heritage with most of the stone buildings. This castle belonging to the association
Mile Pattes is an ancient and medieval fortress dated 11th century. Located in the heart of Seronnais, the site offers many hiking. The
members of Mille Pattes will offer you an introduction to archeology and rock climbing. DURBAN SUR ARIZE.
Latitude of the project: 43.0195620
Longitude of the project: 1.3437730

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: TLS

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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Train/Bus Station: FOIX
Latitude of Station: 42.9641270
Longitude of Station: 1.6052320

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 72

 JR17/302Code: Year: 2017

Region:  JR - JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION

Name:  BRAMEVAQUE

Address:   , C.P. 31580, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  http://www.volontariat.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI - Restoration-Environmental

Initial Date:  01/08/2017 Final Date: 19/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Supervised  by  an  experienced  mason,  you  will  continue  the  conservation  of  the  remains  of  the  castle  of  the  Earls  of  Comminges:
clearing of  the overgrowth, masonry,  building of  small  stone walls.  The site hosts several  hundreds of visitors in the summer months.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will stay in tents in the grounds of the castle. Important: housing conditions are very simple and rudimentary (dry toilets and solar
showers), notice to the lovers of peace and nature. Access to the castle is only by foot (10 minute steep path from the village, watch out
for your travel bags - prefer a backpack). We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp.

LOCATION:
Bramevaque is a small rural village of 30 inhabitants, at the foot of the Pyrenees mountains which mark the border with Spain. The site
offers beautiful landscapes and view points. The Barousse valley is one of the most remarquable valleys of the Pyrenees; it is also on
the itinerary of the "Tour de France" cycling race. Possible free time activities : hiking, swimming in the river, visit of prehistorical caves,
the famous abbey of St Bertrand de Comminges, the watersports resort of Antignac, the Barousse museum. Please browse: www.visit-
midi-pyrenees.com..
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 73

 SJ17Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  DISCOVERING THE BOCAGE

Address:  Saint Plaisir, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI - Restoration-Environmental

Initial Date:  03/07/2017 Final Date: 23/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The community of communes of the Bocage Bourbonnais is engaged in policies of animation and promotion of their territory. Therfore, it
organizes a workcamp every year to give volunteers the chance to explore the beautiful region that gave birth to the Bourbon dynasty
(king of France during the XVI – XIX centuries). This year, the workcamp will take place in two different towns.

In the first town, Saint Plaisir, you will repair and mark up a walking trail. You will also work on restoring the church's doors by repainting
them with natural ochre paint that you will make beforehand. In the second town, Bourbon l’Archambault, you will clean up a community
living-room. The work will consist of building partitions, painting, and you may also participate in the reparation of a dry-stone wall.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Saint Plaisir and Bourbon l?Archambault located 40 km west of Moulins sur Allier.

You will have the oppotunity to visit and discover the region and all it has to offer : the Trivoli Garden, the medieval fair of Souvigny, and
its historical heritage sites. A small bus will be provided for your trips.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In multi-purpose rooms of different villages. The food will be provided, and the meals will be prepared by rotating groups of volunteers.

LOCATION:
Saint Plaisir.
Latitude of the project: 46.622405
Longitude of the project: 2.96718999999996

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Moulins sur Allier (03000)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 74

 SJ18Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  A STORY ABOUT WATER

Address:  Saint-Yorre, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI - Restoration-Environmental

Initial Date:  03/07/2017 Final Date: 23/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The city of Saint-Yorre, known for its natural springs, has recently bought the park of Larbaud where one of these natural springs flows.
This old thermal bath park is a magnificent place. Therefore, the town wishes to renovate the park and make it a convivial place for the
local residents. For 4 years now, the town and local authorities have invited young volunteers to accompany and help them complete
this project.

This year, the workcamp will  work on re-opening an old path leading to the park that used to link to the thermal baths in the Larbaud
Villa, located in the higher elevations of the park. The work will  consist of removing the vegetation that is obstructing the old pathway,
and of facilitating the circulation of pedestrain walkways. You may also participate in small demolition works at the Larbaud Villa that will
restore the once spacious interiors. Finally, you will organize a festival that is set up each year to encourage the local residents to visit
and to meet the volunteers working on the restoration of this place.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Saint-Yorre, located 8 km from Vichy.

You will have free time to explore the region on the last week of the workcamp. During the weekends, you will be busy working at the
fair. However, you may enjoy the fair′s activities.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In a municipal building located in a park. The food will be provided, and the meals will be prepared by rotating groups of volunteers.

LOCATION:
Saint-Yorre.
Latitude of the project: 46.065726
Longitude of the project: 3.46116800000004

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: LYS
Train/Bus Station: Vichy (03200)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 75

 SJ19Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  BEAUFIEST’YVAL

Address:  Mazeray, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  CULT-FEST - Cultural - Festival

Initial Date:  06/07/2017 Final Date: 27/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
- INTERNAL RULES: - CONTACT: - CONTACT: - CONTACT:

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The Beaufiest'yval  is a festival  of  shows and animations for families and all  ages, organized in a festive atmosphere. The festival  will
take  place  in  an  exceptional  setting  of  8  hectares  located  in  the  Beaufief  park,  in  Mazeray  (behind  the  castle).  Organized  by  the
Association of Beaufief Leisure Centre, an association that works to develop a real animation of the local life, this festival is a unique
opportunity to live together and experience a time of sharing and conviviality.

You  will  work  with  volunteers,  children  and,  youth  of  the  Beaufief  leisure  center,  on  the  preparation  and  the  implementation  of  the
festival. The work will consist of cleaning the park and making it attractive, and setting up the stages and stands. During the festival, you
will  be required to host the public and help the volunteers, and you will  have the chance to perform on an open stage. So artists, get
ready! After the event, you will  help on cleaning up the site. Following the festival, you will  organize exchanges with children from the
leisure center. Activities, games, and moments of sharing and living together will  enrich this cultural experience!

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Mazeray, Charente-Maritime, 1h from La Rochelle. The volunteers of Beaufief Leisure Centre will organize several activities to help you
integrate  into  local  life.  They  will  accompany  you  to  discover  the  richness  of  the  area's  historic  heritage.  Other  attractions  in  the
surrounding  area  include  the  artificial  lake  of  Bernouet  and  its  open-air-cafe.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In tents, on the campgrounds of Mazeray - THING TO BRING:

LOCATION:
Mazeray. - MEETING POINT:
Latitude of the project: 45.908059
Longitude of the project: -0.563387000000034

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BOD
Train/Bus Station: Saint-Jean d’Angély (17400)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 76

 SJ20Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  THE GIVE-BOX

Address:  Nanteuil-les-Meaux, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  CONS - Construction

Initial Date:  10/07/2017 Final Date: 28/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The  town  of  Nantueil-les-Meaux  wishes  to  raise  eco-friendly  awareness  and  solidarity  practices  among  its  inhabitants.  A  local  youth
association,  Loisirs  Jeunes,  which  organizes  activities  for  local  young  people,  is  proposing  to  build  a  give-box  with  the  help  of  an
international  workcamp. This shelter  will  be used as a storage for  things that  people want to get  rid of  but  that  can be used by other
people.

With the support of a professional technical leader, you will build a wooden shelter, used as the give-box, in a garden near the townhall.
You will also build all the necessary arrangements inside. During the whole project, you will work with local youngsters.

This project should not be seen as a sightseeing trip to Paris. If you wish to visit Paris, you should arrive a few days before, or leave a
few days after the dates of the workcamp.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
The town of Nanteuil-les-Meaux is located 55 km east from Paris and 4 km from the town of Meaux.

During  the  workcamp  you  will  be  able  to  take  part  in  cultural  outings  and  activities  organized  with  local  young  people  and  by  local
partners.  You will  have opportunities  to  discover  the  local  heritage,  such as  the  cathedral  of  Meaux.  Other  free-time activities  will  be
organized collectively,  depending on the  wishes of  the  group and the  available  budget.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will  sleep on mattresses in a big activity  room. You need to bring along a sleeping bag.  The building has toilets,  showers and a
kitchen.  Food will  be provided and cooked by the volunteers in turns.

LOCATION:
Nanteuil-les-Meaux.
Latitude of the project: 48.928386
Longitude of the project: 2.897243

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Meaux (77100)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 8

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 77

 SJ23Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  BE PART OF IT

Address:  Frederic-Fontaine, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  08/07/2017 Final Date: 29/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
This  is  the  second  time  that  the  town  of  Frederic-Fontaine  hosts  an  international  workcamp.  The  first  year  was  a  success,  so  the
villagers  are  impatiently  waiting  to  meet  you.

You will enovate the pavement of two fountains, located in the centre of the village. You will be introduced to the masonry techniques on
cutting and posing stones.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Frederic-Fontaine, at 10 km from Ronchamp and 30 km from Belfort.

The  town  and  its  inhabitants  want  you  to  have  a  unique  experience.  With  them,  you  will  have  the  occasion  to  visit  touristic  sites  in
Franche-Comté. If the weather allows, walks and swimming will be organized. You will be able to visit the city of Belfort, the chapel of
Ronchamp, and to organize the traditional international meal.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
On camp beds in the local festival hall.  Remember to bring your sleeping bag and a pillow. A kitchen will  be arranged in the school′s
courtyard. You will be encouraged to be a part of the collective life. Therefore, you will be in charge of the kitchen and the stewardship,
from time to time. Food will be taken care of. You will take showers in the villagers′ houses, creating one more occasion for sharing and
exchange.

LOCATION:
Frederic-Fontaine.
Latitude of the project: 47.6567409
Longitude of the project: 6.628916

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BSL
Train/Bus Station: Belfort Montbéliard TGV station, in Belfort (90000)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 78

 SJ24Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  EXCHANGES &amp; MEETINGS

Address:  Scey sur Saône, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  08/07/2017 Final Date: 29/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The village of Scey sur Saône has a remarkable patrimony that the villagers wish to highlight. They chose to organize an international
workcamp in order to create an international dynamism in the village.

You are going to renovate the railings of the town's ancient museum, situated in the center of the village. The town wishes to bring back
its proper level of quality. The work is mainly composed of painting.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Scey sur Saône is situated 20 km from Vesoul and 50 km from Besançon.

July is a month rich with vitality for the village: the 14th of July ball, the sport tournament? you will be invited to some events, which will
give you the oppotunity to build a closer relationship with the villagers.  The local  associations will  also be involved in the project  (the
circus, the music association? ) and you will be able to visit the nearby cities of Besançon and Vesoul. You will be involved in the choice
of the activities, so any suggestion are welcome.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You are going to sleep on mattress in the ancient museum, which will be arranged for the occasion. A kitchen will also be arranged on
the  same  site.  Remember  to  bring  your  sleeping  bag  and  a  pillow.  You  will  take  showers  in  the  villagers?  houses,  creating  another
occasion for exchange and sharing. With the group leaders, you will also create the menus and alternate shifts in the kitchen. Meals with
the locals will often be scheduled in order to help you build a relationship with them, and to discover the local gastronomy.

LOCATION:
Scey sur Saône.
Latitude of the project: 47.665185
Longitude of the project: 5.96720500000004

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BSL
Train/Bus Station: Vesoul (70000)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 79

 SJ25Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  SHARING UNDER PAVING

Address:  Esprels, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  08/07/2017 Final Date: 29/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
This year, we are going to do the 10th edition of the international workcamp in the town of Esprels! Ten years of renovation, sharing,
construction of peace and strong bonds between villagers and volunteers. So come and join us!

You are  going  to  continue  the  renovation  of  Street  Saint  Desle's  gutter,  which  began last  year.  In  a  multicultural  and  heterogeneous
group, you will learn how to work in a team. You will also learn both, masonry and the proper way to cut stones. Although the workcamp
doesn't require any specific competence, the work will be a bit physical and subject to the local weather.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Esprels is a small village in the rural area of Haute Saône. It′s 20 km from Vesoul and 50 km from Besançon.

With  the  help  of  the  villagers,  you′re  going  to  have  the  possibility  to  discover  touristic  places  in  the  region:  among  them the  historic
citadelle in Besançon and the chapel of Ronchamp. But it will also be on you, the volunteers, to propose activities. The villagers are very
engaged in the life of the workcamp. They will invite you for dinner, an aperitif, or a coffee. You will have the opportunity to build stong
bonds with the locals, and feel like you′re a part of the village.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You′re going to be located at the centre of the village, in the town hall. You will sleep in a common room with camp beds, so remember
to bring your sleeping bag and a pillow. A kitchen will be arranged near the school. You will be encouraged to participate in the collective
life.  Therefore,  you  will  be  in  charge  of  the  kitchen  and  the  stewardship  from time  to  time.  Food  will  be  taken  care  of.  You  will  take
showers  in  the  villagers′  houses,  creating  another  occasion  for  exchange  and  sharing.

LOCATION:
Esprels.
Latitude of the project: 47.53537
Longitude of the project: 6.37303399999996

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BSL
Train/Bus Station: Vesoul (70000)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 5
Female Places: 5

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 80

 SJ27Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF CRO-MAGNON

Address:  Les Eyzies-de-Tayac-Sireuil, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  08/07/2017 Final Date: 29/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
At the heart of the Valley of Man, worldwilde-famous for its historical and prehistoric heritage, the municipality of Les Eyzies-de-Tayac-
Sireuil, is delighted to welcome for the first time an international workcamp! Effervescent during summer time, this area is very busy all
the year long.

You will work on the renovation of two wash houses of the municipality, situated in the center of the village: you will clean the access
and will make some stonework. You will give brightness back to this local heritage, which the inhabitants and the visitors of the whole
world come to admire. Many festive events are organized in Les Eyzies throughout the summer, and you will be invited to contribute to
the organization: the greatest occasion to create links with the inhabitants.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Les Eyzies-de-Tayac-Sireuil is 45kms away from Périgueux, and 20kms away from Sarlat-la-Canéda.

During  your  spare  time,  you  can  discover  the  neighborhood that  the  river  of  Vézère  has  sculptured  for  millenniums:  troglodytic  sites,
caves... you will also have the chance to do some nautical activities (canoe, swimming...). The local associations and the inhabitants are
glad to exchange and share with you friendly moments.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Accommodation will be in tents. and will have access to kitchen and sanitary facilities. Food is included, and you will cook in turns.

LOCATION:
Les Eyzies-de-Tayac-Sireuil.
Latitude of the project: 44.9300468
Longitude of the project: 1.02989179999997

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BOD
Train/Bus Station: Les Eyzies (24620)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 81

 SJ28Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  THE MINE AND THE EARTH : DISCOVERING THE BOCAGE SUD

Address:  Saint Hilaire (Allier), C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  09/07/2017 Final Date: 29/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Do  you  wish  to  discover  the  rural  bourbon  lifestyle ?  If  yes,  come  and  immerse  yourself  in  the  bocage  sud  where  you  are  sure  to
experince a friendly welcome from the beginning !  For over 10 years now, the villages of Noyant and Saint Hilaire have been hosting
international workcamps, and the local residents eagerly wait each year to meet new volunteers. During this workcamp, the villagers will
invite you to visit the mine museum and the buddhist temple, to try the bike-rail, and to share festive and convivial moments with them.
The schedule (10 days in each village), will allow you to discover a diverse territory : the territory of Noyant d'Allier that is marked by a
significant asian presence, making the village wonderfully diverse and lively, and the more traditional village of Saint-Hilaire.

Starting  off  at  Noyant  d'Allier,  you  will  work  on  the  projects  that  were  started  last  year :  renovations  at  the  Musée  de  la  mine,
maintenance of old tools, and restoration of the church's doors. The work will  consist of sanding and repainting the doors with natural
ochre paint that you will make beforehand. Next, at Saint-Hilaire, you will be introduced to traditional masonry techniques by working on
a surrounding wall. The work will consist of cleaning the wall and then repointing it with lime mortar. Finally, an old building situated in
the courtyard of the city hall, has to be completely uncovered. So, you will have to redo the framework and cover it in tiles after cleaning
them. For the entire workcamp, you will be under the supervision of a professional brick-layer.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Saint Hilaire and Noyant-d′Allier, located 25 km from Moulins-sur-Allier.

This workcamp will give you the opportunity to meet young people of the region, to discover the contryside lifestyle, and to visit touristic
places. A small bus will be provided for your trips.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In the villages′ common rooms. The food will be provided, and the meals will be prepared by rotating groups of volunteers.

LOCATION:
Saint Hilaire (Allier).
Latitude of the project: 46.493415
Longitude of the project: 3.02156790000004

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Moulins sur Allier (03000)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 82

 SJ29Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  A GREEN SHELTER FOR VAUNIERES 1

Address:  Vaunières, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  10/07/2017 Final Date: 29/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Located  in  the  heart  of  the  Hautes-Alpes,  the  association  “Les  Villages  des  Jeunes”,  www.villagesjeunes.org,  manages,  runs  and
renovates a hosting centre at  Vaunières since 1964!  It  is  an old mountain hamlet  that  has become both a “trampoline”  for  youth and
adults facing hardships, and a welcoming place for French and international volunteers. Vaunières is a vacation destination for families,
tourists  and  people  with  disabilities  who  come  to  enjoy  the  calmness  of  the  mountain  and  the  place’s  dynamic  atmosphere.  Our
workcamps,  with  volunteers  from all  countries,  allow us  to  reinforce  the  cultural  diversity  of  our  work,  and  to  open  up  the  site  to  the
world, making it a place where people from all ages and socio-cultural backgrounds agree to meet each other by working together and
sharing  the  life  of  the  community.  We  hope  that,  whether  you  are  a  French  or  an  international  volunteer,  you  too  will  join  us  in  an
atmosphere  of  exchange  and  “do-it-together”  that  characterize  our  project.

The hosting centre is composed of several buildings including the “Hotellerie” House which was restructured in 2014 by adding housing
and  a  lodge.  This  workcamp will  focus  on  insulating  the  walls  of  the  building,  especially  the  northern  façade  (all  other  façades  were
completed in the summers of 2014-2016). You will add natural insulation after preparing the walls and constructing a solid wood frame
that will allow us to add the plaster. This project will also teach you new techniques and skills including traditional coating and the use of
environmentally friendly materials.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Vaunières (7km from St. Julien en Beauchêne, and 50km from Gap).

Located within a remarkable natural environment, Vaunières is an ideal place to go hiking in the mountains and discover the rural life
with its  farmers? markets and its  producers.  In the evenings you will  be able to organize games, screenings,  international  meals and
more.  Tourist  visits  will  also be a possibility.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In  individual  tents  with  access  to  a  sanitary  block  accomodated  with  3  showers  and  toilets.  As  for  meals,  you  will  eat  with  the  other
volunteers  and  local  residents.  Different  groups  will  alternate  to  cook  the  meals,  do  the  dishes,  and  clean  up  after  the  meals.

LOCATION:
Vaunières.
Latitude of the project: 44.6350965
Longitude of the project: 5.65613510000003

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: MRS
Train/Bus Station: Lus la Croix Haute (26620)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 83

 SJ33Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  EXPERIENCE NATURE IN CERCOUX

Address:  Cercoux, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO-ENVI - Restoration-Environmental

Initial Date:  11/07/2017 Final Date: 01/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Situated at the crossroad between Charente-Maritime, Dordogne, and Gironde, Cercoux is a charming and small village surrounded by
vibrant  nature.  A  strong  sense  of  local  volunteer  work,  striving  to  liven  up  the  city  center  and  it's  surrounding  areas  by  rehabilitating
heritage  sites  that  were  classified  in  Natura  2000,  has  nurtured  a  collaborative  relationship  between  Cercoux  and  the  association
Solidarité  Jeunesses  Poitou-Charentes.  Therefore,  this  project  will  work  towards  renovating  the  community  wash  house,  which,
surrounded by nature, encourages respect towards the environment, and calls for a durable development. This year, we hope that your
experience at this workcamp will be rich in humanitarian and environmental awareness.

Under technical  supervision,  you will  work on renovating the community wash house made out  of  wood. Therefore,  you will  have the
opportunity to learn different techniques of carpentry, as well as the basic theories and techniques that will allow you to complete the first
stage of assembly. You will also work on reestablishing the ecosystem around the wash house, thanks to the expertise and support of
the association Argiope, whose objective is to encourage a knowledge and develop a study of nature.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Cercoux, Charente-Maritime, between Bordeaux and Angoulême.

Cercoux is situated at the crossroad of big cities: Bordeaux, Angoulême, and not far from St. Emilion and Cognac, which are all known
for they wine-vineyards. Excursions and event trips with local residents will be organized, to give you the opportunity to meet people and
experience cultural exchange. During you free time, you will also be able to go to the movies, to spend time at the swimming pool, or to
go on trips to further destinations, such as the ocean or la Rochelle.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In groups, indoors, in one of the classrooms of a local elementary school.

LOCATION:
Cercoux.
Latitude of the project: 45.128592
Longitude of the project: -0.205308999999943

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BOD
Train/Bus Station: Coutras (33230)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 84

 SJ36Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  A COMPLETE IMMERSION INTO THE BOURBONNAIS COUNTRYSIDE

Address:  Cressanges, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  15/07/2017 Final Date: 05/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The towns of Châtel-de-Neuvre and Cressanges began to host international workcamps in 2015, and now, they are under their charm !
The local residents wait for your with open arms, and are ready to share wonderful experiences with you and invite you to discover their
town. This is a moving workcamp, so you will stay 10 days in each town.

In Cressanges, you will work on projects that were started last year : the restoration of a surrounding wall in an elementary school. You
will work on repointing and leveling the exterieur face of the wall. You will learn how to apply traditional masonry techniques, such as the
use  of  lime  mortar,  and  how  to  lay  small  tiles  in  order  to  make  a  typical  Bourbon  wall  cover.  You  will  also  help  the  local  residents
organize and host the Cressanges flea market. Next, in Châtel-de-Neuvre, you will take part in the restoration of the village church. This
roman church, dating back to the 11th century, has been named as a historical monument, and now strives to protect this title. It will be
necessary  to  complete  the  work,  following  the  rule  of  art !  The  work  will  consist  of  redoing  the  masonry  work  of  the  walls  that  have
suffered  from humidity :  cleaning  and  repointing  the  walls  with  lime  mortar.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Cressanges and Châtel-de-Neuvre (Allier), located 25 km from Moulins-sur-Allier.

This  workcamp  will  give  you  the  opportunity  to  interact  with  local  residents,  to  discover  the  countryside  lifestyle,  and  to  visit  the
surrounding touristic sites and villages. You will also be able to enjoy Vieure′s bodies of water, which are perfect for canoeing. A small
bus will be provided for your trips.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In  municipal  buildings  at  the  center  of  each  village.  The  food  will  be  provided,  and  the  meals  will  be  prepared  by  rotating  groups  of
volunteers.

LOCATION:
Cressanges.
Latitude of the project: 46.444495
Longitude of the project: 3.16029800000001

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Moulins sur Allier (03000)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 85

 SJ37Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  THE PINSON MOUND REDOUBT

Address:  Montmagny (95360), C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  15/07/2017 Final Date: 05/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The Pinson Mound Redoubt, a military fortification dating back to the late 19th century, used to protect the city of Paris. The redoubt is
currently  hosting some local  associations (apiculture,  shooting,  wine making).  International  summer camps have contributed over  the
years  to  the restoration and renovation of  the fort,  aiming to  open it  to  the public  (especially  for  heritage days in  September).

This  year,  the  work  will  focus  on  two main  tasks.  First  you  will  continue  to  restore  the  fort's  surrounding  wall  with  traditional  building
methods. Then you will remove the vegetation around the entrances of three tunnels of the fort, in order to facilitate the access to them.
During the whole project, you will work with local youngsters. This summer camp is organised in partnership with four neighboring towns,
the goal being to encourage local young people to engage themselves in projects in their community.

This project should not be seen as a sightseeing trip to Paris. If you wish to visit Paris, you should arrive a few days before, or leave a
few days after the dates of the workcamp.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
The  fort  is  located  at  the  top  of  a  small  hill  in  the  middle  of  a  110  hectare  regional  park  and  near  some  urban  areas.  The  town  of
Montmagny  is  located  15  km  north  of  Paris.

During the workcamp, you will  be able to take part int cultural outings and social exchanges organised with local partner associations
and  with  local  young  people.  Other  free-time  activities  will  be  organized  collectively,  depending  on  the  wishes  of  the  group  and  the
available  budget.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will sleep on inflatable mattresses in school dormitories. You need to bring along a sleeping bag. Food will be provided and cooked
by  the  volunteers  in  turns.  One  kitchen  is  located  at  the  school  and  another  kitchen  for  lunches  is  located  in  the  fort.  Showers  are
available  in  the  school.

LOCATION:
Montmagny (95360).
Latitude of the project: 48.9697107
Longitude of the project: 2.33975209999994

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Deuil-Montmagny train station, Montmagny (95360)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 7
Female Places: 7

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 86

 SJ38Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  ON THE CHURCH STEPS

Address:  Thenon, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  15/07/2017 Final Date: 05/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
In  the  East  of  the  department  of  Dordogne,  Thenon  is  a  charming  place  lined  by  the  Barade  forest.  Very  dynamic  village  of  1600
inhabitants,  Thenon  is  located  between  Périgueux  and  Brive-la-Gaillarde  cities,  halfway  between  the  departments  of  Dordogne  and
Corrèze.  The center  of  the village is  very lively,  and gives way to an important  local  animation:  creative craftsmen,  storekeepers and
artists  are gathered in the « Street  of  Arts ».  The municipality  is  happy to welcome you!

At the heart of the village, you will revalue the accesses to the church: from the impressive main staircase, through the connecting path,
you will give a new breath to this beautiful church. At first, you will have to do some cleaning and weeding. Then, you will discover some
stonework works: repointing of paving stones and some steps. Your intervention will have a direct impact on the population. You will also
be invited to take part in many animations of the village the summer!

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Thenon is 35 kms from Brive-la-Gaillarde and Périgueux, and 15 kms from Montignac.

During  your  spare  time,  you will  have many things  to  do:  canoeing,  tree-climbing,  hiking  and activities  in  partnership  with  the  leisure
center, markets...  every day, something happens in Thenon! The local associations and the inhabitants will  be glad to share with you
friendly moments, in particular on the occasion of the international meal!

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In a common room of the multi-purpose hall, with kitchen and sanitary facilities nearby. Food is included, and you will cook in turns.

LOCATION:
Thenon.
Latitude of the project: 45.138315
Longitude of the project: 1.07130600000005

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BOD
Train/Bus Station: Thenon (24210)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 87

 SJ40Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  THE FAÏ FARM ALONG THE WATER 1

Address:  Le Saix, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  ENVI - Environmental

Initial Date:  17/07/2017 Final Date: 30/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
In the heart of the Hautes Alpes region, the association “Les Villages des Jeunes” (www.villagesdesjeunes.org), in partnership with the
SIVU of Haute-Maraize, has been managing, renovating, and reviving the reception centre of le Faï since 1990. It is a former agriculture
domain  situated  at  an  altitude  of  1000  meters.  The  old  buildings  of  the  farm have  been  developed  into  small  apartments  and  group
accommodations.  At  le  Faï,  from  April  to  December,  the  association  organises  inclusion  projects  for  local  people  facing  social  and
professional difficulties, and host teenagers and young adults experiencing family, health or professional difficulties, in order to give them
a possibility  to  get  professional  experience.  In  the summer,  the Faï  is  also a place where professional  artists  and musicians come to
work in and with this extraordinary place. Together, they create and perform at the yearly festivals that take place at the Faï, such as
FestiFaï, Échos, and La Montagne qui chante (The Mountain that Sings). The international workcamps organised at the Faï contribute to
make  this  place  something  “extra”,  where  people  of  different  ages,  from  different  countries  and  cultures,  employees  and  volunteers,
artists and tourists, live and work together for some days or several months. We hope that you, a volunteer from France or abroad, will
also join this spirit of encountering and working together which bring our project to life.

Currently, the catchment area at the source of the farm is in a small wood accessible to the animals and walkers. In order to protect this
catchment, you will create an enclosure around this place. Different techniques will be required: masonry, gardening work, brushing, and
especially techniques of installation of a wire fence and a gate. Furthermore, last year's workcamp started a permaculture project at the
Fai farm! Those who wish to, may contribute to the work related to this project: development of the greenhouse (ventilation, insulation,
siding,  window pane  liming,  ...);  wood  construction  (vermicompost,  frame,  insect  house,  perches,  storage  cabin,  chassis,  guardians);
water  management  (rainwater  harvesting,  irrigation  system,  bearish).

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
The Le Faï farm (3 km from the village of Saix and 30 km from Gap)

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In individual tents located in the welcoming center of Faï, 05400 Le Saix, where volunteers from other workcamps will stay as well. You
will  also  have  access  to  bathrooms  and  the  welcom  center′s  rooms.  The  entertainment  team  will  also  invite  you  to  become  more
involved  in  the  community′s  life :  menu  and  meal  preparation  using  local  produce,  dish-washing,  and  clean  up.

LOCATION:
Le Saix.
Latitude of the project: 44.475014
Longitude of the project: 5.82438590000004

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: MRS
Train/Bus Station: Veynes Dévoluy (05400)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 88

 SJ41Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  IN THE TIME OF CASTLES AND CARRIAGES

Address:  Salmièch, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  19/07/2017 Final Date: 09/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
An incedible medieval village with enthousiatic locals, and a magnificent welcoming environment, Avreyon is as real as it is beautiful and
great ! In Aveyron, time is not the same : it passes differently and it's at Salmiech, a small charming village, where you will feel the spirit
of time. In this village, a church was built from the remains of a castle, and after many years, it has been the home of the rural museum
of charroi. Classified as a musum of France in 2002, this museum presents a beautiful collection of ancient wheels, antique carriages
and carts, and diverse artisan tools, all which date back to the golden past. Therefore, don't hesitate. Come join us on a journey into the
past of great Aveyron !

We will be cleaning and arranging stones from the ruins of the castle from which the Church of Saint-Firmin was built. After many years,
the church is home to the museum of rural Charroi. In collaboration with the association « Friends of the Museum », you will bring and
arrange your stone that will help maintain this historical place. This year, we will clean, restore, and do masonry work in order to bring
light to this patrimonial site that is a part of a pictoresque environment worthy of interest.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Salmièch, located 27 km from Rodez, and 187 km north of Toulouse.

You will have the opportunity to discover Aveyron and it′s rich natural sites, such as the canyons of Aveyron and Céor, and the historical
architecture of it′s fortified towns, abbeys, and castles. You will also be able to participate in summer events like the market of countries
that welcomes a significant number of artisans and local producers each year, as well as the village festival. Finally, you will indeed have
the opportunity to meet locals who will be more than happy to share the unique history of their village with you.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In a hosting center accommodated with rooms, bathrooms, and kitchens.

LOCATION:
Salmièch.
Latitude of the project: 44.180441
Longitude of the project: 2.57116199999996

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: TLS
Train/Bus Station: Rodez (12000)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 89

 SJ42Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  TRACING THE STEPS OF THE DUKE OF LESDIGUIERES

Address:  Le Glaizil, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  19/07/2017 Final Date: 08/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
At the foot of the Massif du Dévoluy, in the Hautes-Alpes, stand the remains of the castle of Lesdiguières, located at the entrance of a
hamlet of  the same name, in the district  of  Glaizil.  This castle was built  in the 16th century by François de Bonne, the future duke of
Lesdiguières and the last constable of France. Today, only the ruins of the old chapel, the towers, and broken down sections of the walls
can  be  found  at  the  site  of  this  once-grand  castle,  ranked  as  a  French  national  historic  monument.  The  general  council  of  the  site's
owners and the association of Lesdiguières, have decided to preserve this piece of local history, and to bring it back to life. It is with this
goal  in  mind  that,  since  2010,  a  dynamic  partnership  has  formed  with  the  association  “Les  Villages  des  Jeunes”  to  organize  an
international youth workcamp each year. Following a 2012 report stating that the 17th century left a serious and unknown mark on the
Dauphiné, many academics and conservatives decided to name 2017 the « year of Lesdiguières ». In fact, the 400 year celebration of
Duke's second marriage will  call  for a number of activities, organized by different community players (the general council,  the tourism
office, etc.)

In 2017, you will  apply a coating on the elevation of a wall  along the southern door.  The coating will  be a mixture of lime mortar and
natural materials. The finishing stage of the coating is called « fouettée ». This will be your opportunity to discover and learn about the
ancient techniques of masonry work and how they were applied to medieval building.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Lesdiguières, town of Le Glaizil (30 km from Gap).

You will be able to organize hikes, swimming trips, sports and games, and sightseeing tours in the surrounding areas. You will also have
the opportunity to attend the events celebrating the 400th anniversary of  the Duke′s marriage. During your free time, you will  also be
able to organize events with locals such as international  meals,  joint  workcamp days, parties,  festivities?

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In tents on the «La Pra » campground, located at the entrance of the Valgaudemar valley. On the campground, you will  enjoy a calm
stay  in  a  green  setting.  You  will  have  access  to  camping  equipment :  toilets,  cater  fountains,  and  a  community  barbecue.  The
entertainment  team  will  encourage  you  to  participate  in  the  community′s  life:  menu  and  meal  preparation  using  local  produce,  dish-
washing,  and  clean-up...

LOCATION:
Le Glaizil.
Latitude of the project: 44.753501
Longitude of the project: 5.98170099999993

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: MRS
Train/Bus Station: Gap (05000)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 90

 SJ45Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  PEREGRINATIONS IN THE VALLEY OF MAN

Address:  Audrix, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  22/07/2017 Final Date: 12/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Welcome to the heart  of  the black Périgord!  This  three weeks workcamp will  take place in  two phases,  on two nearby municipalities:
Audrix that is made of stones to open the festivities, then, Saint-Chamassy with its 2 casltes to end on a high note. These two beautiful
municipalities abound in small traditional heritage, and are delighted to welcome you!
You will work on a fountain and a wash house that need to be rehabilitated, and you will facilitate the access of the hiking trail going to
the fountain.  On August 5th, you will  have the chance to contribute to the organization of the festival  of  St-Chamassy: a very friendly
time to exchange.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Audrix and St-Chamassy are located between the Dordogne and Vézère rivers. The villages are 45km away from Périgueux, Bergerac
and Sarlat.

During your  free time,  you will  have plenty  to  do:  hiking in  the valley,  along the Vezere riverside,  swimming,  going to  local  markets...
During summertime, those two villages are close to many famous and lively places. Local associations and inhabitants will be happy to
share friendly time with you.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be hosted in a tent and you will have access to sanitary facilities, and kitchen. Food is included, and you will cook in turns.

LOCATION:
Audrix.
Latitude of the project: 44.880532
Longitude of the project: 0.948390000000018

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BOD
Train/Bus Station: Le Bugue (24260)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 91

 SJ46Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  GALLO-ROMAIN SITE OF SANXAY

Address:  Sanxay, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO-ARCH - Restorarion-Archaeology

Initial Date:  22/07/2017 Final Date: 12/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The Gallo-Roman site of Sanxay is one the major archaeological sites of the old province of Aquitaine. Tucked between the twist and
turns of the Vonne Valley, this small village used to stretch over 25 hectares and was occupied from the 1st to the 5th century. Sanxay
underwent an important development and monumental phase during the 11th century AD. The archaeological site of Sanxay is one of
the best conserved ancient sites of France, and must remain so. In this regard, the Center of National Monuments asked our association
to be present.

This workcamp will give you the opportunity to learn the techniques of modern archaeological excavation, and to put them into practice
by  working  on  an  old  landyard  of  rubble  dating  back  to  the  19th  century.  The  excavation  will  be  significant  because  it  will  reveal
important historical facts of the place, and it will allow us to learn how the first archaeological excavation were carried out. Therefore, the
work will consist of doing an analysis of archaeology. Under the supervision of an archaeologist, you will have to remove all the grubble,
clean  the  zone,  and  sort  the  stones.  You  will  have  to  be  very  vigilant  and  meticulous  during  the  clean-up,  because  you  may  find
archaeological  remains  or  objects.  You  will  also  be  working  with  other  local  youth  during  the  workcamp.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Sanxay, 30 km from Poitiers.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In groups, in tents on the Sanxay campground (pool, river, multi-sport areas)

LOCATION:
Sanxay.
Latitude of the project: 46.493916
Longitude of the project: -0.00481000000002041

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BOD
Train/Bus Station: Rouillé (86480)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 92

 SJ47Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  TIME TO ACT

Address:  Conflandey, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  22/07/2017 Final Date: 12/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Conflandey will host its first international workcamp this year. The villagers wish to be active for a project that is useful for the area and
will allow them to discover new cultures.

You are going to participate in the renovation of a cemetery's wall, which is in a very bad condition. In a multicultural and heterogeneous
team, you will learn to cooperate. As you build the wall, you undo your prejudices. The work will be a bit physical, and it will take place 5
minutes by foot from your accommodation.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Conflandey is situated at 30 km from Vesoul and 60 km from Besançon.

The ties with the local population will be strong. They will take you to discover the local touristic places (the clod of Vesoul, Besançon?).
Meals with them will be regularly organized. You will be considered in the choice and proposition of the activities.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be hosted in the town hall, at the centre of the village. You′ll be sleeping in a common room on camp beds. Remember to bring
your sleeping bag and pillow. A kitchen will be arranged in the school′s courtyard. You will be encouraged to be part of the collective life.
Therefore, you will be in charge of the kitchen and the stewardship, from time to time. Food will be taken care of. You will take showers
in the villagers′ houses, creating another occasion for exchange and sharing.

LOCATION:
Conflandey.
Latitude of the project: 47.72983
Longitude of the project: 6.04549799999995

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BSL
Train/Bus Station: Vesoul (70000)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 93

 SJ49Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  THE MEDIEVAL WALL

Address:  Tende, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  CONS - Construction

Initial Date:  23/07/2017 Final Date: 06/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The  organization  Neige  et  Merveilles  is  working  on  a  series  of  studies  and  valorisation  programs  linked  to  the  mining  heritage  of
Vallauria; one of the maritime Alps’ silver mines. In the near future, this mining site will be open to the public. You will be participating in
the construction of a support wall, which will be built using traditional dry-stone wall construction techniques. This secured platform will
provide future visitors with an area where they will be able to stop and listen to guides, and discover the entrance of the vast open ceiling
cave (11th century) of the medieval mine.

You will be working outdoors on the mine’s access path. Rocks gathered at this location will be used in the construction, respecting the
natural appearance of the site. (Length of wall to be built: 15m – Height according to the landscape of between 0.60m and 1.50m). You
will  be working four  days per  week from 08:30 to  12:00 and 14:00 to  17:30.  You will  be accompanied by a technical  supervisor  who
specialises in  the restauration of  heritage.

Working on secured scaffolding. Some rocks will be heavy and difficult to move.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Tende - 2 hours from Nice by train. Neige et Merveilles is situated at 1.500 metres of altitude in an isolated mountainous area, 10 km
from the Closest village of Tende, and 50 km from Vintimille (Italy).

You will have the chance to visit the villages in the valley, the Merveilles museum in Tende, archaeological sites located at the heart of
the Mercantour national park and the Vallauria mine. You will  also be offered the opportunity to take part in hiking and other sporting
activities, which you will decide on collectively. Speakers (local guides) will be invited to help you meet members of the local population.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You will be sharing a room with 3-4 other volunteers. Bathrooms are also shared. Meals are prepared by our kitchen staff. You will be
asked to lend a hand with the preparation of some food, tidying the dining area, and doing the dishes.

LOCATION:
Tende.
Latitude of the project: 44.089097
Longitude of the project: 7.59345400000007

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: NCE
Train/Bus Station: Tende (06430)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 94

 SJ50Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  MEDIEVAL FAIR AT THE HEART OF AUVERGNE

Address:  Souvigny, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  CULT-FEST - Cultural - Festival

Initial Date:  23/07/2017 Final Date: 11/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
For the 21st year now, the association Souvigny Grand Site invites a group of volunteers to get involved and carry out a remarkable one-
week medieval event. This event attracts and hosts more than 30,000 visitors each year. It is a wonderful opportunity for volunteers to
discover the costumes and traditions that are a part of French medieval culture.

You will take part in the preparation, as well as in the daily animation of several stands. During the fair, you will be asked to dress-up in
medieval costumes, and to prepare the pauper soup, or to wait the tables during the banquet. At the end of the festival, you will help with
clearing the location. You will be involved in all phases of the process: assembly, animation, disassembly and clean up. Attention, this
will be a very intense week of work. This workcamp is a challenging experience which will require a lot of energy and flexibility. Certain
evenings, the stands will be open until midnight!

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Souvigny, located 10 km from Moulins-sur-Allier.

You will have time to explore the region on the last week of the workcamp. During the weekends, you will mostly be occupied by the fair,
but you will be able to take advantage of the activities at the fair.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In a dormitory. Food will be provided, and meals will be prepared by rotating groups of volunteers. In the afternoons, you will eat with the
other festival volunteers.

LOCATION:
Souvigny.
Latitude of the project: 46.5339389
Longitude of the project: 3.19199400000002

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Moulins sur Allier (03000)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 95

 SJ51Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  A BRIDGE FOR PEACE

Address:  Morlhon-le-Haut, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  26/07/2017 Final Date: 16/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Live the village life,  meet  the friendly  residents,  and participate in  the building of  peace !  At  the heart  of  a  vast  and green forest  in  a
magical ambience, lies an ancient stone bridge. Saved by a multicultural community that worked on it's reconstruction for 4 years, it is
seen today as a symbol of peace between the peoples. For the 5th time this year, Morlhon-le-Haut will welcome a group of international
volunteers to restore this bridge. Sheltered by a village perched on a hill ringed withtrees, this small yet magical heritage site has, for a
long  time,  been  left  forgotten.  50  years  ago,  one  of  the  bridge's  arches  was  partly  destroyed  by  a  flood.  Fortunately,  two  groups  of
international volunteers reconstructed the arch. In 2016, the fourth workcamp of volunteers started the construction of the parapets that
you will now work on to finally erect this symbol of peace !

The goal is to make the bridge more practicable by completeing the final touches. You will mostly be working on ground pavement (you
might create a mosaic at the center of this). One part of the workcamp will be dedicated to the clean-up of pedestrian pathways leading
to the bridge. Passionate in the works of masonry and a master in the necessary techniques, an employee of the community of Morlhon-
Le-Haut will be by your side and introduce you to the methods traditionally implemented in the construction of stone bridges.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Morlhon-le-Haut, located 135 km northeast of Toulouse, between Cahors and Rodez.

You  will  have  the  opportunity  to  discover  Aveyron′s  natural  sites,  such  as  the  canyons  of  Aveyron  and  Doulouze,  and  the  historical
architecture  of  it′s  fortified  towns,  abbeys,  and  castles.  You  will  also  be  able  to  participate  in  the  village′s  festivities,  such  as  the
« Festival of fortified towns » in the surrounding medieval towns, and Morlhon′s « Festival of the Lake », where, following tradition, the
local youth called « classards » go around the village offering flowers to each house.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In dorms situated in the village′s festivities venue.

LOCATION:
Morlhon-le-Haut.
Latitude of the project: 44.324494
Longitude of the project: 2.06246099999998

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: TLS
Train/Bus Station: Villefranche-de-Rouergue (12200)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 5
Female Places: 5

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 96

 SJ52Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  THE CAPUCINS CASTLE

Address:  Tonnay-Charente, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  28/07/2017 Final Date: 14/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Supported  by  the  French  Red  Cross,  The  Medical  Education  Institute  (MEI)  of  Tonnay-Charente,  has  undertaken  the  mission  to
welcome  children  and  teenagers  suffering  from  a  light  intellectual  deficiency.  Now  settled  in  the  Castle  Les  Capucins,  the  former
tuberculosis hospital, the MEI, develops an individualized project that helps teenagers to build self-confidence, to learn the community
life,and  to  be  more  independant,  by  encouraging  them  to  build  a  futur  life,  and  to  develop  a  love  for  learning  (academic  training  or
professional).

To welcome the children and teens,  the buildings have to be in  good condition.  The main building,  a castle  from the 17th century,  is
therfore under continuous renovation and restoration. Under the supervision of a referred technician of the MEI, and in collaboration with
some children and teenagers who are a part  of  the MEI,  you will  work on restoring the terrace of  the MEI's  restaurant.  The work will
consist  of  stone-paving in the roman style,  and building two small  walls  on each side,  using lime mortar  and implementing traditional
masonry techniques.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Tonnay-Charente, Charente Maritime, around 40 km from La Rochelle.

In order to live and share times of intercultural exchanges, the hosts will organize excursions in the region and animations with the local
population.  You  will  discover  the  local  heritage:  a  suspension  bridge,  a  former  abbey,  and  a  priory.  During  your  free  time,  you  will
participate in the local summer festivities (music festival, night market..), and you will visit the famous nearby town of La Rochelle. You
will also be able to enjoy a stroll on the beach and swim in the ocean.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Indoors, in the MEI′s residential school

LOCATION:
Tonnay-Charente.
Latitude of the project: 45.943621
Longitude of the project: -0.891573999999991

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BOD
Train/Bus Station: Tonnay-Charente (17430)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 97

 SJ53Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  LET&apos;S DANCE ON THE RIVER LOUE

Address:  Coulaures, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  CULT-FEST - Cultural - Festival

Initial Date:  29/07/2017 Final Date: 19/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Always  international,  the  "fête  de  l'Oie"  puts  the  spotlight  on  dance  this  year:  it  is  in  Coulaures,  a  charming  village  settled  in  White
Périgord,  Northeast  of  the  department  of  Dordogne  that  will  take  place  the  event.  For  two  years,  the  municipality  welcomes  an
international  workcamp  on  the  occasion  of  the  annual  festival,  which  attracts  more  than  1000  visitors!

You will decorate costumes and floats as part of the "Fête de l'Oie”, the annual festivity of Coulaures which celebrate a new topic every
year, with an international dimension. "Journey through dance" is the theme of this year: in addition of the creative part, you will work on
choregaphies in order to cheer up the festival, and will be involved in the global organization of the event!

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Coulaures is 15km away from Thiviers, 30km away from Périgueux, and 8km way from Excideuil.

During your spare time, you can discover the magnificent landscapes of Dordogne, visit the castle of Excideuil, or Périgueux city, full of
History.  The  workcamp  will  take  place  during  the  summer  time,  a  lively  season:  you  will  be  able  to  meet  the  local  residents  at  the
farmers?  markets,  during  the  festival  and  during  the  traditional  international  meal  that  you  will  share  with  them.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In a shared room in the town?s hall of events with kitchen and sanitary facilities acccess. Food is included, and you will cook in turns.

LOCATION:
Coulaures.
Latitude of the project: 45.307864
Longitude of the project: 0.979829999999993

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: BOD
Train/Bus Station: Thiviers (24800)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 98

 SJ54Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  A GREEN SHELTER FOR VAUNIERES 2

Address:  Vaunières, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  30/07/2017 Final Date: 20/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Located  in  the  heart  of  the  Hautes-Alpes,  the  association  “Les  Villages  des  Jeunes”,  www.villagesjeunes.org,  manages,  runs  and
renovates a hosting centre at  Vaunières since 1964!  It  is  an old mountain hamlet  that  has become both a “trampoline”  for  youth and
adults facing hardships, and a welcoming place for French and international volunteers. Vaunières is a vacation destination for families,
tourists  and  people  with  disabilities  who  come  to  enjoy  the  calmness  of  the  mountain  and  the  place’s  dynamic  atmosphere.  Our
workcamps,  with  volunteers  from all  countries,  allow us  to  reinforce  the  cultural  diversity  of  our  work,  and  to  open  up  the  site  to  the
world, making it a place where people from all ages and socio-cultural backgrounds agree to meet each other by working together and
sharing  the  life  of  the  community.  We  hope  that,  whether  you  are  a  French  or  an  international  volunteer,  you  too  will  join  us  in  an
atmosphere  of  exchange  and  “do-it-together”  that  characterize  our  project.

The hosting centre is composed of several buildings including the “Hotellerie” House which was restructured in 2014 by adding housing
and  a  lodge.  This  workcamp will  focus  on  insulating  the  walls  of  the  building,  especially  the  northern  façade  (all  other  façades  were
completed in the summers of 2014-2016). You will add natural insulation after preparing the walls and constructing a solid wood frame
that will allow us to add the plaster. This project will also teach you new techniques and skills including traditional coating and the use of
environmentally friendly materials.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Vaunières (7km from St. Julien en Beauchêne, and 50km from Gap).

Located within a remarkable natural environment, Vaunières is an ideal place to go hiking in the mountains and discover the rural life
with its  farmers? markets and its  producers.  In the evenings you will  be able to organize games, screenings,  international  meals and
more.  Tourist  visits  will  also be a possibility.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In  individual  tents  with  access  to  a  sanitary  block  accomodated  with  3  showers  and  toilets.  As  for  meals,  you  will  eat  with  the  other
volunteers  and  local  residents.  Different  groups  will  alternate  to  cook  the  meals,  do  the  dishes,  and  clean  up  after  the  meals.

LOCATION:
Vaunières.
Latitude of the project: 44.6350965
Longitude of the project: 5.65613510000003

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: MRS
Train/Bus Station: Lus la Croix Haute (26620)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 99

 SJ57Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  THE FAÏ FARM ALONG THE WATER 2

Address:  Le Saix, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  ENVI - Environmental

Initial Date:  31/07/2017 Final Date: 12/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
In the heart of the Hautes Alpes region, the association “Les Villages des Jeunes” (www.villagesdesjeunes.org), in partnership with the
SIVU of Haute-Maraize, has been managing, renovating, and reviving the reception centre of le Faï since 1990. It is a former agriculture
domain  situated  at  an  altitude  of  1000  meters.  The  old  buildings  of  the  farm have  been  developed  into  small  apartments  and  group
accommodations.  At  le  Faï,  from  April  to  December,  the  association  organises  inclusion  projects  for  local  people  facing  social  and
professional difficulties, and host teenagers and young adults experiencing family, health or professional difficulties, in order to give them
a possibility  to  get  professional  experience.  In  the summer,  the Faï  is  also a place where professional  artists  and musicians come to
work in and with this extraordinary place. Together, they create and perform at the yearly festivals that take place at the Faï, such as
FestiFaï, Échos, and La Montagne qui chante (The Mountain that Sings). The international workcamps organised at the Faï contribute to
make  this  place  something  “extra”,  where  people  of  different  ages,  from  different  countries  and  cultures,  employees  and  volunteers,
artists and tourists, live and work together for some days or several months. We hope that you, a volunteer from France or abroad, will
also join this spirit of encountering and working together which bring our project to life.

Currently, the catchment area at the source of the farm is in a small wood accessible to the animals and walkers. In order to protect this
catchment, you will create an enclosure around this place. Different techniques will be required: masonry, gardening work, brushing, and
especially techniques of installation of a wire fence and a gate. Furthermore, last year's workcamp started a permaculture project at the
Fai farm! Those who wish to, may contribute to the work related to this project: development of the greenhouse (ventilation, insulation,
siding,  window pane  liming,  ...);  wood  construction  (vermicompost,  frame,  insect  house,  perches,  storage  cabin,  chassis,  guardians);
water  management  (rainwater  harvesting,  irrigation  system,  bearish).

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
The Le Faï farm (3 km from the village of Saix and 30 km from Gap)

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In individual tents located in the welcoming center of Faï, 05400 Le Saix, where volunteers from other workcamps will stay as well. You
will  also  have  access  to  bathrooms  and  the  welcom  center′s  rooms.  The  entertainment  team  will  also  invite  you  to  become  more
involved  in  the  community′s  life :  menu  and  meal  preparation  using  local  produce,  dish-washing,  and  clean  up.

LOCATION:
Le Saix.
Latitude of the project: 44.475014
Longitude of the project: 5.82438590000004

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: MRS
Train/Bus Station: Veynes Dévoluy (05400)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 100

 SJ59Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  A WORLD OF EXCEPTION

Address:  Lugagnac, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  02/08/2017 Final Date: 23/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The  friendly  residents  of  Lot  welcome  you  with  open  arms  to  discover  an  unbelievably  beautiful  and  preserved  rural  heritage  site.
Lugagnac and Crégols are two charming villages that border each other and are typical of Lot. In 2016, the first group of international
volunteers  was  amazed  by  the  warm  welcome  of  the  residents.  However,  the  friendly  residents  of  two  villages  will  welcome  you  to
immerse  yourself  in  the  local  culture,  and  to  become  a  part  of  the  daily  life  of  both  villages  for  3  weeks.  During  the  summer,  these
villages,  located  amid  the  beautiful  Parc  Naturel  des  Causses  du  Quercy,  are  entirely  illuminated  by  the  sun,  and  enveloped  by  the
sound of cicadas, making it an ideal place for adventurous spirits looking to discover the natural trails, hills, and rivers within this land of
legends located steps away from the magestic valley of Lot.

You will be trained in dry stonebuilding, an ancestral technique that gives this region's villages their charm. Afterwards, at the heart of
this exceptional nature, you will participate in the restoration of ancient wash houses, as well as the rennovation of an old bread oven,
and help assemble the framework. You will  be supervised by a group of passionate local volunteers who will  be happy to share their
knowledge with you.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Lugagnac, located 120 km from the northeast of Toulouse, between Cahors and Brive-la-Gaillarde.

You will participate in local summer festivities like the festival of music in Limogne-en-Quercy or the gourmet market of Lugagnac, and
will have free time to enjoy the local natural and cultural heritage of Quercy : the valley of Lot, walking tours, bike and canoe rides, and
visits  to Saint-Cirq-Lapopie,  Cahors,  and other  remarcable sites in the proximity.  The residents of  Lugagnac and Crégols are already
planning surprise outings such as an invitation to lunch or dinner, visits to exceptional sites, and a walk under the stars, all making each
day a marvel.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In tents of 6 to 8 people, located next to a charming covered space accommodated with a kitchen and an outdoor lounge. You will have
access to showers and toilets. If you wish to have more privacy, you may bring your own personal tents.

LOCATION:
Lugagnac.
Latitude of the project: 44.408943
Longitude of the project: 1.73624700000005

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: TLS
Train/Bus Station: Cahors (46000)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 6
Female Places: 6

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 101

 SJ61Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  FESTI&apos;VAL FRAICHEUR

Address:  Torcy, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO-CULT - Restoration-Cultural

Initial Date:  08/08/2017 Final Date: 29/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
This project should not be seen as a sightseeing trip to Paris. If you wish to visit Paris, you should arrive a few days before, or leave a
few days after the dates of the workcamp.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
This summer, some local youth associations are organizing, for the sixth time, a local cultural event, the 'Festi'Val Fraîcheur', which aims
to promote the expression of cultural diversity, to create links between different generations of people, and to encourage young people
to become engaged in their community.

As a volunteer in this camp, you will work with local young volunteers from various partner organisations to help to prepare the event.
The work will first consist of preparing the place where it will take place, as well as building some furniture using recycled material. You
will also help to promote the festival in the local community and to host participants. After the event, you will help clear the site of the
event, and celebrate the end of the project with the local partners!

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
You will have the opportunity to meet many other young people from the community of Torcy and its surrounding areas. Some activities
will  be organized with the support of local partners and associations. You will  also be able to arrange other activities according to the
opportunities and the available budget.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
You  will  sleep  on  mattresses  in  a  local  sociocultural  centre.  Please  bring  a  sleeping  bag  with  you.  The  centre  has  bathrooms  and
showers,  as  well  as  a  kitchen.  Food  will  be  provided  and  cooked  by  the  volunteers  in  turns.

LOCATION:
Torcy is approximately 30km east of Paris. The project is organized in the centre of Torcy..
Latitude of the project: 48.850572
Longitude of the project: 2.65447199999994

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: CDG
Train/Bus Station: Torcy RER (77200)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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 Referencia: 102

 SJ63Code: Year: 2017

Region:  SJ - SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES - FRANCE

Name:  A NEW ADVENTURE

Address:  Verfeil sur Seye, C.P. 75010, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Francia

Email:
URL:  www.solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  09/08/2017 Final Date: 30/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
A vibrant village awaits you ! Hundreds of volunteers have already stepped foot on this village, and you will  be the next ! The town of
Verfeil sur Seye has been a loyal partner of Citrus for a long time now. It is a small and medieval fortified town from the 18th century,
built on a promontory located amid a beautiful landscape of wooded hills. Its past is governed by rich and historic events, and today, in a
visible tranquility, the town is home to a significant diversity of characters and community-run activities. Colette Magny, a famous jazz
singer, once lived here.

Many  workcamps  have  already  taken  place  in  Verfeil,  and  this  one  will  partake  in  the  reconstruction  of  a  retaining  wall  and  the
restoration of  a  wash house.  Therefore,  you will  be  introduced to  small  masonry  work.  You will  also  be accompanied by Christian,  a
motivated and enthousiastic  municipal  employee,  who is  impatientaly  waiting for  your  arrival.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Verfeil sur Seye, located 100 km northeast of Toulouse, between Albi and Montauban.

You will be able to go on walks along the numerous pathways all around Verfeil, and to join the local residents in a game of pétanque.
You will also have the opportunity to participate in the village festival, discover the beautiful countryside of Rouergue and the canyons of
Aveyron, and visit the surrounding medieval villages of Saint-Antonin-Noble-Val, Najac, and Cordes-sur-ciel. Finally, you will also enjoy
the rich exchanges with local residents who will be more than happy to welcome you.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
In tents on a football field, located in proximity to a kitchen and an everyday-living space situated in a festivities venue.

LOCATION:
Verfeil sur Seye.
Latitude of the project: 44.1871099
Longitude of the project: 1.87626299999999

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: TLS
Train/Bus Station: Lexos (82330)
Latitude of Station: 0
Longitude of Station: 0

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 5
Female Places: 5

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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